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ABSTRACT 
Researchers and practitioners operating within safety critical industries, above all else, are 
typically most interested in avoiding personal harm to employees and costly accidents to 
equipment by respectively preventing unsafe behaviours and incidents from occurring. Their 
actions and investigations are most effective before these occur, and thus a pressing area of 
research is in understanding and developing tools to predict safety incidents before they happen. 
A tool that predicts incidents before they happen is typically referred to as a lead indicator, and 
the focus of this thesis is on further developing and contributing to the lead indicator potential of 
safety climate measurement tools. These assess the degree to which people within a workplace 
believe there is enough value placed on safety and influence their likelihood of performing safe 
behaviours. Chapter 1 reviews previous relevant research and the overarching framework and 
model driving the thesis, as well as introducing in greater detail contributions made by each 
chapter to this model. Chapter 2 presents research conducted into the first component of the 
model, specifically investigating the organisational influences on safety climate such as 
perceived support sources. In addition, it examines the effect of such influences on variability in 
safety climate perceptions, and also contributes to existing research examining safety climate 
across time. Chapter 3 investigates aspects of the second component of the model including the 
relationship between safety climate and safety motivation, as well as the influence of variability 
of safety climate perceptions on safety motivation. Chapter 4 replicates research demonstrating 
the important link between safety climate and safety behaviours, and importantly introduces a 
novel approach for effectively shortening safety climate measures. This has significant utility for 
researchers and practitioners hoping to retain engagement from participants. Finally, Chapter 5 
summarises the findings from each chapter and contextualizes their importance for research and 
theory on the one hand, and practice and application on the other.  
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Chapter 1 General Introduction 
 Although work-related injury fatalities within Australia have been steadily decreasing 

since they peaked in 2007, in the last year there were still 182 fatalities in workplaces around 

Australia (Key Work Health and Safety Statistics, Australia, 2017). In addition, recently calculated 

costs associated with work-related injuries and diseases in 2012-13 were estimated to be 

approximately similar to those in 2008-9. At ~$60 billion per year, with different components 

borne by employers, workers and the community, and also attributable to a range of different 

severities (from short absence to full incapacity and fatality), safety is still a very real concern for 

those in industry and their research partners. 

 To be able to predict such potentially damaging and costly events before they occur is 

therefore a powerful and enviable ability for safety critical industries to develop. Indeed, in other 

fields such as engineering (Øien, Massaiu, Tinmannsvik, & Størseth, 2010; Rhodes, Valerdi, & 

Roedler, 2009), economics/finance (Diebold & Rudebusch, 1989; Estrella & Mishkin, 1998; 

Gropp, Vesala, & Vulpes, 2006) and health (Kandula, Kersey, & Lurie, 2004) there has been a 

coordinated effort by both academics and practitioners to improve the ability to predict potentially 

damaging events by investigating the validity of so-called ‘lead indicators’. Lead indicators can 

be “an individual measure, or collection of measures” with the capacity to “[predict]…future 

system performance before the performance is realized” (Rhodes et al., 2009) as opposed to 

lagging indicators which typically measure events after they have happened (Reiman & 

Pietikäinen, 2012). Thus in practical terms, they “allow management to take action before 

problems are realized” (Rhodes et al., 2009). 

 Within safety specific contexts lagging indicators might include fatalities, lost time 

accident rates and incidents. In contrast, leading indicators include examinations of organisational, 
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managerial and human factors through constructs like safety climate which are likely to be prime 

causes of accidents in safety critical high reliability industries in addition to consideration of 

possible technical failures (Flin, Mearns, O'Connor, & Bryden, 2000). The ability for these tools 

to accurately predict the emergence of safety critical incidents is termed their ‘lead indicator’ 

potential (Payne, Bergman, Rodríguez, Beus, & Henning, 2010; Reiman & Pietikäinen, 2012). 

Indeed, with improvements and greater standardization in structural and physical aspects of safety 

from engineering developments, psychological and behavioural contributors to safety incidents 

remain a significant priority for those working in the area. 

 Within the literature there is a general consensus that safety climate, the shared perceptions 

individuals have about the value of safety in their workplace (Zohar, 1980), is able to accurately 

predict safety behaviour due to its impact on how individuals perceive their workplace (Clarke, 

2006; Nahrgang, Morgeson, & Hofmann, 2011), and importantly, that safety climate can function 

as a lead indicator of such behaviours by predicting them over time and before they happen (Neal 

& Griffin, 2006). The components of the safety climate lead indicator model are well documented 

within the literature and suggest that distal organisational factors, such as leadership (Zohar, 

2002a), influence the development and maintenance of safety climate. In turn, safety climate 

influences individual intentional safety behaviour through a demonstrated link with mediators such 

as safety motivation (Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal & Griffin, 2006). That is, people are likely to 

behave safely because they are motivated to behave safely which is in turn predicted by their safety 

climate perceptions. Although these components are frequently addressed in isolation, typically 

they aren’t assembled into a cohesive whole and critically evaluated in relation to other. This thesis 

views them as a whole (see Figure 1). 
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 The purpose and contribution of this dissertation is to improve the role of safety climate as 

a lead indicator of safety behaviour by engaging with important questions concerning 

organisational predictors, behavioural mediators, alternative construct definitions and 

measurement efficiency. 

 Chapter 2 of this thesis investigates the first relationship in this path, concerning the impact 

of organisational factors on safety climate. Specifically, it documents the discriminant impact of 

supervisor versus coworker support sources on individual perceptions of safety climate. This is 

achieved firstly within a cross-sectional sample drawn from a construction based safety critical 

industry and secondly a sample drawn from a separate government based construction department 

assessing safety climate across time. In addition, specific leadership behaviours are investigated. 

The two samples also allow for an investigation of the influence of such organisational antecedent 

variables on safety climate strength (an alternative safety climate construct based on variability in 

safety climate perceptions within a group). 

Chapter 3 continues the thread of this contribution, by further considering the moderating 

effect of alternative safety climate constructs such as safety climate strength on the traditional 

theoretical link between safety climate and safety motivation. In addition, it highlights important 

Figure 1. Overarching Thesis Safety Climate Lead Indicator Model. 

N.B. Dotted line represents relationship not examined in the thesis, but established within the literature 
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theoretical issues within the literature as they relate to the definition of safety motivation and its 

relation to self-determination theory. 

Finally, chapter 4 is concerned with the link between safety climate and safety behaviour 

and explicitly tackles measurement issues within the literature with the ultimate goal of increasing 

the practicality of safety climate questionnaires for researchers in predicting safety behaviours 

using a novel methodological approach. 

Thus the overall thesis contributes greatly to the safety climate literature by investigating 

the lead indicator potential of safety climate across the different constituent components of the 

theoretical relationships involved, and tackling distinct measurement and conceptualisation issues 

along the way. Contributing to the literature base concerned with predicting safety behaviours 

before they occur is vital in ensuring that research has a practical and significant contribution to 

make in reducing possible accidents and injuries. The remainder of this introduction is concerned 

with a review of climate as a construct, including safety climate specifically, and relevant 

organisational antecedents which introduce the key relationships investigated within the thesis. 

Climate: a research construct overview 
 

The broad understanding of climate within organisational psychology and behaviour 

literature is that it represents the perceptions that people have about a focal area: typically an 

organisational climate (representing individual broader perceptions about their overall work 

environment), but specifically here safety climate (representing individual perceptions about the 

value of safety within their workplace) (Zohar, 1980). The study of climates then, is in essence, 

dedicated to extrapolating the multitude of effects that situations have on workers (via 

explanatory paths such as their perceptions and attitudes towards said situations) and the impact 
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of their immediate work environment on a range of behavioural outcomes. When there is a 

strong guide for behaviour, there is a strong expression of that behaviour, and conversely when 

there is a weak guide for behaviour, there is a weak and variable expression of potential 

behaviour. The following represents a brief coverage of the development of this common 

understanding in the past century. 

The study of climates, and their impact on behaviours, has its roots in early social 

psychology. Early studies, collectively described as the Hawthorne studies (Mayo, 1933; 

Roethlisberger, 1941) were influential in bringing the social situations in which employees 

completed their work to the fore in explaining objective measures such as productivity. Much of 

the proliferation of climate related research was concerned with the unobservable yet consistent 

effect of immediate social aspects of work (rather than simply the effect of individual differences). 

The earliest reference to the power of an interpersonal climate came from Lewin, Lippitt, and 

White (1939) who investigated social climates, which focused on widespread and generalisable 

behavioural responses to contextual variables that were aggregated above and beyond individual 

perceptions. 

A plethora of research spanning the 1950s-1970s developed the notion of a climate within 

work specifically. Key research questions which remain relevant today in the study of 

organisational climate and context specific climates (such as safety climate) include the differential 

role of perceptions and expectations in shaping behaviour (Fleishman, 1953), stability of climate 

over time (Argyris, 1958), the level at which climates are aggregated and analysed (Lawler, Hall, 

& Oldham, 1974; McGregor, 1960), and the influence of individual differences on climate 

perceptions (Forehand & Gilmer, 1964). Various early methodological concerns held by 

researchers about climate measurement included its perpetuation across organisational 
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generations, the degree to which it can be changed and differences between sub-unit climates 

(Evan, 1968). Thus perceptions and expectations regarding behaviour/outcome relationships 

became a strong research area, particular as they related to climate perceptions. Whilst the 

objective functioning of an organisation is important (for example the number of training programs 

available in safety contexts, or frequency of safety newsletters), even more important is whether 

individuals perceive that the organisation is functioning adequately. 

Climates, although often thought of as being general, all-encompassing and often 

intangible, are frequently studied within the confines of a highly specific context (hence, a safety 

climate). Many of these substantive research questions asked within the organisational climate 

context were similarly applicable in the safety context which was introduced by Zohar (1980). 

Thus the primary theoretical influence on the present dissertation is drawn from research 

developed and extended following the introduction of the safety climate construct (Zohar, 1980), 

and in particular many of the theoretical relationships demonstrated since the turn of the century 

(Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal & Griffin, 2006; Neal, Griffin, & Hart, 2000) which have influenced 

the trend towards viewing safety climate as a leading indicator. 

Throughout this modern period of research, there has been extensive discussion of the 

safety climate versus safety culture divide, and how the two concepts are inter-related. The focus 

of this dissertation is on safety climate exclusively and rests on the assumption held within the 

literature that safety climate measures are designed to quantitatively and efficiently measure 

surface like properties of the safety functioning of an organisation, such as espoused values 

(Guldenmund, 2000), versus safety culture measures which tend to qualitatively and deeply 

investigate underlying safety related issues. Indeed, whilst general culture measures assess 

concepts such as values, beliefs and assumptions, climate measures are descriptive and practical 
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tools that describe the “surface features of the safety culture discerned from the workforce’s 

attitudes and perceptions” (Flin et al., 2000) which serves as an indicator of the underlying safety 

culture of work group, plant or organisation. The weight of theoretical developments regarding 

safety within this century have focused on the role safety climate plays, with some degree of 

construct diffusion occurring when researchers have labelled clearly safety climate measures as 

safety culture. The following section reviews some of the antecedents to climate in the form of 

relevant organisational factors assessed within Chapter 2. 

Distal and organisational factors  
 

 A range of theories exist relating to the aetiology and formation of climates (safety or 

otherwise) within organisations. Schneider and Reichers (1983) propose that much of an 

organisational climate derives from the interactions of its constituents, and thus terms the process 

‘interactionism’. In addition Schneider and Reichers (1983), emphasise the role of situational 

identity, disconfirmation of naïve organisational expectations, sense-making activities and group 

assimilation as important events in the development of climate perceptions for incoming 

employees. Essentially, the individuals come to participate in a socially constructed reality by 

virtue of meaning-making interactive behaviours (Ashforth, 1985; Schneider & Reichers, 1983). 

Furthermore, Glick (1985) suggests that interactions themselves, particularly as they occur within 

groups, are a crucial unit of theory and analysis, and ‘climate’ (organisational, safety or otherwise) 

an emergent property summated across the various interactions that take place within a particular 

organisation.  

 For newcomers faced with potential role ambiguity, Ashforth (1985) suggests that 

psychological forces associated with social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) drive them to 

compare abilities with their immediate peers, who serve as a “compatible and credible referent 
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group” (Ashforth, 1985). In addition, supervisors are often seen as central players in the formation 

of localised climates within different levels of an organisation by acting as “interpretive filters” of 

work related events (Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989). In this way they can communicate effectively 

with subordinates and ensure a standardised flow of information through the various hierarchies 

of an organisation. 

 Therefore the process of social interaction is a key step in the emergence of particular 

climates within organisations (Glick, 1985; Schneider & Reichers, 1983), and the most immediate 

source of interactions for employees who influence this sense making process are both their peers 

and their supervisors who serve as significant influences on how they perceive their working 

environment. Thus researchers have examined the role of leadership behaviours (Barling, 

Loughlin, & Kelloway, 2002; Kelloway, Mullen, & Francis, 2006; Zohar, 2002a, 2002b) and 

sources of general support (including supervisors and coworkers) within the organisation 

(Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008; DeJoy, Schaffer, Wilson, Vandenberg, & Butts, 2004; Gillen, Baltz, 

Gassel, Kirsch, & Vaccaro, 2002; Hofmann & Morgeson, 1999; Larsson, Pousette, & Törner, 

2008; Mearns & Reader, 2008; Neal et al., 2000; Shanock & Eisenberger, 2006) in influencing 

safety related outcomes including safety climate perceptions and objective accident rates. For 

example, Zohar (2002a) investigated distal organisational factors contributing to safety climate 

such as leadership styles. Transformational/constructive leadership styles were found to be 

partially positively associated with safety climate whereas corrective/laissez-faire styles were 

found to be partially negatively associated with safety climate. Partial support was also found for 

climate mediating the effect of leadership on injury rate. 

In sum, both horizontal (peer) and vertical (supervisor) interactions within the workplace 

are important influences on individual safety climate perceptions and it is the relative effects of 
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these distal/organisational factors that will be investigated first within this thesis in Chapter 2. 

Specifically, I propose that in addition to supervisor and coworker support, specific types of 

supervisor behaviours (typically categorised as transformational/transactional and passive) will 

have opposite effects on safety climate across time. Furthermore, they will also impact 

differently on measures of safety climate variability (i.e. safety climate strength), a construct 

which is introduced in the following section. In addition, the following section reviews key 

relationships in the path between safety climate and safety behaviour which comprise Chapters 3 

and 4 of this thesis. 

Safety climate: a lead indicator of behaviour 
 

 Zohar (1980) first developed the concept of a safety climate construct, including core 

elements such as the perceived management attitudes to safety and the perceived importance of 

safety training, with an emphasis on aggregation at the organisational level. Safety climate also 

demonstrated preliminary evidence of being related to the overall safety level of the organisation. 

Research examining the safety climate construct continues to be prolific, in the last year alone 

expanding in scope to include new sociotechnical and systems perspectives (Casey, Griffin, Flatau 

Harrison, & Neal, 2017; Murphy, Huang, Robertson, Jeffries, & Dainoff, 2018; Murphy, 

Robertson, Huang, Jeffries, & Dainoff, 2018) diverse populations (Chan, Wong, Hon, Lyu, & 

Javed, 2017; DeJoy, Smith, & Dyal, 2017; Huang, Lee, McFadden, Rineer, & Robertson, 2017; 

Pousette, Larsman, Eklöf, & Törner, 2017) and approaches to measurement (Huang, Lee, Chen, et 

al., 2017; Keiser & Payne, 2017). 

 Griffin and Neal (2000) introduced the idea of safety performance being related to safety 

climate, including specifically safety compliance (core activities which maintain basic workplace 

safety) and safety participation (additional behaviours over and above core activities which, 
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although not necessarily improving safety directly, create a positive environment for safety). 

Importantly, they demonstrated that safety knowledge mediated the link between safety climate 

and safety performance, providing one of the first explanatory pathways between safety climate 

and safety behaviour. This was a key step in contributing to the idea of safety climate as a lead 

indicator. Simultaneously, Neal et al. (2000) demonstrated that organisational climate predicted 

safety climate which in turn, again, predicted safety knowledge and safety motivation. A full model 

demonstrated that safety knowledge and safety motivation partially mediated this latter 

relationship, and that safety climate, knowledge and motivation mediated the relationship between 

organisational climate and safety performance. This further enhanced the understanding of the link 

between safety climate and safety behaviour by introducing the intermediary role of safety 

motivation, suggesting that when individuals perceive that their workplace values safety they are 

more likely to be motivated to behave safely. Theoretically, this suggested that a workplace can 

establish a norm of reciprocity. 

 Neal and Griffin (2006) contributed the most significant argument for safety climate as a 

lead indicator, with the capacity to predict incidents before they happen. Within a longitudinal 

methodology, they demonstrated links across time between safety climate, safety motivation, 

safety behaviour and accidents. Specifically, individuals in groups with a positive safety climate 

were found to have an increased safety motivation at a later date, which itself was linked with 

greater safety participation behaviours at a later date. Interestingly, these two behaviours had a 

reciprocal relationship, such that safety participation also further increased safety motivation over 

time. Finally, safety behaviour was associated with accidents at a later date. Other earlier seminal 

longitudinal samples suggested additional potential when using safety climate measures with the 

capacity to predict micro-accidents (Zohar, 2000). 
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 Zohar (2000) also made important steps toward understanding the effects of safety climate 

at levels other than the organisation by examining it within group contexts specifically. This set 

the trend for safety climate going forward in which methodological avenues were opened by 

suggesting that in addition to perceptions of overall management effectiveness, researchers could 

ask participants about supervisor effectiveness at the group level as well. This was further 

demonstrated by Zohar and Luria (2005) who found alignment between safety climate at different 

levels of an organisation, with organisational safety climate predicting group level safety climate 

and behaviour and organisational climate strength influencing group climate strength. 

The safety climate strength construct features throughout this thesis as an important 

perspective on safety climate that has frequently been overlooked in the literature, and is referred 

to in Figure 1 as an alternative construct definition of safety climate. It represents the degree of 

variability in safety climate perceptions when researchers have access to multilevel data that can 

be aggregated (i.e. individuals responding to safety climate questionnaires within identifiable and 

distinguishable groups). In theory, individuals within a team that have a shared and consistent 

opinion of the value of safety within the workplace should be more likely to consistently display 

the same type of behaviour (Schneider, Salvaggio, & Subirats, 2002). Thus a group with a high 

safety climate which has a high degree of agreement within the group, is more likely to engage in 

safety behaviours than a group with a high safety climate which has a low degree of agreement 

because of the existing relationship between safety climate and safety behaviours (Schneider et al., 

2002). Theoretically, this approach borrows heavily from situational strength (Mischel, 1973), 

which examines the development of strong situations in which uniform beliefs about expected 

behaviours override individual differences, which are more likely to influence behaviour in weak 

situations. Although it is often assumed that by definition groups with high overall safety climate 
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scores have high overall agreement, this has been largely disproven by researchers in other 

disciplines who have demonstrated the plausibility of different combinations of high and low 

means and variability (Morin, Maïano, Marsh, Nagengast, & Janosz, 2013). 

Important results demonstrated in a handful of seminal publications examining general 

climate strength have provided support for its utility (González-Romá, Peiró, & Tordera, 2002; 

González‐Romá, Fortes‐Ferreira, & Peiró, 2009; Schneider et al., 2002), however it is still a 

relatively understudied phenomenon that has the potential to significantly influence behaviour 

within the overall lead indicator model of safety climate. Chapter 3 of the thesis thus uses such 

multilevel approaches to assess the interaction between safety climate at the group level and safety 

motivation at the individual level to suggest new theoretical directions for safety motivation based 

research, with the addition of safety climate strength as a moderator. Importantly, the nature of the 

variables included allowed for the impact of safety climate strength on an individual level variable 

to be tested, an approach which has been lacking in previous research. In light of previous research, 

I propose that there will be an association between group safety climate and individual safety 

motivation and furthermore, that group level safety climate strength will moderate this 

relationship. 

 In the past decade, several meta-analyses have been conducted which have reinforced the 

importance of safety climate. With respect to the safety climate-safety behaviour mediated 

relationship, authors have further replicated the mediating role of safety knowledge and safety 

motivation (Christian, Bradley, Wallace, & Burke, 2009), with the acknowledgement that more 

work needs to be done regarding the specific type of motivation. Importantly, it has also included 

a significant association between safety climate and safety compliance (adherence to core safety 

regulations) (Nahrgang et al., 2011) and safety climate and safety participation (promoting the 
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overall safety functioning of an organisation over and above base requirements) (Clarke, 2006). 

Further information about the relative strengths of the two sets of relationships has also been 

clarified, with the safety climate-safety participation relationship stronger than the safety climate-

safety compliance relationship (Christian et al., 2009; Clarke, 2006). The post-hoc rationale 

provided by researchers in relation to this finding generally suggests that safety climate encourages 

behaviours over and above that expected as a part of basic safety compliance by signaling to 

employees that personal safety is valued and requires a proactive approach to safety behaviour (i.e. 

safety participation).  

 Importantly, safety behaviours have been associated with accidents (Christian et al., 2009; 

Clarke, 2006), with safety behaviour specifically mediating the relationship between safety climate 

and accidents as expected (Christian et al., 2009). Some research has suggested that it is the safety 

compliance behaviour, rather than safety participation, most negatively associated with accidents 

(Nahrgang et al., 2011). Taken together, this reinforces the relationship between safety climate and 

safety behaviour, and most importantly for the lead indicator perspective, the subsequent 

relationship between safety behaviour and accidents. Chapter 4 builds on the strength of these 

relationships developed within the literature by introducing a novel methodological approach to 

improving the efficiency and practicality of assessing safety climate in the context of predicting 

safety behaviour. Given the substantive theoretical and practical reasons for its use and literature 

based support for the validity of the novel methodology, I propose that it will be able to increase 

the efficiency of safety climate measurement whilst replicating the relationships with safety 

behaviours demonstrated in the literature. 

Finally, Chapter 5 summarises the core findings from each of the studies, providing 

theoretical and practical perspectives on their contribution to the literature and place within the 
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overarching lead indicator model driving the thesis. Taken together, the above literature is the 

substantive theoretical base for the present thesis, and one upon which it contributes by 

highlighting and investigating key methodological, theoretical and practical issues relevant to each 

component of the overall lead indicator model (Figure 1). 
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Chapter 2: The Impact of Leader & Co-worker Support on Safety Climate & 
Strength across Time 

 

Abstract 
 Safety researchers and practitioners seeking to have a long lasting impact on important 

variables such as safety climate typically investigate constructs operating within the immediate 

organisational environment, including support sources amongst other employees. This paper 

contributes to theoretical development in this area by examining, in two separate samples, the 

impact of leader and co-worker support on safety climate. In addition, the second sample 

investigates the impact of these support sources on safety climate strength (i.e. consistency in 

safety climate perceptions within a group). Results provide strong evidence for the influence of 

support sources on safety climate, with some preliminary evidence for the influence of support 

sources on safety climate and safety climate strength across time. In addition, the results of the 

present paper concur and support previous research demonstrating significant positive 

relationships between safety climate perceptions across time. Implications and future directions 

for researchers and practitioners within this area are provided. 
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Leaders have an important role to play in establishing the strategic outlook of a company. 

This frequently involves introducing and maintaining accepted behaviours, norms and attitudes 

which directly influence a team or organisation’s climate. Within a safety critical context, this is 

crucial for introducing behavioural norms that prioritise the fundamental personal safety of 

employees. For this reason the safety research domain frequently focusses on the role of 

leadership behaviours in influencing employee safety climate perceptions (Barling, Loughlin, & 

Kelloway, 2002; Kelloway, Mullen, & Francis, 2006; Zohar, 2002a, 2002b). Commentators 

converge on the important role of safety leaders in communicating effectively with subordinates 

and ensuring a standardised flow of information through the various hierarchies of an 

organisation, however the theory is lacking and under-developed in several crucial areas. 

Firstly, there is insufficient investigation of the effect of different types of leader 

behaviours on employee perceptions of safety climate. Secondly, there is negligible 

consideration of how these types of behaviours then impact on the consistency of safety climate 

perceptions within groups (i.e. the safety climate strength). This second point is particularly 

relevant for understanding what type of leadership acts as a force of stability and reliability in 

imparting a consistent view and interpretation of safety within an organisation by the employees, 

and by extension, a consistent and safe pattern of behaviours from employees. Finally, it remains 

to be seen how important alternative sources of support are (e.g. co-worker support) in light of 

the previous two theoretical developments. 

The substantive application of this paper then is in examining how leader and co-worker 

support sources affect group safety climate and variability in group safety climate (i.e. safety 

climate strength) across time. The subsequent sections cite research which refers to either 

supervisors or leaders, however tends to define the two as the same construct. Going forward, 
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leader support will be used for consistency to refer to broadly supportive behaviours displayed 

by supervisors or leaders as measured in Study 1, and specific supportive behaviours displayed 

by supervisors or leaders as measured in Study 2. Co-worker support refers to the extent to 

which employees believe they can rely on colleagues for help at work (Turner, Stride, Carter, 

McCaughey, & Carroll, 2012). Both definitions of support include elements of emotional (i.e. 

caring for others), instrumental (i.e. help with work tasks) and structural support (i.e. existence of 

support networks) (Bowling et al., 2004). Accordingly, those behaviours relevant to perceptions 

of the leader include elements of both transformational and transactional styles which typically 

emphasise divergent emotional and instrumental qualities. 

Determining whether support sources are able to influence variability in perceptions over 

time is crucial for those organisations working in safety critical industries which aim to reduce 

such variability, and ensure that key messages regarding their safety functioning and 

expectations of safety behaviour are clearly communicated and consistently understood across 

the various levels of an organisation. The paper proceeds first with an introduction of the key 

dependent variables of interest, safety climate, before introducing the idea of support sources 

within an organisation and results from Study 1 which tested this relationships. It then progresses 

to introduce leader support behaviours, and safety climate strength and contrasts the effect of 

alternative support sources on safety climate and safety climate strength in Study 2. 

Safety climate 
 

Safety climate has received substantial attention within management and organisational 

psychology literatures since its introduction several decades ago (Zohar, 1980). Climate refers to 

the individual, or aggregated group, perceptions held by individuals about their work 

environment: in safety contexts it typically focusses on whether employees believe their 
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organisation places enough emphasis on safety and the value placed on behaving safely (Zohar, 

1980). Safety climate has been associated with self-reported safety compliance and participation 

behaviours (Clarke, 2010; Nahrgang, Morgeson, & Hofmann, 2011; Neal, Griffin, & Hart, 2000) 

due to its influence on safety knowledge and motivation (Christian, Bradley, Wallace, & Burke, 

2009; Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal et al., 2000). Effects of safety climate on variables such as 

individual safety motivation and repeat safety climate measures have additionally been 

demonstrated across time (Neal & Griffin, 2006). Importantly, aspects of safety climate have 

also been linked with objective measures of safety behaviour (Cooper & Phillips, 2004) and it 

has a demonstrated negative association with incidents occurring within the workplace 

(Nahrgang et al., 2011). In sum, safety climate is an important precursor to individual safety 

behaviours (Clarke, 2006), and in turn incidents and accidents within the workplace (Christian et 

al., 2009). Understanding how support sources affects safety climate across time is therefore an 

important relationship that impacts on the safety functioning of the workplace. 

Sources of Support and Safety Climate 
 

Perceived support from different sources within organisations is important in influencing 

people’s behaviour. Typically this occurs because it forms a part of a wider and general 

perception of the organisational climate which informs employees’ beliefs about norms and 

expectancies in their workplace about typical behaviour. Thus, research concerned with sources 

of organisational support have often been as a part of a wider investigation of organisational 

climate (DeJoy, Schaffer, Wilson, Vandenberg, & Butts, 2004; Neal et al., 2000). Generally, this 

research has tended to theoretically emphasise the role of social exchange theory (Blau, 1964) in 

explaining hypothetical relationships by suggesting that exchange relationships between 

organisations and employees are created when employees believe the organisation cares about 
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them. When employees believe their needs as workers are looked after, they are therefore more 

likely to, in exchange, behave in a beneficial way for the working environment in general. 

Several researchers have looked at the influence of perceived support in relation to safety (Cox 

& Cheyne, 2000; Oliver, Cheyne, Tomas, & Cox, 2002; Seo, Torabi, Blair, & Ellis, 2004; 

Tucker, Chmiel, Turner, Hershcovis, & Stride, 2008; Turner, Chmiel, Hershcovis, & Walls, 

2010). In particular this theoretical approach has been used as the rationale by researchers 

interested in how general supportive relationships can influence specific safety related 

perceptions and ultimately behaviour (Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008; DeJoy et al., 2004; Gillen, 

Baltz, Gassel, Kirsch, & Vaccaro, 2002; Hofmann & Morgeson, 1999; Larsson, Pousette, & 

Törner, 2008; Mearns & Reader, 2008; Neal et al., 2000; Shanock & Eisenberger, 2006). Given 

evidence suggesting that temporally safety climate predicts safety behaviour itself (Neal & 

Griffin, 2006) support sources likely act as referent points for employees in forming their 

perceptions of their organisation’s safety climate. Thus workplaces can seek to improve safety-

related behaviours specifically by ensuring leaders and co-workers provide general work-related 

support in day-to-day work. The following sections introduce perspectives on firstly safety-

specific sources of support within an organisation, and secondly general forms of support within 

an organisation. 

 Several researchers have looked at safety specific sources of support by typically asking 

employees about the degree to which co-workers or superiors within an organisation value 

safety, encourage safety behaviours or help in achieving safe working solutions. Oliver et al. 

(2002) examined both leader and co-worker safety support sources and found negative 

relationships between leaders and co-worker support with occupational injury, and a positive 

relationship between the two safety support sources with safety behaviour. Tucker et al. (2008) 
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found that perceived co-worker support for safety fully mediated the relationship between 

perceived organisational support for safety and employee safety voice. This suggests that co-

workers have a crucial role in encouraging other employees to speak out about safety issues 

possibly because of the capacity to echo, interpret and filter organisational messages of support 

amongst team members. Finally, Turner et al. (2010) likewise found that safety-specific support 

from leaders and co-workers were related to lower hazardous work events and that perceived co-

worker support for safety was most important in maintaining safety in situations of high job 

demands. 

 Most significantly, many researchers have investigated the impact of employee 

perceptions of general organisational support sources on safety climate perceptions. Neal et al. 

(2000) demonstrated a positive relationship between organisational climate (including elements 

of supportive leadership) and safety climate. In addition, they found safety climate, safety 

knowledge and safety motivation mediated the relationship between organisational climate and 

safety performance. DeJoy et al. (2004) examined the role of general support and co-worker 

support factors as components of their assessment of organisational climate. As with Neal et al. 

(2000) they found that organisational climate was positively related to safety climate, and 

importantly, the subcomponents of organisational support and co-worker support. However, only 

general organisational support was predictive of actual safety behaviour at work. 

 Most significantly, many researchers have investigated the impact of employee 

perceptions of general organisational support sources on safety climate perceptions. Neal et al. 

(2000) demonstrated a positive relationship between organisational climate (including elements 

of supportive leadership) and safety climate. In addition, they found safety climate, safety 

knowledge and safety motivation mediated the relationship between organisational climate and 
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safety performance. DeJoy et al. (2004) examined the role of general support and co-worker 

support factors as components of their assessment of organisational climate. As with Neal et al. 

(2000) they found that organisational climate was positively related to safety climate, and 

importantly, the subcomponents of organisational support and co-worker support. However, only 

general organisational support was predictive of actual safety behaviour at work.   

 Mearns and Reader (2008) suggested that when organisations show higher levels of 

concern for employees they’re likely to benefit from unanticipated consequences through the 

tacit establishment of a psychological contract. Health related support from different levels of a 

company, including organisational, leader or co-worker levels, were thus found to predict safety 

behaviour, with leader support specifically contributing the most variance to the model. Finally, 

Larsson et al. (2008) included perceptions of general social support within their psychological 

climate construct, which was found to be associated with safety knowledge and safety 

motivation, as well as more general organisational dependent variables such as workplace 

commitment and job satisfaction. As a whole, there is a clear relationship between support in 

general and employees’ perceptions of safety climate and/or enacted safety behaviours. 

 There is some degree of support for the importance of co-worker support in influencing 

safety related constructs. Brondino, Silva, and Pasini (2012) demonstrated that in general co-

workers are able to influence safety climate perceptions in addition to leaders, and that co-

worker safety climate had a stronger influence on safety behaviours than safety climate. Non-

safety specific contexts have demonstrated the value of co-worker support on a range of 

outcomes. Chiaburu and Harrison (2008) examined general co-worker support, which was found 

to have a unique effect on employee outcomes beyond that of leader influence, including a strong 

positive relationship with task performance. Some contrasting evidence has been found. Gillen et 
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al. (2002) found that neither general co-worker or leader support demonstrated correlations with 

injury severity, however that higher degrees of support were associated with a working 

environment perceived to be safer. 

Study 1: Comparing Leader and Co-Worker Support Effects on Safety Climate 
  

The focus of the present paper is thus not on assessing leader/co-worker safety support 

specifically for both practical and theoretical reasons, and instead leader/co-worker general 

support. With respect to the first rationale, safety support sources frequently are included in 

measures of safety climate/culture (Cox & Cheyne, 2000; Seo et al., 2004) and thus in essence 

often represent the same construct. On the grounds of the latter rationale, we were interested in 

investigating the effect of general support on safety perceptions to demonstrate the impact of 

perceptions in non-safety specific areas on safety related perceptions. This is to investigate more 

broadly the types of organisational factors involved in contributing to, and building, a safe 

working climate and to build on this understanding in subsequent sections of the paper with more 

focus on specific leader support behaviours. On the strength of the literature base which suggests 

that both general leader and co-worker support sources are important in influencing safety 

climate perceptions, but that leaders are likely more important, we proposed the following 

hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1a: Co-worker support will be significantly and positively associated with 

safety climate. 

Hypothesis 1b: Leader support will be significantly and more positively associated with 

safety climate than general co-worker support. 
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Method 
 

 Participants were employees working for a safety critical mining contracting company 

operating within Australia. Organisational involvement was part of a broader initiative by the 

company to understand more about their own functioning, with feedback in the forms of reports 

and summaries provided for them to improve on focal areas. Having basic summaries of factors 

associated with higher safety climate were beneficial to them as they hadn’t engaged in 

organisation wide analysis on this level before. Multiple work sites were included, with 

employees drawn from different states within Australia. In total, 994 useable responses were 

collected using online based surveys collected using tablet devices. As is typical with mining 

contracting samples, the majority of responses were male (89.2%). There was a wide range in the 

age of respondents (minimum=19, maximum=72, mode=43). Participants responded to questions 

regarding the nature of their work and social life, with the focus in this paper on responses to 

questions concerning their safety climate perceptions and beliefs about work support structures. 

 Safety climate was assessed by asking participants three items regarding their beliefs 

about the importance of safety within the workplace (i.e. “wellbeing and safety is given a high 

priority by management) (α=.89) on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to 

strongly agree (Appendix 1). These items were adapted from Hall, Dollard and Coward (2010) in 

conjunction with the organisation in question to reflect safety and wellbeing generally rather than 

psychosocial safety climate specifically. A relatively brief measure was required by the 

organisation, leading us to focus exclusively on management commitment given its role within 

the literature as the primary component of safety climate (Griffin & Neal, 2006; Zohar & Luria, 

2005). 
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 Leader support was assessed by asking participants two items regarding their beliefs 

about the degree to which their leaders were concerned with their needs (i.e. “my supervisor 

ensures the interests of employees are considered when making decisions”) on a 5-point Likert 

scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree (Appendix 1). 

 Co-worker support was assessed by asking participants two items regarding their beliefs 

about the degree to which their fellow workers were concerned with their needs (i.e. “people I 

work with are helpful in getting the job done”) on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from strongly 

disagree to strongly agree (Appendix 1). Both types of support were measured using items 

adapted and influenced by the Job Contents Questionnaire (Karasek et al., 1998) a well 

recognised tool for assessing psychosocial aspects of jobs. As these were asked as a part of a 

much larger questionnaire, brevity was a requirement of participation by the organisation for 

practical reasons. Limitations are mentioned in the discussion. 

Results 
 

 To assess Hypothesis 1 a hierarchical linear regression was run using the enter method, 

with leader and co-worker support added in the first step of the model to determine the unique 

contribution each had on safety climate whilst controlling for the other variable. Table 1 outlines 

descriptive statistics and inter-correlations of variables included, whilst Table 2 outlines the 

results of the regression. Results indicate that the model was significant, F(2, 985) = 394.86, 

p<.01, with both leader support, β =.60, p<.01, and co-worker support, β =.13, p<.01, 

demonstrating positive associations with safety climate, thus supporting Hypotheses 1a and 1b. 

Leader support uniquely contributed 30.0% of the total variance in safety climate, versus co-

worker support which only uniquely contributed 1.5% of the variance in safety climate. This 
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suggests that perceptions of leader support contribute up to 20 times more unique variance in 

safety climate perceptions.  

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and inter-correlations 
 1.  2.  3.  

1. Safety Climate -   
2. Leader Support .66** -  
3. Co-worker Support .38** .41** - 

Mean 3.49 3.53 2.98 
SD .89 .98 .51 

N.B. All variables are uncentered.  
*p<.05.  
**p<.01. 

 

 

Discussion 

 Study 1 therefore provided reasonable preliminary guidance in comparing the relative 

effects of general perceived support from different sources in the workplace on safety climate 

perceptions. In line with the hypotheses and prior research, perceptions of general leader support 

explained more variation in safety climate perceptions than perceptions of general co-worker 

support, however both were significantly associated with safety climate. This serves as a useful 

guide for Study 2, in which general leader support behaviours are examined in greater detail than 

coworker support behaviours and within a stronger methodological context. Examining the effect 

across time in Study 2 overcomes the primary limitation of Study 1, which was that the sample 

was cross-sectional and thus unable to demonstrate causality. In addition, Study 2 uses a sample 

of teams, allowing for the analysis of the constructs at the group level. This was another core 

limitation of Study 1 which examined constructs most typically analysed and operationalized at 

the group level instead at the individual level.  
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Study 2: Examining leader support behaviours, co-worker support & safety climate 

strength 
 

In light of findings from Study 1 indicating that leader support sources are more 

important than co-worker support sources in explaining variance in safety climate perceptions, 

the present study builds on this by examining in greater detail specific behavioural aspects of 

leader support using traditional theories of leadership. Given that co-worker support was a 

significant predictor, it is included as a control and both support sources used to predict safety 

climate strength on top of safety climate to provide a much more detailed perspective on how 

support sources affect different quantitative aspects of safety climate. 

Leaders are often seen as central players in the formation of localised climates within 

different levels of an organisation by acting as “interpretive filters” of work related events 

(Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989). Thus as with the wider management discipline, safety research 

has focused on the impact of leader leadership styles such as transformational and transactional 

leadership (Barling et al., 2002; Clarke, 2013; Conchie, 2013; Conchie & Donald, 2009; 

Conchie, Taylor, & Donald, 2012; Inness, Turner, Barling, & Stride, 2010; Kapp, 2012; Mullen 

& Kelloway, 2009; Mullen, Kelloway, & Teed, 2011; Zohar, 2002a). Transformational 

leadership refers to the degree to which leaders are able to instill purpose and drive in employees 

through a focus on their intrinsic needs and the longer term goals of their group or organisation 

(Judge & Piccolo, 2004). Transactional leadership instead is the exchange of resources between 

employee and leader towards an explicit or implicitly agreed upon goal, with a focus by the 

leader on correcting divergences in expected behaviour (Judge & Piccolo, 2004). 
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Within safety specific contexts, there has been strong support for the role that 

transformational leadership plays in promoting a positive safety climate within the workplace 

(Barling et al., 2002; Clarke, 2013; Kelloway et al., 2006). The primary rationale has been the 

importance of the transformational leadership dimensions of idealized influence, inspirational 

motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized consideration in directly mapping onto 

safety climate perceptions. Indeed Barling et al. (2002) noted the link between leaders doing 

what is right rather than what is easy (idealized influence), encouraging subordinates to achieve 

new levels of safety (inspirational motivation), challenging assumptions and innovate with 

respect to new ways of approaching safety (intellectual stimulation), and showing an active 

interest in improving physical safety for employees (individualized consideration), and 

increasing employee’s safety climate perceptions. 

Despite the perception that transactional leadership is less desirable, research has 

demonstrated a positive relationship with safety climate (Clarke, 2013). It was argued that the 

higher visibility and frequent re-enforcement of management actions taken by those with a 

transactional style (i.e. rewarding safe behaviours, punishing unsafe behaviours) could be 

perceived as indicating greater concern for safety than those with a transformational style. Indeed 

Zohar (2002a) argued that aspects of transactional leadership, such as contingent reward 

leadership, imply a degree of concern for employee wellbeing as leaders need to identify needs, 

desires and individual capabilities which, although not on the same level of concern as provided 

by transformational leadership, are still important for employees. Thus transactional styles may 

be thought of as improving reliability and predictability whereas transformational styles 

conversely as improving motivation and development opportunities. 
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Conversely, passive management by exception and laissez-faire leadership styles are the 

least likely to demonstrate concern for employees, which should be reflected in employee safety 

climate perceptions. That is, employees who believe that their leaders only correct them after a 

safety infraction and are not proactive enough (or completely absent) in initiating safety related 

conversations are likely to believe that both the value placed on safety is low and that there is 

low concern for their personal livelihood (i.e. individualized consideration).. Consistent with 

this, Zohar (2002a) found positive relationships between transformational and contingent reward 

leadership styles and safety climate, and negative relationships for passive management by 

exception. An alternative form of negative leader behaviour typically examined, active 

management by exception, is not included in the present paper due to the lack of clarity 

regarding its effect in safety specific contexts. That is, because safety critical industries typically 

require unsafe behaviours to be highlighted and identified to team members as being risky, this 

may be recognised by employees as a positive behaviour that leaders need to demonstrate. 

Importantly, the relationship between both transformational and transactional leadership 

and safety climate is a mechanism through which employees demonstrate greater safety 

behaviour (Clarke, 2013). Safety climate partially mediates the positive association between 

transformational leadership and safety participation, as well as partially and fully mediating the 

respective relationships between transactional leadership and safety compliance, and 

transactional leadership and safety participation. This mediated model suggests that the two 

leadership styles encourage employees to perceive adequate emphasis on safety in their 

workplace, and subsequently behave more safely. Importantly, it demonstrates that each serve 

important roles in promoting different types of behaviour: transformational leadership more for 

safety participation, and transactional leadership more for safety compliance.  
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The path from leadership style, through safety climate and to injuries has been similarly 

supported by other authors (Barling et al., 2002), with other authors investigating alternative 

mechanisms through which transformational leadership specifically increases safety behaviours 

such as compliance and participation (Conchie, 2013; Conchie & Donald, 2009; Inness et al., 

2010; Mullen et al., 2011). Unfortunately we were unable to examine safety behaviours in the 

present study to fully examine this mediated model, and so focus specifically on understanding 

more about the path from leadership to safety climate in Hypotheses 2 and 3 for the reasons 

outlined below. 

Taken together, both transformational and transactional leadership styles are important 

predictors of safety climate and complement each other by targeting different aspects of safety 

and safety climate (Zohar, 2002a). This reflects a general trend within the literature to focus on 

overall perceptions of ‘good leadership’ including elements of both styles that can more 

generally be thought of as supportive leadership behaviours. Our aim in the present paper was 

thus to build on our general understanding of the role of the leader in influencing safety climate 

perspectives to examine the specific impact of behaviours across a wide spectrum of theoretical 

bases (i.e. transformational and transactional leadership styles). Importantly, we aim to further 

develop this theory by examining the impact of these styles on safety climate perceptions over 

time and by comparing them with negative passive management by exception behaviours and co-

worker support sources. The strong theoretical rationale linking good leadership (i.e. leader 

support) with safety climate is reflected in the following hypothesis (Figure 1), which also 

includes the previous hypothesis regarding co-worker support theoretically discussed and 

quantitatively demonstrated in Study 1: 
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Hypothesis 2a: Leader support (i.e. positive transformational and transactional 

behaviours) and co-worker support at the work unit level will be significantly and 

positively associated with work unit safety climate across time, with leader support 

acting as a stronger predictor. 

Hypothesis 2b: Passive management by exception at the work unit level will be 

 significantly and negatively associated with work unit safety climate across time. 

 

Climate Strength 
 

Climate strength is a quantitative construct based on the degree of variation or agreement 

found within samples reporting on their perceptions of a given workgroup or organization’s 

climate (Chan, 1998; González-Romá, Peiró, & Tordera, 2002; Schneider, Salvaggio, & 

Subirats, 2002). The study of climate strength is a methodological counter to the tendency within 

Figure 1 
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climate studies to focus entirely on the aggregated group or organisational climate in relation to 

outcome variables of interest, that is, using the mean of individual perceptions without taking 

into account the variance in perceptions. Climate strength has been studied as a moderating 

variable by authors interested in general organisational performance (Dawson, González-Romá, 

Davis, & West, 2008), team performance (González‐Romá, Fortes‐Ferreira, & Peiró, 2009), 

work satisfaction and organisational commitment (González-Romá et al., 2002), and customer 

satisfaction (Schneider et al., 2002). Work has tended to focus on understanding which 

antecedent variables influence how strong a climate is in both general organisational settings 

(Dickson, Resick, & Hanges, 2006; Lindell & Brandt, 2000) and safety specific settings (Beus, 

Bergman, & Payne, 2010; Luria, 2008; Pousette, Larsson, & Törner, 2008; Zohar & Luria, 2004; 

Zohar & Tenne-Gazit, 2008). 

 ‘Strong’ climate refers to a high level of agreement within a sample of individual climate 

perceptions (i.e., low variance). The strength component is therefore different from the 

aggregated group safety climate core. Typically, this is believed to result in greater consistency 

in behaviour as it reflects the tendency for the individuals assessed to view workplace events in 

the same way and subsequently act on those events in the same way (Dickson et al., 2006; 

González-Romá et al., 2002; Saffold, 1988; Schneider et al., 2002). This builds on previous 

theoretical arguments which suggest situational strength is created when uniform expectations 

about behaviours override individual differences (Mischel, 1973), thus creating norms. In 

contrast, ‘weak’ climate refers to a low level of agreement within a sample of individual climate 

perceptions. This is believed to result in less predictable behaviour, with individuals interpreting 

events in the workplace differently and subsequently behaving differently (González-Romá et 
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al., 2002). These definitions are the basis for theoretical moderating capability of strength 

variables, however this paper is specifically focused on how strength develops. 

Firstly, this is because predicting a construct which reflects the degree to which people 

are likely to demonstrate a shared and consistent understanding of which behaviour to engage in 

is especially relevant to safety critical constructs where behaviours are specifically linked to the 

livelihood of employees. Thus there is an immediate practical need for greater understanding of 

how to predict safety climate strength. Secondly, unfortunately recent research investigating 

strength constructs in safety specific contexts has either been purely descriptive and lacked 

theoretical contributions (Ginsburg & Oore, 2015) or focused on strength only as a moderating 

variable (Lee & Dalal, 2016). Researchers in a non-safety specific context have managed to build 

strong theoretically justified models linking both antecedent variables of climate strength with 

climate strength moderating relationships (Gonzalez-Roma et al., 2002). These however have not 

included a consideration of interpersonal predictors of strength such as the support source 

variables included here which fails to account for the theoretical importance of social exchange 

based relationships in influencing climate based perceptions. The two subsequent sections 

elaborate on this theoretical need further. 

 Climate strength and its antecedents. Various authors have examined the antecedents of 

the climate strength construct (González-Romá et al., 2002; Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989). Much 

of this has focused on structural aspects of the organisation. For example, research investigating 

the types of organisations that might give rise to a weak or strong climate have differentiated 

between those that are predominately mechanistic in nature (with highly differentiated jobs, and 

clear expectations regarding tasks and levels of hierarchy) and those that are predominately 

organic in nature (with overlapping responsibilities, and an emphasis on shared values and goals 
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for the overall benefit of the organisation) (Dickson et al., 2006). Organisations that adopted 

mechanistic principles had the strongest climates (Dickson et al., 2006). Climates were also 

stronger when they were in line with the values of employees (Dickson et al., 2006). 

Additional work has been done to investigate the influence of leaders on climate strength. 

For example Luria (2008), in a sample of over 2,000 army personnel, found that the quality of 

leadership influenced safety climate strength such that poor quality leadership predicted weak 

climates (Luria, 2008). These findings echo those originally demonstrated by Zohar and Luria 

(2004) in which high quality leadership predicted strong safety climates. In addition, group 

cohesion scores predicted climate strength, and evidence was found for a moderating relationship 

involving cohesion and leadership variables in which the negative relationship between passive 

leadership and climate strength was moderated by group cohesion (Luria, 2008). González-Romá 

et al. (2002) found that social interactions within work-units were positively related with climate 

strength, and that leader informative behaviour was also positively related with climate strength. 

Taken together, there is strong theoretical evidence that leaders influence climate strength and 

exert a strong influence on the degree to which team members have variable climate perceptions. 

The theory is, however, lacking in examining whether that influence changes climate perceptions 

over time. 

Climate strength and leadership 
 

Research examining the effect of leadership on safety climate strength (Luria, 2008; 

Zohar & Tenne-Gazit, 2008) is limited yet theoretically promising providing further detail 

around the mechanisms through which transformational leadership impacts on safety climate 

(Luria, 2008; Zohar & Tenne-Gazit, 2008). Zohar and Tenne-Gazit (2008) found a significant 

positive relationship between transformational leadership and the strength of a unit’s safety 
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climate. The density of a group’s communication network partially mediated the relationship 

between transformational leadership and safety climate strength, Furthermore centralisation of 

communication networks was negatively related to climate strength, whilst centralisation of 

friendship networks was positively related to climate strength. Together this suggests at least 

some of the reason for the transformational leadership-strength finding is due to the structure of 

the social network, and peer socialisation likely contributes to its development. Finally, Luria 

(2008) found a significant negative relationship between passive leadership and safety climate 

strength. Importantly, a caveat to the role of transformational leadership in predicting safety 

climate strength was found: specifically, high levels of transformational leadership had a greater 

effect on climate strength when there is low reported group cohesion, however has limited effect 

under high cohesion. This suggests that the transformative behaviours are likely necessary as a 

binding agent in contexts where there is a lack of connection between group members.  

There is also reasonable theoretical grounds to expect a relationship between 

transactional leadership styles and safety climate strength. Transactional behaviours may act as a 

greater form of signaling to employees about the degree to which safety is prioritised in a 

workplace. In addition to the rationale provided by Zohar (2002a) that contingent reward type 

behaviours signal some degree of interpersonal concern for employees, they should also 

demonstrate a high capacity for ensuring consistency in whether followers perceive that there are 

adequate safety systems in place as correct behaviours are rewarded accordingly. 

If a significant aspect of the relationship between leader support behaviours and safety 

climate perceptions is based on the degree to which leaders are perceived as having greater 

concern for individual wellbeing, there is limited engagement with the question of how this 

effect is transmitted within a group and across members and whether a leadership style is 
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perceived consistently across a group. This underlies the importance of the climate strength 

construct, which provides a means for gauging whether leadership styles are being interpreted in 

the same fashion across group members. When employees are required to follow set procedures 

and policies to ensure their safety, transactional leadership behaviours such as contingent reward 

should theoretically be able to clearly reward good behaviour and identify risky and unsafe 

behaviour (i.e. compliance based behaviours). Furthermore, transformational leadership 

behaviours indicating concern for employees should theoretically be able to encourage 

employees to go above and beyond basic compliance behaviours by signaling that safety is 

valued.   

By contrast, passive approaches to dealing with behaviour defined by leadership styles 

such as passive management by exception have the potential to have fatal consequences if unsafe 

behaviours are only singled out after the fact. Such passive approaches are likely to lead to 

significantly less clarity amongst employees about safety policies and procedures and by 

extension, more variable perceptions of their organisation’s safety climate (Luria, 2008). 

Therefore in addition to passive management by exception predicting lower safety climate 

through its low signaling of the value of safety and concern for employees, it is likely to have a 

negative impact also on safety climate strength because of its inefficient and inconsistent 

feedback method. Employees are less likely to have a shared perception of the safety climate 

irrespective of whether it is good or bad. 

Based on the existing evidence and theory around leadership styles and climate strength, 

the following hypothesis (Figure 2) was proposed which also includes the previous hypothesis 

regarding co-worker support theoretically discussed and quantitatively demonstrated in Study 1: 
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Hypothesis 3a: Leader support and co-worker support at the work  unit level will be 

 significantly and positively associated with work unit safety climate strength across time, 

 with leader support acting as a stronger predictor. 

Hypothesis 3b: Passive management by exception at the work unit level will be 

 significantly and negatively associated with work unit safety climate strength across 

 time. 

 

Method 
 

Sample and Procedure 
Employees at a state government department in Australia tasked with construction of 

main road networks and infrastructure completed two surveys investigating aspects of work 

effectiveness including questions about perceptions of safety climate at the group level. As with 

T1, organisational involvement was part of a broader initiative by the company to understand 

more about their own functioning, with feedback in the forms of reports and summaries provided 

Figure 2 
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for them to improve on focal areas. Having basic summaries of factors associated with higher 

safety climate were beneficial to them as they hadn’t engaged in organisation wide analysis on 

this level before. The data used in the present study has been used in a previously published 

paper (Rafferty & Griffin, 2004) which answered a substantially different research question with 

separate dependent variables.  

The surveys were distributed a year apart from each other, and teams were matched based 

on reported work unit numbers allocated at T1. Prior to aggregation, the sample included a 

diverse range of respondents with respect to age (T1 mean = 40.08; T2 mean = 40.03) and 

gender (T1 male = 74.0%, female = 25.2%; T2 male = 70.0%, female = 28.6%). In line with 

previous research, only teams with 5 or more members were used as those with less than 5 are 

unlikely to have a shared safety climate (Schulte, Ostroff, & Kinicki, 2006). Teams with less 

than 5 members were eliminated. Only individuals who had responded to a majority of items in 

each construct (e.g. at least 7 items for leadership, and 2 items for other constructs) had construct 

scores calculated and were included in the first step. Then, both T1 and T2 datasets were 

aggregated (see analytical strategy section for details) to the team level including those 

individuals who had construct scores calculated. Teams with less than 5 employees still included 

at this stage were then removed. Data files at T1 and T2 were then matched on team cost codes 

(i.e. unique numerical identifiers of team membership). Team size in the final combined data file 

across T1 and T2 included teams ranging from 5 to 81, with 117 teams in total used for the 

analyses. 

Measures 
Safety climate was measured using 3 items at both T1 and T2 focusing on the extent to 

which employees believed management placed adequate emphasis on safety within the 
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organisation (e.g. “safety is given a high priority by management”). Respondents rated the items 

on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (Appendix 2). 

These items were adapted from the 3 item measure used by Neal and Griffin (2006) in order to 

efficiently assess the core management commitment concept of safety climate as a part of a 

much larger survey. Although this meant that the full breadth of construct richness was not able 

to be assessed, this was a practical requirement that was academically substantiated by the prior 

research (Neal & Griffin, 2006; Zohar & Luria, 2005). 

 In accordance with the definition of leader support used in this paper, the construct was 

comprised of 14 items from both transformational and transactional leadership styles (House, 

1998). Transformational leadership behaviours included vision (“the supervisor of my work unit 

has a clear understanding of where we are going”), intellectual stimulation (“the supervisor of 

my work unit has challenged me to rethink some of my basic assumptions about my work”), 

inspirational communication (“the supervisor of my work unit says things that make me proud to 

be a member of this organisation”) and supportive leadership (“the supervisor of my work unit 

considers my personal feelings before acting”). Transactional leadership behaviours included 

contingent reward (“the supervisor of my work unit tells me what to do to be rewarded for my 

efforts”) and personal recognition (“the supervisor of my work unit commends me when I do a 

better than average job”). Respondents rated the items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (Appendix 2). Given the combination and assimilation 

of multiple concepts into one construct, representative items were selected based on results from 

the exploratory analysis discussed in the results section. 

 Passive management by exception was comprised of 3 items assessing the degree to 

which individuals reported their work unit leader correcting their work after there is a problem 
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(e.g. “the supervisor of my work unit only enforces rules when things don’t get done”). 

Respondents rated the items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to 

strongly agree (5) (Appendix 2). Items were developed for the purposes of this data collection 

based on well developed concepts in the literature (Bass & Avolio, 1995). 

 Co-worker support was comprised of 3 items assessing interaction and support amongst 

people within a workplace (e.g. “I feel accepted by other staff in this work unit”). Respondents 

rated the items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) 

(Appendix 2). Items were adapted from Hart, Wearing, Conn, Carter and Dingle (2000) to suit 

the context of the organisation used for data collection. A shortened measure was used for 

brevity for practical purposes as a part of a much larger survey.  

Aggregation 
Groups were tested on both their within group agreement and between group variability 

on the focal variable of interest (i.e., safety climate) to justify aggregation. With respect to T1, 

safety climate rwg(j) scores across all groups greater than 5 originally included in T1 (that is, prior 

to matching) ranged between .30≤ rwg(j)≤..96. Although some authors would argue that agreement 

needs to exceed a certain threshold, this represents a good degree of variation in agreement 

supporting Lindell and Brandt (2000) who argued that authors removing teams with low or 

negative variability restrict the range of their sample and thus mask the actual relationships 

within the data. This is particularly relevant here given that one of the dependent variables of 

interest (safety climate strength) represents the degree of variation in agreement, and thus we are 

testing the role of leadership in predicting this variation.  

Using a one-way between subjects ANOVA, there was sufficient between group 

variability at T1 prior to matching to justify aggregation, F(158, 2830) = 1.64, p<.001. With 
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respect to T2, safety climate rwg(j scores across all groups greater than 5 originally included 

ranged from -.07≤ rwg(j)≤.95. Again, the degree of variation is a positive of the dataset given the 

focus on predicting variation itself. One matched team outlier was removed from analyses due to 

an rwg(j) score (-.51) in T2 substantially different from the range of scores at both time points 

which was also outside of reasonable rounding distance of the interpretable boundary of 0 

(LeBreton & Senter, 2008). Finally, using a one-way between subjects ANOVA, there was 

sufficient between group variability at T2 across all groups prior to matching to justify 

aggregation, F(154,2541) = 2.85, p<.001. T1 predictor variables also indicated acceptable levels 

of rwg(j) scores to justify aggregation (co-worker support average rwg(j)=.78, leader support 

average rwg(j)=.91 and passive management by exception rwg(j)=.70). 

Centering 
Given all variables were located at the group level, independent variables 

(transformational and transactional leadership style sub factors) were centered at their grand 

mean, whilst dependent variables (safety climate and safety climate strength) were not centered. 

This is in line with general recommendations (Enders & Tofighi, 2007). 

Results 
 

The results of the present paper focused on responses to questions regarding the 

leadership behaviours exhibited by leaders at the work unit level and the support behaviours of 

co-workers. Given the tendency for research to conceptually distinguish between 

transformational and transactional type behaviours, preliminary analysis of the T1 leadership 

data prior to aggregation used exploratory factor analysis to justify combination of the items into 

a single construct. Two factors were extracted using principal axis factoring with orthogonal 

rotation, resulting in leader support (α =.95) and passive management by exception (α =.74) 
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constructs. Several alternative models were tested using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to 

establish the discriminant validity of the leader support measure used. A single factor solution 

with all leader support items loading onto one general leadership factor was compared with a 

higher order two factor solution in which transformational leadership items loaded onto a 

separate sub-factor to transactional leadership items. This was finally compared with a higher 

order three factor solution in which transactional leadership and transformational leadership 

items loaded onto two separate factors and remaining transformational leadership items loaded 

onto a third factor. This final solution provided the best fit for the data (CFI=0.93, TLI=0.91, 

SRMR=0.05, RMSEA=0.1) with an ICC(1) value of .53, versus the two factor solution 

(CFI=0.88, TLI=0.85, SRMR=0.06, RMSEA=0.14) versus the single factor solution (CFI=0.81, 

TLI=0.77, SRMR=0.06, RMSEA=0.17) providing support for the aggregation procedure used in 

the present study. 

A separate safety climate construct (α =.87) theorised based on previous research (Neal et 

al., 2000). The same safety climate construct was utilised at T2 (α =.87). In addition, a co-worker 

support construct was constructed based on three items which examined interaction amongst 

employees in a workplace (α=.72). 

 Table 3 depicts the descriptive statistics and inter-correlations amongst the aggregated 

variables. To assess hypotheses 2 and 3, two separate sets of hierarchical linear regressions were 

run in order to determine the unique variance contributed by leader support, management by 

exception and co-worker support over and above safety climate perceptions at T1. In order to do 

this, safety climate at T1 was included as a control variable in step 1 of both models to truly 

represent a design assessing the effect of leadership on T2 safety climate. 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics and inter-correlations     
 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  6.  
1. Safety Climate (T2) -      
2. Safety Climate 

Strength (T2) .43** -     

3. Passive Management 
by Exception (T1) -.34** -.32** -    

4. Leader Support (T1) .46** .24** -.39** -   
5. Co-worker support 

(T1) .41** .19* -.25** .71** -  

6. Safety Climate (T1) .51** .26** -.38** .63** .58** - 
Mean 3.74 -.77 2.96 3.25 3.73 3.69 
SD .35 .18 .29 .34 .31 .34 

N.B. All variables are uncentered.  
*p<.05.  

**p<.01. 

 

 

 Firstly, a model was run in which safety climate at T2 was included as the dependent 

variable and leader support, passive management by exception and co-worker support as 

independent variables. Using the enter method, safety climate at T1 was included in step 1 and 

followed by both leadership variables and co-worker support simultaneously at T2. Results from 

the second step of the model indicate that the full model explained a significant amount of 

variance in T2 reported safety climate, F(4,112) = 12.60, p<.01, R2 = .31. ΔR2 was significant 

upon entering leader support, passive management by exception and co-worker support, 

incremental F(3,112) = 2.91, p =.038. Safety climate at T1 positively predicted safety climate at 

T2. Although leader support at T1 positively predicted safety climate at T2, the coefficient was 

not significant. Passive management by exception negatively predicted safety climate at T2, 

however the coefficient was not significant. Finally, co-worker support positively predicted 

safety climate at T2, however was not significant. 
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Table 4. Hierarchical Regression of T2 Safety Climate on Leader Support, 
Passive Management by Exception, Co-Worker Support & Safety Climate. 

 Step 1 Step 2 
Safety Climate (T1) .51** .31** 
Leader Support (T1)  .13 
Passive Management by Exception (T1)  -.14 
Co-Worker Support (T1)  .09 
R2 .26 .31 
ΔR2 N/A .05* 

N.B. All regression coefficients are standardised.  
*p<.05.  

**p<.01. 
 

 Due to the high significant correlation between leader support and co-worker support and 

their potential collinearity, the analyses were re-run including variables in the same order but 

without co-worker support included and presented in Table 5. Results from the second step of the 

model indicate that the full model explained a significant amount of variance in T2 reported 

safety climate, F(3,113) =16.68, p<.01, R2 =.31. ΔR2 was significant upon entering leader 

support and passive management by exception at the second step, incremental F(2,113) =4.50,  p 

=.019. Safety climate at T1 positively predicted safety climate at T2. Leader support at T1 also 

positively predicted safety climate at T2. Passive management by exception negatively predicted 

safety climate at T2, however the coefficient was not significant. The final model accounted for 

30.7% of variation in T2 safety climate. Although Hypotheses 2a and 2b were initially not 

supported, the results supported Hypothesis 2a upon the removal of the highly similar co-worker 

support variable. 
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Table 5. Hierarchical Regression of T2 Safety Climate on Leader Support, 
Passive Management by Exception & Safety Climate. 

 Step 1 Step 2 
Safety Climate (T1) .51** .33** 
Leader Support (T1)  .21* 
Passive Management by Exception (T1)  -.14 
R2 .26 .31 
ΔR2 N/A .05* 

N.B. All regression coefficients are standardised.  
*p<.05.  

**p<.01. 
  

To test whether the beta weights for safety climate (T1) and leader support (T1) were 

statistically significantly different from each other, their 95% confidence intervals were 

estimated with bias corrected bootstraps (1,000 re-samples). If the confidence intervals 

overlapped by less than 50%, the beta weights can be considered statistically significantly 

different from each other at the p<.05 level (Cumming, 2009). The upper bound for leader 

support (0.48) was higher than the lower bound for safety climate (0.11), and also even than the 

beta estimate for safety climate (0.33), indicating that the difference between the two beta 

weights was not considered statistically significant. 

A second model was run in which safety climate strength at T2 was included as the 

dependent variable and leader support, passive management by exception and co-worker support 

as independent variables. Using the enter method, safety climate at T1 was included in step 1 and 

followed by both leadership variables and co-worker support entered simultaneously at T2 

(Table 6). In addition, safety climate at T2 was included as a control variable in step 1 given the 

numerical relationship with safety climate strength at T2. Results from the second step of the 

model indicate that the model explained a significant amount of variance in safety climate 

strength at T2, F(5,111) =6.28, p<.01, R2 =.22. 
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 Passive management by exception significantly negatively predicted safety climate 

strength at T2, whilst controlling for safety climate at T2. None of leader support, co-worker 

support, or safety climate at T1, significantly predicted safety climate strength at T2. Including 

an additional non-significant predictor compared to the tests for Hypotheses 2a and 2b likely 

contributed to a non-significant ΔR2 at step 2, incremental F(3, 111) =1.42, p =.241. Due to the 

high significant correlation and potential collinearity between leader support and co-worker 

support, as with the tests for Hypotheses 2a and 2b, the analyses were re-run without co-worker 

support in Table 7. 

 

Table 6. Hierarchical Regression of T2 Safety Climate Strength on Leader 
Support, Passive Management by Exception, Co-Worker Support, T1 Safety 

Climate and T2 Safety Climate. 
 Step 1 Step 2 
Safety Climate (T1) .05 .00 
Safety Climate (T2) .41** .37** 
Leader Support (T1)  .00 
Passive Management by Exception (T1)  -.19* 
Co-Worker Support (T1)  -.02 
R2 .19 .22 
ΔR2 N/A .03 

N.B. All regression coefficients are standardised.  
*p<.05.  

**p<.01. 
 

Results from the second step of the model indicate that the model explained a significant 

amount of variance in safety climate strength at T2, F(4,112) =7.91, p<.01, R2 =.22, however the 

significance and direction of the remaining relationships were unchanged from the first model 

run. The final model accounted for 22% of the variation in T2 safety climate strength. Although 

Hypotheses 3a and 3b were initially not supported, the results supported Hypothesis 3b upon the 

removal of the highly similar co-worker support variable. 
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Table 7. Hierarchical Regression of T2 Safety Climate Strength on Leader 
Support, Passive Management by Exception, T1 Safety Climate and T2 Safety 

Climate. 
 Step 1 Step 2 
Safety Climate (T1) .05 .00 
Safety Climate (T2) .41** .37** 
Leader Support (T1)  -.01 
Passive Management by Exception (T1)  -.19* 
R2 .190 .22 
ΔR2 N/A .03 

N.B. All regression coefficients are standardised.  
*p<.05.  

**p<.01. 
 

To determine whether the standardized beta weights for safety climate (T2) and passive 

management by exception (T1) were statistically significantly different from each other, their 

95% confidence intervals were estimated with bias corrected bootstraps (1,000 re-samples). If 

the confidence intervals overlapped by less than 50%, the beta weights can be considered 

statistically significantly different from each other at the p<.05 level (Cumming, 2009). Although 

there was no overlap between the upper bound of the passive management by exception estimate 

(-0.038) and the lower bound of the safety climate estimate (0.175), converting the bounds to 

absolute values to compare their strength indicates that the highest bound for passive 

management by exception (.360) overlaps with the lower bound of the safety climate estimate 

(0.175). The overlap in the absolute values for the respective confidence intervals was calculated 

and halved (0.092) and added to the lower bound of the absolute value beta weight estimate for 

safety climate which yielded .27. Given the passive management by exception absolute value 

upper bound estimate of 0.36 exceeded this value, the difference between the two weights was 

not considered statistically significant.  
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General Discussion 
 

 The present paper provides some degree of evidence for the positive impact of leader and 

co-worker support sources on individual safety climate perceptions (Hypothesis 1), and some 

degree of preliminary evidence for the positive impact of leader support sources on group safety 

climate perceptions and conversely the negative impact of management by exception on safety 

climate strength scores over time (Hypotheses 2 and 3). Thus whilst there was full support for 

Hypothesis 1, there was only partial support for Hypotheses 2 and 3. Whilst leader support and 

passive management by exception significantly predicted safety climate and safety climate 

strength at T2 respectively in separate hypotheses, safety climate remained  a significant 

predictor (T1) and significantly associated with (T2) both dependent variables in the final step of 

both hierarchical regressions. Comparing beta weights, safety climate at T1 and T2 was 

comparable to leader support and passive management by exception in Hypotheses 2 and 3 

respectively.  

Research Impact 
 

Safety and leader support, versus safety and co-worker support. These results provide 

some degree of preliminary support for the wider body of literature emphasising the lasting 

positive impact of leader support behaviours which combine qualities of both transformational 

and transactional leadership styles in the form of overall ‘good’ leadership, and conversely the 

negative impact of passive leadership styles. Specific transformational behaviours included 

vision, intellectual stimulation, inspirational communication and supportive leadership. 

Transactional behaviours included contingent reward and personal recognition. Preliminary 

evidence from the first cross-sectional sample suggests that leader support acts as a stronger 
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predictor than co-worker support on individual safety climate perceptions. However as co-

worker support was highly correlated with leader support in the second sample and subsequently 

left out, this prevented more substantial conclusions being made about the explicit distinctions 

between the two aspects of an employee’s working environment on their safety climate 

perceptions.  

The first model tested in Study 2 demonstrated a significant change in R2 in step 2 upon 

the addition of the leader support, co-worker support and passive management by exception 

variables. This suggests that as a group the three variables are predicting additional variance in 

safety climate at T2 over and above initial safety climate perceptions at T1. As a result, the effect 

is possibly something that leader support shares with co-worker support and not necessarily over 

and above co-worker support. General perceptions of support within the workplace may be the 

shared factor influencing perceptions of a positive safety climate. The other components of the 

hypotheses which weren’t supported (i.e. passive management by exception negatively 

predicting safety climate, and leader support positively predicting safety climate strength) 

suggest that these leadership behaviour styles may have a very specific mechanism of action, and 

impact on very different aspects of the safety climate construct (rather than a blanket positive or 

negative affect). 

For those operating within this area, this suggests that interventions directed at leadership 

behaviours may be able to provide some incremental improvement in underlying safety climate 

perceptions. This is in line with both historical (Zohar, 2002) and recent (von Thiele Schwarz, 

Hasson, & Tafvelin, 2016) research which has provided evidence for the merits of safety 

leadership based interventions which includes both transformational and transactional type 

behaviours. However, given that initial safety climate perceptions remained a strong predictor of 
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subsequent safety climate perceptions they appear to be persistent beliefs held by employees that 

may be difficult to shift. Implications of this effect across time are discussed in subsequent 

sections. To ensure these perceptions are positive across an employee’s tenure, significant 

emphasis needs to be placed on newcomers and socialisation practices which emphasise the 

worth of safety within the workplace so that employees develop a positive safety climate 

perception immediately upon entry. 

Consistent with our predictions, leader support behaviours at T1 positively predicted 

safety climate at T2 and passive management by exception at T1 negatively predicted safety 

climate strength at T2 across time. This provides some support for our theory that employees 

would apply their positive/negative interpretations of their leaders and attribute general (and not 

just safety specific) support sources to a belief that there was also a simultaneous concern for 

their physical and personal safety in line with practices of previous research discussed in the 

introduction which tends to measure leader behaviours in a general and broad fashion. 

Similarly, the results also provide some support for our theory that leaders who 

demonstrated a passive, and therefore less explicit and clear, range of leadership behaviours, 

would also affect whether people held consistent and clear safety climate perceptions within a 

group at a later point in time. This is in line with previous research demonstrating the negative 

impact of passive leadership behaviours on safety outcomes (Kelloway et al., 2006). Importantly, 

a converse approach such as an active and explicit management by exception style in which 

infractions are deliberately highlighted to a group, have recently been shown to improve 

employee safety behaviour in contexts where they are aware of a high risk of accidents (Willis, 

Clarke & O’connor, 2017). It is likely that such behaviours are more typically acknowledged as 

representing a concern for safety (given that employees have specific OHS rules and regulations 
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they need to abide by to ensure their own physical safety) and demonstrates the unique context in 

which leaders in safety critical organisations operate in. This represents a growing trend within 

the safety literature of including a greater focus on non-standard leadership type behaviours 

within safety critical contexts (Mirza & Isha, 2017; von Thiele Schwarz et al 2016). Importantly, 

this suggests that for variables examined within this paper active management styles could also 

theoretically improve the consistency with which people believed their organisation cared about 

safety (i.e. safety climate strength) and is an important area for future research. 

Given the high correlation between the leader and co-worker variables in the second 

study, the results suggest that when people believe they have supportive co-workers that they 

also have supportive leaders. They may therefore act in similar ways on their safety climate 

perceptions (i.e. neither is more important in influencing safety perceptions, contrary to research 

emphasising the importance of leaders above others). This may suggest that the two types of 

support act in similar ways by increasing an employee’s overall safety climate perceptions by 

providing a supportive atmosphere, or simply that employee’s tend to conflate the two concepts 

and perceive both support sources to be strong when only one of them is in actual fact strong. 

Previous research in non-safety specific research contexts has had mixed success in 

demonstrating the unique predictive power of both support sources when considering employee 

outcomes, with support for dependent variables such as role perceptions and work attitudes 

(Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008), however not for dependent variables such as customer orientation 

(Liaw, Chi & Chuang, 2010). Safety specific contexts have demonstrated the importance of 

perceived coworker support in predicting dependent variables such as safety voice (Tucker et al., 

2008), however more research needs to be done in controlling for the effects of perceived 

supervisor support specifically. 
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Safety Climate over Time. Research explicitly investigating the transience or the relative 

stability of safety climate as a construct related to safety outcomes are relatively sparse, though 

researchers have demonstrated significant relationships between safety climate measures and 

safety outcomes over months (Zohar, 2000) or years (Bergman, Payne, Taylor, & Beus, 2014). 

Neal and Griffin (2006) found a significant moderate correlation between safety climate measured 

at the beginning of their study and at a point two years later with the same instrument. Findings 

from research indicating a relatively short predictive time frame for safety climate measures in 

relation to safety outcomes support the view that safety climate is an evolving and emergent 

property of various interactional forces, not restrained to annual perceptions of management safety 

commitment (Bergman et al., 2014), and methodological approaches to the question of ideal 

research time frames additionally suggest optimal time lags are typically short (Dormann & 

Griffin, In Press). The issue of measurement and time is thus especially pertinent to the 

measurement of safety climate (Bergman et al., 2014; Zohar, 2000), and this paper presents a 

strong contribution to the developing literature in this area by demonstrating the strong relationship 

between initial safety climate perceptions and perceptions up to a year later.  However, given 

recent research providing evidence that the negative relationship between safety climate and actual 

behaviours/incidents over time weakens (Bergman et al., 2014) this potentially suggests that 

employees/groups with positive safety climate perceptions may become more complacent over 

time. Further research is required to fully demonstrate this relationship mapping both safety 

climate perceptions across time as well as behaviours and understand theoretical rationales for its 

potential occurrence. 

The general aetiology of organisational climates and safety climates are interesting to note 

at this point given the lack of clarity surrounding the development, or alternatively stability, within 
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climate measures over time. These results lead to a questioning over whether there is an ideal 

period for developing an awareness and attachment to the policies and practices of an organization 

akin to the acceptance of an agreed organisational/safety climate, and the role that interactions and 

socialization experiences contribute to this. Socialisation outcomes such as role clarity, 

commitment to the organisation and turnover may be significant initial influences on safety climate 

perceptions which persist over time. Knowledge about the rate and sustainability of socialisation 

processes remains understudied (Bauer, Bodner, Erdogan, Truxillo, & Tucker, 2007). Some 

evidence suggests that the process of newcomer socialization is likely one marked by rapid change 

initially (the primacy effect) and subsequent stability (Adkins, 1995; Cooper‐Thomas & Anderson, 

2002). The extent to which organisational socialisation processes within groups stabilise over time, 

and the effect this has on safety climate remains an important and understudied area of study. The 

issue of measurement and change across time is thus especially pertinent to safety climate 

(Bergman et al., 2014; Zohar, 2000). 

Future Directions and Limitations 
 

Future research should further explore how changes in leadership personnel affect safety 

climate investigations, which is something we were unfortunately unable to do in the present 

paper. For example, it may have been the case that employees in the present sample retained the 

same leaders across the space of a year, and thus the leadership styles evident at T1 were largely 

the same at T2. However if you have one leader at T1 who is transformational, the effect may 

linger and mean that you are better able to understand company policies at T2 with a different 

leader. This would contribute to an explanation for the consistency in safety climate perceptions 

across time, and challenge arguments suggesting safety climate is largely driven by other 

variables (such as newcomer socialisation), and is instead stable across time because of 
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leadership forces. To further explore this hypothesis, future research should investigate the effect 

of leadership stability on one hand, and leadership change on the other, across multiple time 

points. In addition, we were unable to include other important potential predictors of safety 

climate which should be included in future research to rule out the effect of extraneous variables 

on safety climate over and above leadership behaviours. This would help to clarify whether 

safety climate perceptions are (largely) instantaneous and intrinsic views employees hold from 

the commencement of their tenure, and which are uninfluenced by different aspects of their work 

environment. Building on this, future research would benefit from a more detailed investigation 

of the effect of support behaviours on the change or stability in safety climate and safety climate 

strength. For example, a trajectory approach could be used to predict “stability” by splitting 

teams in terms of their trajectories from T1 to T2 and trying to predict team belongingness to 

different trajectories with support variables. Although we were unable to include here, future 

research should also aim to determine whether leader/co-worker general support is able to 

demonstrate similar effects as found here over and above safety-specific support sources, 

including an examination of mediators which may explain the relationships found here. 

The core methodological limitation of this paper was the use of relatively brief safety 

climate measurement tools. This follows similar approaches by other authors to focus on the 

global safety climate factor of management commitment for parsimony in research specifically 

involved in exploratory theory development (Griffin & Neal, 2006; Zohar & Luria, 2005). 

However, although they included arguably the core aspect of safety climate (perceptions of 

management commitment to safety), additional elements of safety climate examined in previous 

research such as perceptions of access to and emphasis on safety training and communication 

(Griffin & Neal 2000; Neal et al., 2000) were not included. These may have altered the 
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relationships found with a higher degree of construct richness specifically that between co-

worker support and safety climate with more focus on employee interactions outside of their 

direct managers. 

Future research would also benefit from a more complex investigation of different types 

of co-worker support behaviours, which would help provide greater clarity around the different 

findings produced by the inclusion and subsequent removal of the simplified construct included 

in the present paper. Finally, future research should also investigate the impact of whether 

leadership at different levels of the company influences the results, that is, weather work unit 

leadership versus organisational level leadership behaviours have more of an impact on safety 

climate perceptions. 
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Appendix 1: Study 1 
Supervisor Support 

My supervisor: 

1. Takes into account my personal needs 

2. Ensures the interests of employees are considered when making decisions 

 

Co-worker Support 

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

1. People I work with take a personal interest in me 

2. People I work with are helpful in getting the job done 

Safety Climate 

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

1. In my workplace management acts quickly to correct problems/issues that contribute to 

employees’ health and wellbeing 

2. Managers are concerned for the wellbeing and safety of employees 

3. Wellbeing and safety is given a high priority by management 
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Appendix 2: Study 2 
Good Leadership 

Leadership and management in my work unit. The supervisor of my work unit: 

1. Acknowledges improvement in my quality of work 

2. Personally compliments me when I do outstanding work 

3. Commends me when I do a better than average job 

4. Behaves in a manner which is thoughtful of my personal needs 

5. Ensures the interests of employees are given due consideration 

6. Says things that make me proud to be a member of this organisation 

7. Considers my personal feelings before acting 

8. Says positive things about the work unit 

9. Spends time coaching me 

10. Challenges me to think about old problems in new ways 

11. Has a clear understanding of where we are going 

12. Has a clear sense of where he/she wants our unit to be in 5 years 

13. Has challenged me to rethink some of my basic assumptions about my work 

14. Tells me what to do to be rewarded for my efforts 

Passive Management by Exception 

Leadership and management in my work unit. The supervisor of my work unit: 

1. As long as the work is going as planned, he/she does not try to make improvements 

2. Things have to go wrong for him/her to take action 

3. Only enforces rules when things don’t get done 
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Co-worker support 

Describing my work unit: 

1. I feel accepted by other staff in this work unit 

2. I have the opportunity to be involved in cooperative work with other members of staff 

3. There is good communication among staff in this work unit 

 

Safety Climate Time 1 & Time 2 

Describing my work unit: 

1. Managers are concerned for the safety of employees 

2. Managers place a strong emphasis on work unit health and safety 

3. Safety is given a high priority by management 
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Chapter 3 Safety Climate Strength versus Safety Climate: Predicting Safety 
Motivation 
 

Abstract 
Research examining perceptions of climate across a variety of contexts typically use measures of 

dispersion to justify aggregation of individual level data at the team or organisational level. 

Whilst research has investigated whether dispersion measures impact on the expression of 

relevant dependent variables in general organizational contexts, within the safety research 

domain there is an emphasis on the prediction of dispersion rather than an examination of how 

the dispersion affects dependent variables of interest. The present paper examined the influence 

of a measure of climate perception dispersion on the relationship between team aggregated safety 

climate perceptions and individual safety motivation in a safety critical context using multilevel 

analyses. Results indicated that safety climate strength negatively influenced the relationship 

between safety climate perceptions and safety motivation, such that greater variability was 

associated with greater autonomous motivation. These findings are discussed in light of relevant 

theories of motivation, and suggestions for future research and practice made. 
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Introduction 
Employees working in safety critical industries need to consistently interpret and execute 

key safety policies and procedures. Inconsistent application of management policies can lead to 

major safety incidents with significant business repercussions 

(Australian_Transport_Safety_Bureau, 2012) and research shows inconsistent leadership 

practices can lead to adverse safety outcomes (Mullen, Kelloway, & Teed, 2011). Inconsistency 

and variability within safety critical industries is therefore an important issue that can affect 

safety outcomes. However, little is known about how variable or inconsistent perceptions of 

safety by employees affects safety. Managers frequently lack the resources or the time to 

regularly and systematically assess whether all employees have similar perceptions about the 

degree to which their organisation prioritises safety. The present study investigates the effect that 

variability in safety climate perceptions has on a safety related dependent variable (individual 

safety motivation) within a safety critical setting. In particular the study tests whether group level 

climate strength (low variability in perceptions) moderates the relationship between individual 

safety climate perceptions and safety motivation. 

Climate strength represents the degree of agreement found within groups regarding 

members’ perceptions of the work climate (Chan, 1998; González-Romá, Peiró, & Tordera, 

2002; Schneider, Salvaggio, & Subirats, 2002), where climate is a facet-specific, socially-

construed representation of those environment or situation based factors influencing behaviour 

(Zohar & Luria, 2004). Specific climate facets where the concept of climate strength has been 

studied include procedural justice climate (Colquitt, Noe, & Jackson, 2002; Walumbwa, Wu, & 

Orwa, 2008), ethical climate (Shin, 2012) and service climate (Schneider et al., 2002; Sowinski, 

Fortmann, & Lezotte, 2008). Most commonly though, it appears in literature concerned with 

climate in both organisational (Dickson, Resick, & Hanges, 2006; González-Romá et al., 2002; 
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Schneider et al., 2002) and safety specific (Beus, Bergman, & Payne, 2010; Zohar & Tenne-

Gazit, 2008) settings. Within the context of the latter, safety climate research has typically 

focused on predicting safety climate strength (Beus et al., 2010; Luria, 2008; Zohar & Luria, 

2005; Zohar & Tenne-Gazit, 2008). However, a dearth of research into the impact of safety 

climate strength on criterion variables has led to a general call for greater clarity in the area 

(Zohar & Luria, 2004). 

The aim of the present study is thus to investigate and further clarify the impact of safety 

climate strength on safety related criterion variables over and above safety climate quality. 

Safety climate quality is used in this study to refer to the average or mean level of safety climate 

scores. Quality has been used in this fashion previously to distinguish it from measures of 

consensus (Lindell & Brandt, 2000). Understanding whether variability amongst employees, in 

terms of how they perceive the safety in an organisation, affects their behaviour is crucial to 

safety critical organisations focused on ensuring a clear and consistent understanding of existing 

safety policies and practices. The present research thus begins by introducing the rationale for 

the climate strength-outcome relationship, before reviewing the role that climate strength has 

played in past research as a moderator within general organisational settings. We then present the 

specific research context investigated here of a safety climate strength and the relevance of the 

dependent variable (safety motivation), before introducing the hypotheses of interest in this study 

concerning the moderating role of safety climate strength on safety motivation. 

The Theory of Climate Strength 
Climate variability occurs when there is a range of perceptions regarding the climate of 

interest of a relevant work group, and can potentially influence important safety outcomes. 

Several authors have argued that a strong climate (with minimal variability in individual climate 
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responses) produces uniform behaviour as individuals are likely to perceive events in the same 

way (Dickson et al., 2006; González-Romá et al., 2002; Saffold, 1988; Schneider et al., 2002). 

Conversely, they have argued, weak climates (with high variability in individual climate 

responses) are more likely to produce inconsistent behaviour, given that individuals are more 

likely to revert back to idiosyncratic habits and heuristics in situations where there is a less 

reliable indicator of appropriate behaviour (González-Romá et al., 2002). This is conceptually 

aligned with the theory of situational strength which provides a foundation for understanding the 

impact of climate strength (Mischel, 1973) and is defined as the “implicit or explicit cues 

provided by external entities regarding the desirability of potential behaviours” (Meyer, Dalal, & 

Hermida, 2010). The theoretical relevance of situational strength is discussed further in the 

following paragraph. 

Situational strength has been validated in contexts in which authors have sought to 

investigate the moderating role of dispersion variables on the relationship between individual 

differences and behaviour (Lee & Dalal, 2016). The power that situational strength has is in 

placing psychological pressure (Meyer et al., 2010) on individuals to either engage in, or refrain 

from, particular behaviours as a result of contingencies re-enforced by having a consistent and 

clear interpretation of organisational policies and procedures (Meyer et al., 2010) which is 

mirrored by the similar expectations of their peers. Specific components of situational strength 

relevant to this effect, include clarity (whether cues regarding policies or procedures are 

accessible and able to be understood), consistency (whether said cues are compatible with each 

other), constraints (whether an employee’s workplace actions are deemed to be controlled by 

such policies and procedures) and finally consequences (in which decisions or actions have 

implications for the individual or group) (Meyer et al., 2010). These components of situational 
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strength which establish clear expectations about certain behaviours lend themselves to an 

investigation of the relationship between climate strength and motivation (a relationship that will 

be introduced shortly within this paper). 

Importantly then, not only does the content of the climate inform behaviour but also the 

degree to which there is consistency in its interpretation. Therefore although two groups might 

ultimately have the same climate quality (i.e. one with minimal variation around an average 

score, and a second with extreme responding and large variation, but the same average), the 

climate with lower strength is likely to be a poorer guide for behaviour (Lindell & Brandt, 2000). 

In line with this approach, better outcomes might be expected in situations in which the climate 

quality is high and the climate is also strong versus when the climate quality is high but the 

climate is weak. In sum, the concept of situational strength provides a theoretical basis for 

understanding climate strength and suggests that within groups climate strength shapes the 

impact of climate quality on behavioural outcomes by reflecting the degree to which individuals 

have a similar interpretation of expected behaviour and shared values. 

Climate Strength as a Moderator in Organisational Settings 
In organisational research settings, climate strength is often incorporated as a moderator 

attenuating the independent variables’ effect on the dependent variable. This is because it 

represents the degree to which there is a consistent and shared understanding of expected 

behaviour within a group. In partial support of this effect, González-Romá et al. (2002) found 

that climate strength moderated the relationship between work-unit climate and organisational 

commitment in two climate facets, and between work-unit climate and work satisfaction in one 

climate facet. In these relationships, greater climate strength (i.e. a stronger climate) was 

associated with higher scores on two criterion variables (González-Romá et al., 2002). Similarly, 
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in a sample of European banks González‐Romá, Fortes‐Ferreira, and Peiró (2009) found that 

climate strength moderated the relationship between team climate facets and both subjective and 

objective performance (González‐Romá et al., 2009). When climate strength was high the 

climate-performance relationships was greater than when climate strength was weak (González‐

Romá et al., 2009). 

Research investigating the main effect of climate strength has been mixed. Lindell and 

Brandt (2000) found organisational climate strength within planning committees responsible for 

preparing communities for emergencies explained additional variance in individual level 

behaviours such as effort and attendance. Similar effects were found for organisational level 

variables such as committee performance ratings and turnover rates, however results across both 

levels did not have practical significance over and above climate quality (Lindell & Brandt, 

2000). Bliese and Halverson (1998) demonstrated that the degree of consensus amongst group 

members regarding leadership climate and peer relations accounted for additional variance over 

and above the ratings of the leadership climate and peer relations ratings in predicting company 

psychological wellbeing. 

From the literature then, we can advance that climate strength can be a moderator of the 

relationship between climate measures and dependent variables in different settings (González-

Romá et al., 2002; González‐Romá et al., 2009), however support for the main effect of climate 

strength is less robust (Bliese & Halverson, 1998; Lindell & Brandt, 2000). The following 

section introduces climate strength within a safety context and reviews the limited existing 

research investigating the effect of climate strength on safety related dependent variables. 
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Climate Strength as a Moderator in Safety Settings 
Investigating climate strength in a safety context is particularly important given the 

possibility in high risk environments that variability and lack of consistency result in variability 

in safety related outcomes. Whilst a number of authors have investigated the moderating effect 

of climate strength on dependent variables within a general organizational context (Dawson, 

González-Romá, Davis, & West, 2008; González-Romá et al., 2002; González‐Romá et al., 

2009; Li, Frenkel, & Sanders, 2011; Schneider et al., 2002), research within the safety context is 

considerably limited and under-developed (Lee & Dalal, 2016; Zohar & Luria, 2004, 2005). 

Indeed, there has been a general call for greater clarity in the safety climate strength domain 

(Zohar & Luria, 2004). 

To date, studies of safety climate strength have produced mixed results. In a large scale 

study of safety amongst platoon soldiers, Zohar and Luria (2004) found a main effect of safety 

climate quality but safety climate strength did not moderate the relationship between climate 

quality and behaviour dependent risk. Invoking situational strength theory, Lee and Dalal (2016) 

found support for a cross level interaction between employee conscientiousness and safety 

behaviour, such that the relationship was attenuated in strong climates. In a study investigating 

safety in manufacturing plants, Zohar and Luria (2005) found organisational level safety climate 

strength predicted group level safety climate strength. They also found some evidence suggesting 

that climate strength reduced between group climate variation (Zohar & Luria, 2005). These 

results suggest that whilst the impact of safety climate strength on safety related behaviour is 

unclear, variability in perceptions at one level of an organisation can affect another level. 

Crucially, the latter indicates that variability in safety perceptions, and by extension expected 

safety behaviours, can easily disseminate across multiple levels of an organisation. Given this 
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quality, understanding whether climate strength in fact predicts safety relevant dependent 

variables is imperative. 

Thus although there has been reasonable effort made to introduce the concept of climate 

strength into safety climate research, there remains limited application to the study of safety 

related dependent variables themselves. Given the potential for adverse safety outcomes as a 

result of variability across multiple levels of a safety critical organisation, this question remains 

highly relevant. 

Climate Strength and Motivation 
Recently, the issue of motivation within safety contexts has been investigated by several 

authors (Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal & Griffin, 2006; Neal, Griffin, & Hart, 2000; Newnam, 

Griffin, & Mason, 2008; Probst & Brubaker, 2001; Zohar, Huang, Lee, & Robertson, 2015). So 

far research has investigated the predictive role of safety motivation on dependent variables 

including both behavioural and incident related dependent variables (Christian, Bradley, 

Wallace, & Burke, 2009; Sinclair, Martin, & Sears, 2010; Zohar et al., 2015) or simply 

behavioural variables (Vinodkumar & Bhasi, 2010). 

Existing research investigating the path between safety climate and safety behaviours 

however, emphasise the mediating role that safety motivation plays (Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal 

et al., 2000). A key role of safety motivation, as highlighted in the literature, is in predicting 

behavioural variables such as safety compliance (behaviours required of an employee, such as 

following rules and procedures or complying with regulations) and safety participation (activities 

undertaken by employees above and beyond that expected by compliance, which are seen as 

supportive of the safety environment (Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal et al., 2000)). Both have been 

shown to be associated in turn with objective safety indicators such as accidents at the group 
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level (Neal & Griffin, 2006). Understanding how variability in the way safety climate is 

interpreted within groups impacts on underlying safety motivation is therefore an important 

relationship that prefigures that of the safety behaviours themselves. 

Although previous research has focused on investigating the impact of safety climate 

strength on behavioural outcomes, to the knowledge of the present authors, no attempt has been 

made to investigate the impact on relevant antecedent variables such as safety motivation, which 

should theoretically be the proximal individual outcome we should observe in any safety 

climate-safety behaviour relationship. In addition, given the clear and established relationship 

between safety climate and motivation, this relationship is likely to be greater in contexts where 

the safety climate is also strong. The safety climate-motivation relationship predicted by 

expectancy-valence theory (Vroom, 1964), suggests that employees will be more motivated to 

carry out safety procedures if they expect it will result in favourable outcomes. Such 

expectations (and thus behavioural intentions) are likely to be greater in contexts where 

individuals are surrounded by employees being re-enforced by the exact same expectations based 

on a similar individual safety climate perception. These predictions are reflected in the 

hypotheses. 

Measuring Safety Motivation 
Recently, those investigating the importance of safety motivation in the prediction of 

safety behaviours have approached the question using Self-Determination Theory (SDT) to 

further determine what type of motivation specifically leads to safe behaviour (Scott, Fleming, & 

Kelloway, 2014; Zohar et al., 2015). Within the motivation literature focusing on Self-

Determination Theory (SDT), there is a clear engagement with the concept of whether an 

individual’s motivation is internalised (Gagné & Deci, 2005). Indeed in classifying an 
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individual’s level of motivation, distinction is made between those who are extrinsically 

motivated or intrinsically motivated, with the former further being divided into external 

regulation (where motivation is guided by contingencies), introjected regulation (where 

motivation is guided by feelings of self-worth contingent on performance), identified regulation 

(where individuals are motivated by the importance of particular goals) and finally integrated 

regulation (where an activity is considered an integral part of their internal goals or values) 

(Gagné & Deci, 2005).  

Indeed, Scott et al. (2014) suggests that traditional intrinsic/extrinsic motivation 

distinctions are unlikely to adequately explain employee safety behaviour given that most safety 

requirements are not inherently pleasurable activities (negating a wholly intrinsic motivation 

perspective) and that programs focused on improving safety climate/culture may be as likely to 

be successful in improving safety behaviours as those based on a transactional reward/punish 

extrinsic motivational paradigm. Instead, they emphasised the role of autonomous types of 

extrinsic motivation (i.e. identified and integrated regulation) in predicting safety behaviours, by 

promoting the internalisation of extrinsic reasons for behaving safely and thus subsequently 

acting in a self-directed fashion (Scott et al., 2014). Such a conceptualisation of safety climate in 

the context of SDT was similarly proposed by Zohar et al. (2015). Indeed, Scott et al. (2014) 

found that identified safety motivation (i.e. employees working safely because they value a safe 

working environment, and recognise that safe working behaviour is required to achieve that) was 

the strongest predictor of safety compliance behaviours. 

Safety motivation is therefore conceptualised in the present study as identified motivation 

given its strong link with safety behaviours, and reflects the degree to which an individual has 

internalised the importance and value of safety. Furthermore, key factors traditionally assessed 
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by safety climate measures, such as management values (individual perceptions regarding 

whether management places sufficient emphasis on safety in the organisation), training 

(individual perceptions regarding whether there are sufficient opportunities to safety training 

programs) and communication (individual perceptions regarding whether there is enough 

communication regarding safety in the organisation) likely reflect key psychological needs 

which have been shown to foster autonomous motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). These include 

autonomy, competence and need for relatedness, which in turn map onto the three safety climate 

sub factors used in the present study of management values, training and communication. Safety 

climate therefore possibly reflects not only the perceptions that team members have regarding 

the safety functioning of their work environment but also by extension the degree to which their 

psychological needs are being met in a safety context.  

This is because employees who believe management place an emphasis on safety in 

general are more likely to feel that they have the capacity to autonomously engage with their 

environment to shape safety practices, versus an environment in which there are strict external 

penalties pertaining to all aspects of safety. Items pertaining to management values used in the 

present study assess broad perceived value and support for safety, and deliberately avoid explicit 

extrinsic behavioural prompts or external motivators in which perceived value and support for 

safety is achieved through strict enforcement of safety policies and rewards/punishments. The 

latter are more accurately aligned with specific management behaviours such as active 

management by exception which is not assessed here. Competence needs are assessed by items 

asking specifically about support for safety related training which is a core organisational 

function supporting acquisition of knowledge and competencies. Finally relatedness needs are 

assessed by items assessing the degree to which employees are able to share and critically 
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discuss aspects of the safety functioning of their organisation and develop ongoing connections 

with others in their workplace based on a shared concern for safety. Safety climate strength is 

thus the degree to which there is consistency in the way those views are held between team 

members. 

Multilevel Framework 
As the variables of interest included in the present study exist at two different levels of 

analysis (team and individual), the present research adopts a multilevel moderation framework. 

This involves a level 2 variable (team safety climate strength) moderating the relationship 

between a level 1 variable (individual safety climate) and a level 1 variable (individual safety 

motivation). Previous studies investigating the influence of climate strength on the climate-

outcome variable relation have tended to operationalise both the climate and outcome variable 

constructs at the group level of analysis, in which the key research question has been whether 

variability in perceptions of climate at the group level impacts on the relation between 

aggregated climate perceptions and aggregated climate outcomes. Given that motivation is 

primarily conceptualised as an individual level construct, the present study differs in its approach 

to this question of operationalisation by specifically examining the drill-down influence of group 

level variability (i.e. safety climate strength) on the relationship between individual safety 

climate perceptions and individual safety motivation. In order to adequately account for the 

unique contribution safety climate strength makes in the prediction of individual safety 

motivation, additional main and interaction effects including group safety climate are included 

for completeness (individual safety climate perceptions contributed no more than 20% towards 

the calculation of group safety climate in the smallest group, and less in larger groups). Whilst 

this means the inclusion of three variables which have some degree of overlap in 

operationalisation, climate strength moderator research questions inherently require overlap in 
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the operationalisations of independent and moderating variables and the nature of the model is 

such that shared effects are controlled for. Figure 1 illustrates the model hypothesised in the 

present study. 

Thus individual safety climate is analysed whilst controlling for group safety climate. 

This approach contributes to the literature regarding individual safety motivation by being able 

to compare the effects of individual versus group safety climate on individual safety motivation, 

which to the authors’ knowledge has not been done yet. For example, group processes may 

influence motivation by exposing employees to open discussion of consistent or varied 

perspectives which may or may not influence their own personal safety motivation depending on 

their extant individual safety climate perceptions. Other multilevel studies which have focused 

on safety based constructs (Neal & Griffin, 2006) have tended to used mediation frameworks to 

examine the impact of group level effects on individual safety motivation without accounting for 

individual level effects. Thus the multilevel framework presented here is focused on the 

individual level, with the group strength as a moderator (as it is inherently a group level 

construct) and group climate included to determine the unique predictive power of individual 

climate vs group climate in the model. 
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Summary and Hypotheses 
In sum, the research that currently exists on the effect of safety climate strength on safety 

relevant dependent variables is limited (Zohar & Luria, 2004, 2005), having been used to study 

only behaviour related injury (Zohar & Luria, 2004) and inter-level climate strength (Zohar & 

Luria, 2005). Understanding how safety climate strength influences safety behaviour likely rests 

on an analysis of the safety climate strength-safety motivation relationships. In consideration of 

the above, the following hypotheses are proposed: 

Hypothesis 1a. Safety climate strength will explain additional variance in safety 

motivation over and above the effects of group safety climate quality and individual safety 

climate perceptions, such that higher safety climate strength will be associated with higher levels 

of safety motivation. 

Hypothesis 1b. Safety climate strength will moderate the relationship between individual 

safety climate perceptions and safety related motivation, such that when safety climate strength 

Figure 1. Hypothesised Multilevel Model of Within (Level 1) and Between (Level 2)group effects 
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is high the relationship between individual safety climate perceptions and safety motivation are 

also high whereas when safety climate strength is low the relationship is also low. 

Method 
Participants 

Data was drawn from a safety critical research sample which included employees from an 

Australian hospital employing in excess of 7,450 multidisciplinary staff across specialties such 

as surgery, obstetrics and trauma services, and admits more than 90,000 patients every year. 

Organisational involvement was part of a broader initiative by the company to understand more 

about their own functioning, with feedback in the forms of reports and summaries provided for 

them to improve on focal areas. Having basic summaries of factors associated with higher safety 

climate were beneficial to them as they hadn’t engaged in organisation wide analysis on this 

level before 

In line with previous research, only teams with 5 or more members were used as it was 

reasoned that teams with less than 5 members were unlikely to have a demonstrable or stable 

group level safety climate (Schulte, Ostroff, & Kinicki, 2006). Listwise deletion was used to deal 

with missing data. The final dataset contained only individuals who had responded to all safety 

climate and safety motivation items, and who also belonged to a team which contained at least 4 

other complete responses. Team size in the final sample ranged from 5-90, with a median size of 

18 members (mean=15.09, SD=13.69). In total, there were 1,720 individual responses grouped 

into 114 teams. 

Of the 1,720 employees included in the final sample, 77% were female. Respondents had 

a mean age of 38.49 years (SD = 12.95). On average, respondents had worked at the hospital for 

a period of 8.08 years (SD = 7.14). A representative and diverse range of work backgrounds 
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across many professions were captured across the dataset, with the three largest including 

catering (5.2%), neonatal intensive care (4.4%) and medical imaging administration (3.5%). 

Others included emergency medicine (2.3%) and anaesthesiology (1.8%), with a high number of 

other work areas (107 not reported here) being represented by minor percentages. 

Measures 
Respondents were asked to complete a survey which included items assessing their 

perceptions regarding the safety climate of their organisation and their own personal safety 

motivation. Descriptions of the three scales included in the analyses of this study can be found in 

the appendix. Common method bias is a frequent criticism of cross-sectional samples such as 

that used here, with many different approaches for reasonably justifying such samples listed by 

Conway and Lance (2010). Consistent with common practice, internal reliabilities and factor 

structures are listed below. In addition, safety climate and safety motivation represent strongly 

differentiated concepts within the literature with causal frameworks established by past research 

(Neal & Griffin, 2006) overcoming the possibility for overlap in the constructs used here. 

Safety climate was measured using eight items (α=.93) assessing safety management 

values, safety training and safety related communication (Neal et al., 2000). This achieved a 

balance between the construct richness of the original 16 item measure, and subsequent shorter 3 

item measures (Neal & Griffin, 2006), by including a range of sub factors other than 

management values (training and communication) whilst reducing the burden on participants by 

halving the original size. Results of a higher-order CFA, with management values, training and 

communication as first-order factors and safety climate as the second-order factor, revealed good 

fit (CFI=.97, SRMR=.04). Respondents rated the items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). 
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Safety climate strength was measured as the standard deviation of individual safety 

climate responses within each group. Following the calculation of the standard deviation of 

individual responses within each group, each group score was centered at the grand mean of all 

group standard deviation scores. Finally, scores were multiplied by -1 to aid with interpretation 

(i.e. a higher climate strength score indicating less variability). The use of standard deviation as a 

measure of safety climate strength is consistent with other approaches (Beus et al., 2010; 

Dickson et al., 2006; Li et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2002; Zohar & Luria, 2005; Zohar & 

Tenne-Gazit, 2008). 

Safety motivation was measured using three items assessing individual identified 

motivation to perform safety-related activities (Neal et al., 2000). Items were rated on a 5-point 

Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (α=.84). 

Procedures 
 Aggregation Procedures. In line with previous research, several statistics were 

calculated to investigate both within-group and between-group variability prior to the 

aggregation of data. A one-way between subjects ANOVA revealed that there was adequate 

between-groups variability in average individual safety climate scores F (113,1606)=3.20, 

p<.001. Assessing within-group variability, the average rwg(j) across the entire sample of groups 

was .79 which exceeds the recommended rule of thumb of .70 (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). The 

decision was made to include teams with a wide range of rwg(j) scores (with the sample ranging 

from -.60≤ rwg(j)≤.98, including teams with negative values indicating disagreement) based on the 

recommendations made by Lindell and Brandt (2000), who argued that removing teams with low 

variability amounted to range restriction which could potentially mask the true nature of any 

relationship found. An average ICC[1] value of .10 and ICC[2] value of .61 was calculated 
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across items included in the safety climate questionnaire. Although the ICC[2] value was 

marginally lower than that found in previous research (Zohar & Luria, 2004, 2005), taken 

together the other statistics indicate sufficient levels of between-group variability and within-

group agreement to justify analysis of safety climate at the group level. 

 Centering. Given the hierarchical nature of climate strength research, variables included 

in final analyses were centred. Included in the final analyses were the level 2 predictors, group 

safety climate quality and group safety climate strength. Only one level 1 predictor, individual 

safety climate perceptions, was included. In line with recommended best practice level 2 

predictors were centred at their grand mean,  level 1 predictors at their group mean and no 

centering procedure was used with respect to the dependent variable, safety motivation (Enders 

& Tofighi, 2007). 

 Analytical Approach. MPlus 7.1 was used to conduct a multilevel analysis to account 

for variance both within groups and between groups. The overall model tested is represented by 

the equations below, in which ISC refers to individual level safety climate perceptions, GSC 

group level safety climate quality and SCS group level safety climate strength: 

(1) 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐵𝐵0𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵1𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

(2) 𝐵𝐵0𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾00 + 𝛾𝛾01𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝛾𝛾02𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑅𝑅0𝑖𝑖 

(3) 𝐵𝐵1𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾10 + 𝛾𝛾11𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝛾𝛾12𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into (1) yields the following reduced form equations: 

(4) 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾00 + 𝛾𝛾01𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝛾𝛾02𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑅𝑅0𝑖𝑖 + �𝛾𝛾10 + 𝛾𝛾11𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝛾𝛾12𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

(5) 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾00 + 𝛾𝛾01𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝛾𝛾02𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + +𝛾𝛾10𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾11𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾12𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +

(𝑅𝑅0𝑖𝑖 + 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 
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Results 
Preliminary analyses were conducted to examine inter-correlations for variables included 

in the present study. These correlations, together with the uncentered means and standard 

deviations of the variables, are presented in Table 1. Significant correlations were found between 

all variables included. The correlation between group level safety climate quality and safety 

motivation was moderate and in the direction expected, with higher levels of safety climate 

quality associated with higher levels of safety motivation. Conversely, the correlation between 

safety climate strength and safety motivation was also moderate but in the opposite direction to 

that expected, with higher levels of strength associated with lower levels of motivation.  

To assess hypotheses 1a and 1b, a multilevel model was specified in MPlus using a MLR 

estimator to examine the main and interaction effects of group safety climate quality, individual 

safety climate perceptions and safety climate strength on individual safety motivation. The 

results of the regression conducted are presented in Table 2 

 

.Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations for variables included in analyses. 

 �̅�𝑥 SD SCQ SM SCS 

Safety Climate Quality 3.48 .40 (.93) - .23** N/A 

Safety Motivation 4.54 .18 (.57) .24** - N/A 

Safety Climate Strength -.85 .19 .31** -.192** - 

N.B. Standard deviations in parentheses are based on individual level data (N = 1720). Correlations below the diagonal are 

based on group-level data and correlations above the diagonal are based on individual-level data. * p <.05. ** p <.01. 
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Table 2. Parameter estimates for multilevel model decomposed into fixed and random parts. 

 Parameter b SE 

Fixed part    

Intercept 𝛾𝛾00 4.54** 0.02 

GSC (L2) 𝛾𝛾01 0.16** 0.05 

SCS (L2) 𝛾𝛾02 -0.26** 0.09 

ISC (L1) 𝛾𝛾10 0.16** 0.02 

GSC*ISC 𝛾𝛾11 0.26** 0.05 

SCS*ISC 𝛾𝛾12 -0.02 0.11 

Random part    

Level two variation    

Intercept 𝑅𝑅0𝑖𝑖 0.01* 0.01 

Slope 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 0.01** 0.00 

Level one variation    

Intercept 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 0.28** 0.02 

N.B. b: parameter estimate; SE: Standard error for parameter estimate; GSC: Group Safety Climate Quality; 
SCS: Safety Climate Strength; ISC: Individual Safety Climate; L1: Level 1; L2: Level 2. * p<.05, **p<.01. 

 

Although the parameter estimate for safety climate strength (𝛾𝛾02= -0.26) was significant 

(p<.01), in line with findings from the correlations the main effect was such that safety climate 

strength was negatively related to individual safety motivation, and thus not in the direction 

predicted by Hypothesis 1a. Similarly, support for Hypothesis 1b was not found with the 

parameter estimate for the interaction between safety climate strength and individual safety 

climate perceptions (𝛾𝛾12= -0.01) non-significant. This suggests that safety climate strength did 

not moderate the relationship between individual safety climate perceptions and individual safety 

motivation. Finally, as expected there was both a significant main effect for group safety climate 
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on individual safety motivation (𝛾𝛾01=0.16, p<.01) and interaction between group safety climate 

and individual safety climate perceptions (𝛾𝛾11=0.26, p<.01). Further analysis was done to test for 

simple slopes. Results revealed that the positive relationship between higher individual safety 

climate and safety motivation was greater in groups with higher levels of group safety climate. 

Figure 2 presents a graph of the two way interaction effect, in which the individual safety climate 

axis represents values ± 2 S.D. above the mean. 

 

Taken together, they suggest that the significant negative main effect for safety climate 

strength found exists whilst controlling for any relationship between group safety climate, 

individual safety climate perceptions and the safety motivation dependent variable. These 

findings are discussed further in the following section. 

Figure 2. Group safety climate x individual safety climate interaction plot 
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Discussion 
 Hypotheses 

From the results there are clearly two key findings: firstly, that there is a significant main 

effect such that higher safety climate strength is associated with lower safety motivation, and 

secondly, that there is no significant interaction effect between safety climate strength and 

individual safety climate perceptions on individual safety motivation. Thus, neither Hypothesis 

1a nor 1b was supported, with an effect found in the opposite direction to that predicted given 

previous research. Given higher safety climate strength is typically associated with better 

outcomes, the following sections discuss possible explanations for the findings as well as 

limitations and future directions. 

Theoretical Conclusions 
There are several reasons why less variability in safety climate perceptions might reduce 

the degree to which employees displayed identified regulation (i.e. safety motivation). In 

particular, strongly held views about the safety climate in circumstances where they are well 

known within the group may have a negative influence on internalised motivation due to the 

normative pressure caused by the expectations on group members to think and behave in a 

certain way. Being a member of a group of individuals who all hold similar safety climate 

perceptions may therefore be experienced as pressure, leading to overall negative effects on 

motivation (Meyer et al., 2010). This might particularly be the case in contexts where highly 

stipulated safety policies and procedures with rewards contingent on behaving in accordance 

with such policies reflect controlling management safety practices. Such an environment would 

instead foster controlled types of motivation (such as external regulation or introjected 

regulation) rather than autonomous types of motivation (such as identified regulation, integrated 

regulation or intrinsic motivation). This suggests that employees may be less likely to internalise 
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the importance of safety when there is a strong and perhaps imposing group-level interpretation 

of the safety climate, explaining the negative main effect found here. In contrast, situations 

where there is an inconsistent perception of safety climate may mean that employees are more 

likely form their own views of safety, consequently promoting internalisation. 

Depending on the focus of safety behaviours within healthcare industries (i.e. does 

internalisation of the importance of safety focus on the safety of patients by avoiding unintended 

harm, avoiding incidents and accidents to other employees, the employee themselves, or basic 

maintenance of equipment) the industry specific nature of this paper may contribute to 

explaining the results. Teams within healthcare settings may involve significant amounts of 

multi-disciplinary contact, meaning the focus of the safety motivation may be divergent and 

involve varying levels of internalisation depending on the end result of safety directed 

behaviours. 

Another possible explanation for the effect found includes whether there was a social 

loafing effect. For example, employees in groups with strong safety climates may believe that 

they are able to leave the responsibility for safety functioning to others within the group or 

organisation, thus decreasing their overall safety motivation. Conversely, if their group safety 

climate is weak they may feel more motivated to behave safely to compensate for a perceived 

lack of adequate safety functioning. These perspectives are supported by social loafing research 

which has found motivation losses in groups where the perceived dispensability of effort is 

higher (Kerr & Bruun, 1983). 

Finally, the analyses conducted in the present paper included teams with a range of levels 

of agreement in line with recommendations made by Lindell and Brandt (2000). Previous studies 

using rwg(j) (Schneider et al., 2002; Zohar & Luria, 2005) have often been unclear about the full 
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range of values included in analyses. Failing to find the expected effect for safety climate 

strength in the present paper may represent a challenge to the existing theories around climate 

strength in general which have tended to include only groups with very high levels of agreement, 

and suggest that greater work needs to be done to include teams with a range of different levels 

of agreement.  

Practical Conclusions 
In practice, these results suggest a number of interesting questions for researchers and 

practitioners to consider in the future. Safety researchers, typically interested in assessing 

objective safety outcome variables such as incidents, or safety behaviours such as compliance or 

promotion, would benefit from a re-evaluation of the role that motivation plays. The results from 

the present study suggest that the nuances and complexities of behavioural motivation as 

highlighted in the SDT model of motivation need to be further examined within the context of 

safety research.  

It may be the case that the very norms and attitudes which managers are striving to ensure 

consistency for (i.e. safety climate) in fact impact on the motivation of their employees to behave 

in a safe manner. The relevance of SDT in future examinations of the relationship between safety 

climate and safety motivation is an important question that remains unanswered and highlighted 

by only a handful of other authors (Scott et al., 2014; Zohar et al., 2015). Indeed, in their 

conceptualisation of a SDT model for safety, Scott et al. (2014) highlighted the important 

distinction between the common conceptualisation of motivation as being divided only between 

intrinsic and extrinsic types, and that provided by SDT which instead emphasises the degree to 

which an individual experiences autonomous versus controlled motivation (and thus varying 

degrees of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation). As noted by the authors, such a distinction is 
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important for safety specifically, due to the understanding that the incidence of intrinsically 

motivated safety behaviours is likely lower than for typical contexts in which SDT is applied 

(e.g. sport). Previous research has investigated predictors of identified motivation constructs 

based on SDT, finding a positive relationship between transformational leadership behaviours 

and identified forms of motivation (Conchie, 2013), however more work is needed to fully 

integrate this work with the findings of this paper by looking at a wider range of safety 

motivation predictors.  

Indeed research in both laboratory (Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, & Leone, 1994) and applied 

organisational settings (Gagné, Koestner, & Zuckerman, 2000) has validated the role of 

autonomy supportive contexts in encouraging internalisation of motivation to perform 

behaviours. Specifically, providing meaningful rationale, acknowledging the feelings of others 

and conveying choice were associated with encouraging greater assimilation of the desired 

behaviours into the intrinsic motivation of individuals (Deci et al., 1994; Gagné et al., 2000). To 

achieve this effect within a safety climate context, line supervisors could encourage employees to 

respond according to their authentic opinions rather than the dominant view of their team, outline 

the utility of having data reflecting the genuine perceptions of employees and acknowledge the 

effort made by employees in responding authentically to the survey. Future studies would 

therefore benefit from an examination of how such a precipitous decline in safety motivation 

associated with stronger group safety climate impacts on other safety related behaviours in the 

context of a SDT framework, and whether increases in safety climate strength might instead 

increase the levels of other categories of motivation. 

The results have much utility for practitioners interested in engaging with both safety 

climate and safety motivation within the workplace. Specifically, they suggest that there may be 
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certain situations where agreement and consistency are beneficial and other situations where they 

are not. In particular, they may be interested in re-evaluating their assumptions of work-groups 

with variability in safety climate perceptions. Where once such a situation would have lent itself 

to attempts to introduce a level of consistency, it may instead be the case that greater variability 

in perceptions of safety climate is beneficial to reducing the likelihood of controlled motivation 

and increasing that of integrated and identified motivation. Furthermore, instances of variability 

could be capitalised on to be used as sources of discussion and questioning. If several members 

of a team do not perceive the safety climate of their organisation in the same way as other 

members of their team, why is this the case? Are they aware of, or exposed to, other factors 

which influence their perspective? At some level, the de-motivating nature of a highly 

homogenised collection of safety perspectives within a single team may simply be a reflection of 

employees questioning why they need to behave in a certain way in the absence of any 

management style promoting autonomy of thought. In much the same way as near misses are 

used as a valuable reflection tool, variability in safety climate perspectives could be used to 

enhance and improve existing safety practices. 

Limitations and Future Directions 
The present paper presents a unique perspective on the question of safety climate and 

safety motivation within workplaces, presenting an alternative viewpoint to the general paradigm 

that greater consistency in psychological perceptions amongst workgroups inherently predicates 

better outcomes. There are, however, a number of limitations to be acknowledged in the present 

work. Data collected here was cross-sectional, measuring safety climate and safety motivation 

simultaneously. Such a design does not therefore lend itself to a statement of causality, and 

future research would benefit from an examination of not only the effect of safety climate on 

safety motivation over time, but even more importantly, the impact of variability in safety 
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motivation on safety outcomes over time. Such an approach would thus seek to investigate 

whether the variability in safety motivation as a product of variability in safety climate 

perceptions in fact predicts safety related behaviours, fulfilling the full path hypothesised by 

Neal et al. (2000). 

Secondly, the safety motivation items included in the present study examined exclusively 

levels of identified motivation, assessing the extent to which individuals had internalised the 

importance of behaving safely. To fully integrate the complexities of SDT into a model of the 

effect of safety climate on motivation, a greater examination of individual motivation is needed, 

including an examination of how safety climate strength impacts on other types of motivation 

(i.e. external regulation, introjected regulation or integrated regulation) and ultimately safety 

behaviour. More broadly, this is part of a wider limitation in the paper using relatively brief 

measures of the safety climate and motivation constructs. Although the measure of safety climate 

sought to achieve a balance between the construct richness of its primary source (Neal et al., 

2000) and the parsimony of shorter and conceptually simpler measures (Neal & Griffin, 2006; 

Zohar & Luria, 2005), some loss of construct richness may have been experienced. Future 

research should combine broader measures of SDT related safety motivation with similarly broad 

measures of safety climate. 

Finally, as the present results suggest a novel twist on the typical research examining the 

relationship between climate strength constructs and outcome variables, further research is 

needed to replicate the effects found on safety motivation in general. Such research would 

benefit from including alternative rating sources (such as other and supervisor ratings of safety 

climate, as well as other and objective ratings of safety motivation) to fully examine the 

relationship proposed in the present research. 
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Appendix 
Safety climate 

1. Management places a strong emphasis on workplace health and safety 

(Management Values) 

2. Safety is given a high priority by management (Management Values) 

3. Management considers safety to be important (Management Values) 

4. There is sufficient opportunity to discuss and deal with safety issues in 

meetings (Communication) 

5. There is open communication about safety issues within this workplace 

(Communication) 

6. Employees are regularly consulted about workplace health and safety 

issues (Communication) 

7. Employees receive comprehensive training in workplace health and safety 

issues (Training) 

8. Employees have sufficient access to workplace health and safety training 

programs (Training) 

Safety motivation 

1. I feel that it is worthwhile to put in effort to maintain or improve my 

personal safety 

2. I feel that it is important to maintain safety at all times 

3. I believe that it is important to reduce the risk of accidents and incidents in 

the workplace 
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Chapter 4 Assessing shortened safety climate measures: Simulating a planned 
missing data design in a field setting 
 

Abstract 
 Safety researchers are frequently faced with a dilemma in field research: whether to 

increase both participant engagement and the efficiency of their data collection by using brief 

construct measures, or to instead use exhaustive and thorough measures to capture the full range 

of statistical variance in relationships of interest. Using a safety climate questionnaire, this study 

simulated and evaluated a novel method that can be used by safety researchers to reduce the 

length of surveys. The method involves using a planned missing data design to randomly allocate 

participants a reduced selection of items using multiple imputation to replace the missing data 

and produce a complete dataset, thus retaining the full range of items across the studied 

population. Results from the study indicate that the method provides safety researchers and 

practitioners with acceptable levels of model fit, and is able to demonstrate predictive validity. 

Advantages and disadvantages of the planned missing data design method in field research are 

discussed. 
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Introduction 
Safety researchers are often confronted with two competing requirements in field 

settings: whether to pursue research constructs in as exhaustive a fashion as possible, or to 

encourage participant engagement with short and concise questionnaires. These concerns are 

increasingly relevant within a modern research context of time-poor participants and changing 

technology. Research has successfully addressed the problem of creating a valid and brief 

assessment across a range of different constructs, including personality (Gosling, Rentfrow, & 

Swann Jr, 2003; Rammstedt & John, 2007), self-esteem (Robins, Hendin, & Trzesniewski, 

2001), job satisfaction (Dolbier, Webster, McCalister, Mallon, & Steinhardt, 2005; Nagy, 2002; 

Wanous, Reichers, & Hudy, 1997) and safety climate (Hahn & Murphy, 2008). The 

aforementioned approaches have, however, tended to create shortened construct measures a 

priori, through hypothesis formation, data collection and data analysis, thereby reducing the 

breadth of data initially collected and subsequently analysed. The aim of this study is therefore to 

evaluate a novel and practical approach to shortening safety climate questionnaires which is able 

to provide safety researchers with a wider range of complete data from which to draw statistical 

inference. 

The use of safety climate measures are vital to organisations in managing their safety 

climate and by virtue of their capacity to act as an early warning for potential incidents (Cooper 

& Phillips, 2004; Lutness, 1987), assess the overall safety functioning of the company before any 

negative events are encountered. Ensuring that safety practitioners and researchers have access to 

statistically valid measures which are also able to be frequently deployed and quickly assessed in 

this context is therefore crucial. To this end the feasibility of an alternative approach in which 

individual respondents are presented with different subsets of items from a larger questionnaire 

was investigated. The approach involved simulating the allocation of items to individuals in a 
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randomised pattern such that unanswered items (those not included in the distributed 

questionnaire and thus considered to be missing data) could be imputed ex post facto from 

responses by individuals who were allocated those items. The goal of this approach was to create 

both a convenient and statistically rigorous approach to reducing the length of questionnaires, 

whilst simultaneously retaining a wider range of statistically valid information about 

relationships at hand. Such an approach has been termed a ‘planned missing data design’ 

(Graham, Taylor, Olchowski, & Cumsille, 2006), and has been used to investigate the effect of 

smoking on health (Graham et al., 2006), with variations used in contexts such as family 

(Johnson & Young, 2011) and school research (Baraldi & Enders, 2010).  

To our knowledge, the approach has not been used in safety climate research, but is 

particularly relevant for this context. This is because organisations often require efficient and 

reliable assessments of their safety functioning, with instruments that can be quickly deployed 

and accurately predict safety behaviours and outcomes. Instruments measuring constructs such as 

safety climate serve this purpose by assessing a range of different aspects of an organisation’s 

safety functioning. 

Study structure 
In this study we begin by introducing the problem faced by safety researchers during the 

normal course of collecting data for a construct measure. We then provide an introduction to the 

proposed approach, including a general discussion of the phenomenon of missing data and the 

underlying mathematical operations used in imputation to replace missing data. Discussion of the 

substantive application of the article, namely the concept of a safety climate, follows and 

includes a theoretical introduction to the concept of safety climate and a description of its 

practical relevance to the approach tested here. Safety climate has been identified as a useful lead 
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indicator of the safety functioning of an organisation, and has demonstrated predictive validity 

with respect to safety behaviours and incidents in a range of contexts. Due to the rich research 

history investigating its content and strong predictive relationships with respect to behaviour it is 

used as the demonstration data for the simulation conducted in the present study. 

We then present the outcomes of using the multiple imputation method within the context 

of a safety climate questionnaire in two different samples. To this end a series of simulated 

alternative datasets were created by randomly removing items from the original questionnaire in 

order to model a scenario in which data was Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) by design 

(i.e. where participants received different versions of the same questionnaire). The datasets 

comprised safety climate responses from employees working within an Australian hospital and 

within international mining/oil and gas workplaces. The utility of the approach is evaluated 

within the analytical context of a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and the prediction of 

relevant dependent variables of interest. Implications and uses for safety practitioners and 

researchers are discussed alongside limitations of the method. 

Survey Construction and Participant Engagement 
Researchers, in the normal course of deciding on their questionnaire content, frequently 

use exploratory factor analytic (EFA) techniques to investigate the plausibility of alternative 

factor structures within their data, an approach which is frequently misused (Fabrigar, 

MacCallum, Wegener, & Strahan, 1999). This method, fitting into traditional theory-driven 

response facilitation approaches (Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007), is regularly used by researchers 

when identifying the core content of a questionnaire, including which items can be reasonably 

left out. When completed with a pragmatic mindset, this approach is often the first, and last, step 

taken by researchers attempting to balance theoretical principles with practical restrictions. In the 
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interest of reducing participant burden, however, it may also lead to the removal of items of 

potential interest, leading to less information being collected about a research sample. 

Particular instances where shortened measurement tools are preferable, however, include 

situations where participant fatigue and non-compliance may be an issue (Gardner, Cummings, 

Dunham, & Pierce, 1998; Robins et al., 2001), and there is a need to maintain employee interest 

and engagement over an extended period of testing (Nagy, 2002). This is particularly relevant 

when attempting to retain employee engagement within survey populations that traditionally 

report higher degrees of noncompliance, such as those that are male dominated and have lower 

reported levels of education (Rogelberg & Luong, 1998) and those including executives and/or 

manager subpopulations (Anseel, Lievens, Schollaert, & Choragwicka, 2010). Additional 

attitudinal variables, such as degree of interest in survey subject matter, may also affect 

engagement (Rogelberg & Luong, 1998). Importantly, many of these flagged issues with survey 

noncompliance would likely be a concern to those involved in traditional safety-critical 

industries such as mining, oil/gas and construction. A clear rationale for the present research then 

is to address relevant participant engagement/noncompliance issues that researchers have 

identified as a potential problem when conducting survey collection (Hinkin, 1995; Podsakoff, 

MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003; Rogelberg & Luong, 1998), which are particularly relevant 

to research within the safety context. 

When attempting to address such engagement issues and balance scientific rigour with 

practical concessions, the inevitability of decreasing model fit and psychometric properties in the 

case of item reduction can be academically deleterious. Indeed, it is generally understood as a 

rule of thumb that successful shortened construct measures should demonstrate convergent and 

discriminant validity, test-retest reliability and criterion relationships similar to extended 
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assessment tools which measure the same construct (Gosling et al., 2003). Practitioners might 

indeed argue whether one might simply retain only those individual items expected to correlate 

with a dependent variable of interest. Recent novel approaches using this extreme method have 

been moderately successful (Fisher, Matthews, & Gibbons, 2016), yet it still remains to be seen 

whether a better balance might be achieved between the competing demands of science and 

practice. The use of a planned missing data design appears to possibly address this balance 

between maximizing information, and minimizing burden. The methodological problem facing 

safety researchers is thus twofold: (1) how to collect as much data and information as possible to 

ensure scientific rigour whilst (2) reducing the burden placed on participants. 

Recently, Huang et al. (2017) utilised a novel and effective approach to shortening 

questionnaires using item response theory (IRT) to identify the most useful items in a 

questionnaire in providing information about a latent trait (in this case safety climate). They were 

able to reduce the 16 item questionnaire originally used by Zohar and Luria (2005) in two 

separate ways to address both academic and practical contexts. The former involved retaining 

only items with a minimum level of discriminant ability (resulting in a 8-11 item version of the 

questionnaire) and the latter by retaining items with the most information that would retain at 

least 30% of the information of the original tool (resulting in a 4 item version of the 

questionnaire). Whilst the paper presents a methodologically rigorous approach to questionnaire 

shortening within the safety climate context, it is eclipsed by the method introduced in this paper 

for two key reasons (both theoretical and practical). 

Firstly, the approach utilised by Huang et al. (2017) produces shortened questionnaires by 

reducing the overall scale information gathered by removing items altogether. Thus instead of 

the full 100% achieved by the original questionnaire, they achieved solutions which captured 
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between 30.29-77.71% of the original questionnaire. This is in contrast to the planned missing 

data design suggested in the present paper which reduces the burden on individuals, whilst 

retaining the overall scale information by asking all items across the entire sample instead of 

each person. In safety critical contexts, capturing as much information as possible about the 

environment is crucial when attempting to reduce accidents through the use of a lead indicator 

tool such as safety climate. Secondly, and more practically, the approach used by Huang et al. 

(2017) requires very specific knowledge of the utility of each item within a proposed safety 

climate questionnaire, therefore requiring in depth analysis. By contrast the use of a planned 

missing data design does not rest on discrimination between items, making the overall process 

easier and less time consuming when trying to apply to a new questionnaire. This should 

theoretically make it easier to implement by practitioners or researchers introducing a new 

questionnaire into a workplace. 

The present research is thus concerned with investigating a missing data item reduction 

strategy (namely multiple imputation) theorised as an acceptable compromise to the participant 

engagement debate, and the impact of such an approach on overall statistical fit qualities and 

ability to accurately predict behaviour. Developing a procedure for shortening measures of safety 

climate whilst retaining model fit and predictive validity is important to proactively address 

survey construction issues scholars are confronted with during safety field research, and for 

industry practitioners eager to ensure quick and easy access to their employees. The unique 

approach is introduced hence. 

An Alternative Approach: Multiple Imputation 
Multiple imputation is a statistical procedure used to deal with incomplete data sets, 

which has appeared in a range of different research contexts, from psychology (Fichman & 
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Cummings, 2003), to politics (King, Honaker, Joseph, & Schieve, 2001) and medicine (Van 

Buuren, Boshuizen, & Knook, 1999). It involves the creation, and pooling together, of many 

different estimations of missing data in order to create final unbiased parameter estimates 

(Newman, 2014), using bayesian analysis on either a default unrestricted H1 model or restricted 

H0 model (Muthén & Muthén, 2010). Maximum likelihood is used to compute the parameter 

estimates for each imputation instance (Muthén & Muthén, 2010). Thus the basic process of 

conducting a multiple imputation analysis includes three key steps: imputation, analysis and 

pooling (Enders, 2010).  

In this way it is distinct from full information maximum likelihood (FIML) procedures, 

the main alternative estimation based approach for dealing with missing data, which instead 

allows the researcher to address missing data and execute parameter estimation in one step 

(Graham et al., 2006). FIML is the default option for dealing with missing data in packages such 

as MPlus. A key advantage multiple imputation has over traditional approaches such as FIML is 

that it is more robust to violations of multivariate normality distributional assumptions (Schafer, 

1997). Additionally, multiple imputation standard error estimates take into account the 

uncertainty that come from imputing missing data, reflected in a tendency to have larger standard 

error estimates than those derived from FIML (Dong & Peng, 2013). Finally, although the use of 

auxiliary variables is often recommended when dealing with datasets containing a high 

proportion of missing data, the process for incorporating them into FIML has been identified as 

harder when compared to multiple imputation (Dong & Peng, 2013). Many authors have 

addressed the stages involved in multiple imputation in depth (Schafer & Graham, 2002; 

Sinharay, Stern, & Russell, 2001), however for the purpose of the present study a brief overview 

is given. 
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Imputation involves the creation of m>1 differentially imputed datasets. As a general rule 

of thumb for generating an efficient number of m>1 imputations Rubin (1987) suggested the 

formula (1 + 𝛾𝛾
𝑚𝑚

)−1, where 𝛾𝛾 represents the proportion of missing data. This process of creating 

datasets in which missing values are replaced with imputed data involves a number of underlying 

statistical processes. Imputation of the m data sets involves the use of an imputation equation 

including the mean vector and covariance matrix to predict incomplete variables from observed 

variables and, in a second step, the addition of random residual terms to the mean vector and 

covariance matrix regression equation estimates (Enders, 2010). This is particularly important 

for generating a series of different imputed datasets that contain adequate variation between 

themselves. Given this leads to the calculation of accurate pooled estimates, it is this property of 

multiple imputation that leads to it being justified as a superior procedure to other methods such 

as single imputation (Enders, 2010). The random residual terms themselves are drawn from a 

probability distribution used in bayesian analysis known as the posterior distribution using 

monte-carlo simulation (Enders, 2010). The various imputed files are then analysed according to 

statistical procedures relevant for the research in question in the analysis phase, and finally 

pooled together to form a single set of results in the pooling phase (Enders, 2010). 

Bayesian Analysis for Multiple Imputation 
As briefly alluded to above, multiple imputation utilises bayesian analysis to impute 

multiple datasets. Broadly speaking, bayesian analysis is used in a general research context as an 

alternative to frequentist analysis in contexts where researchers wish to include prior beliefs 

about relationships of interest in their research model before analysing their data. As an 

analytical tool in and of itself, bayesian analysis has a number of advantages, including a greater 

robustness in small sample sizes when compared to frequentist analysis, capacity to deal with 
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asymmetric non-normal distributions and the ability to include existing research findings into 

research models being tested (Schoot et al., 2014).  

Basic tenets of bayesian analysis relevant to an understanding of multiple imputation 

include the concepts of a prior distribution (which represents all knowledge available to 

researchers before obtaining data), the likelihood function of the data (representing the 

probability of observing estimates of a parameter in the dataset given the parameters themselves) 

and finally the posterior inference (broadly speaking, the combination of both the prior 

distribution and the likelihood function of the data) (Schoot et al., 2014). The prior distribution in 

the multiple imputation context is typically, for convenience, a non-informative prior distribution 

(Sinharay et al., 2001). Critiques of the bayesian method often rest on the potential for 

researchers to take advantage of the prior distribution specification in order to produce 

favourable results (Schoot et al., 2014). Many of the criticisms directed towards the formation of 

a prior belief about a dataset are however typically nullified in the case of multiple imputation, as 

the influence of the prior itself diminishes over time as the sample size increases (which typically 

occurs quickly in the large scale estimations one might find in a typical multiple imputation 

analysis) (Schafer & Graham, 2002).  

Where bayesian principles are relevant to multiple imputation is in considering the 

probability distribution from which imputations are drawn. Specifically, the analysis is 

conducted on the joint posterior distribution of the parameters and missing data, given the 

assumptions of the model and the data observed (Gelman, Carlin, & Stern, 2013). After creating 

m sets of repeated imputations to ascertain a population parameter 𝛽𝛽 and population estimate �̂�𝛽, 

the researcher then has �̂�𝛽1, �̂�𝛽2, … , �̂�𝛽𝑚𝑚 imputed estimates. Similarly, with 𝜑𝜑 representing the 
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variance of the population estimate 𝜑𝜑� , again the researcher will have obtained 

𝜑𝜑�1,𝜑𝜑�2, … ,𝜑𝜑�𝑚𝑚imputed variance estimates.  

The pooled population estimates are then represented by the following equations (Schafer 

& Graham, 2002): 

�̂�𝛽 = 1
𝑚𝑚
∑ �̂�𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1  , 

𝜑𝜑� = 1
𝑚𝑚
∑ 𝜑𝜑�𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 . 

In addition to estimating the overall variance 𝜑𝜑� , the variance between the imputed 

estimates 𝜑𝜑�1,𝜑𝜑�2, … ,𝜑𝜑�𝑚𝑚 is represented by the following equation (Schafer & Graham, 2002): 

𝜃𝜃 =
1

𝑚𝑚− 1
�(�̂�𝛽𝑖𝑖 − �̂�𝛽)2
𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1

 

It then follows that the total variance (V) of �̂�𝛽 is: 

𝑉𝑉 = 𝜑𝜑� + (
𝑚𝑚 + 1
𝑚𝑚

)𝜃𝜃 

Researchers can then create interval estimates for 𝛽𝛽 using a t distribution with degrees of 

freedom, 

𝑑𝑑.𝑓𝑓. = (𝑚𝑚− 1)(1 +
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚 + 1
𝜑𝜑�
𝜃𝜃

)2 

With advances in the processing capacities of computers and the development of 

sophisticated computer programs (such as MPlus), the above estimations can be quickly 

calculated and imputed dataset estimations combined by the computer rather than by hand.  
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Multiple Imputation and Missing Data 
Data sets may be incomplete for a range of reasons, and authors typically distinguish 

between data which is missing completely at random (MCAR, where data is missing completely 

due to chance), missing at random (MAR, in which the probability of data being missing does 

not depend on the variables which contain the missing data) and missing not at random (MNAR, 

in which the probability of data being missing does depend on the variables which contain the 

missing data).  

The differences between data which is MCAR and MAR can be represented 

mathematically, and is based on a typology developed by (Rubin, 1976). If the complete data set 

is represented by 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚and consists of both observed data (𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) and missing data (𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜), then 

𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 = (𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜). Furthermore, if 𝜔𝜔 represents an random indicator variable distinguishing 

between what is known and what is missing, then 𝜔𝜔 is a series of random variables with a joint 

probability distribution to represent the range of possible relationships between instances of 

missing data and variables included in the data set (Schafer & Graham, 2002). It is then possible 

to represent 𝜔𝜔 in the context of particular patterns of missing data including MAR, 

𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔|𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) = 𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔|𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) 

In this context, 𝜔𝜔 is allowed to depend on observed data but not missing data (for 

example, when participants on a survey fail to answer questions about their income which is due 

to another variable in the survey, such as education). 

Importantly, although multiple imputation has been identified as a highly useful, though 

ultimately reactive, technique for dealing with data which is MCAR or MAR, comparatively less 

emphasis has been placed on its potential as a proactive data collection technique for researchers 

interested in reducing the length of questionnaires assessing a construct of interest. In particular, 
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its use in planned missing data designs forms the crux of this study. Thus for the purposes of the 

present study, we investigated datasets deliberately constructed to represent a MCAR dataset: 

that is, missing data by design. Missing data which are MCAR are instead represented by the 

following relationship between 𝜔𝜔 and 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚, 

𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔|𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚) = 𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔) 

In this case, the probability of the variable 𝑌𝑌 being missing does not depend on the values 

on any other variable, nor the values reported by any other participant. The above notation and 

representation of possible instances of missing data represents common and understood concepts 

within statistics and the applied context of multiple imputation of datasets (Schafer & Graham, 

2002). Importantly, when data is MCAR multiple imputation is able to produce wholly unbiased 

estimates, as the probability of a value being missing is completely independent of the observed 

and unobserved data (Newman, 2014). For data regarded as continuous, the following represents 

the probability distribution from which multiple imputed datasets are created in situations where 

missing data is MCAR (Schafer & Graham, 2002), 

𝑃𝑃(𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜|𝜔𝜔) = �𝑃𝑃(𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚|𝜔𝜔)𝑑𝑑𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜 

Finally, multiple imputation is able to produce accurate standard errors (and therefore less 

Type 1 errors) (Newman, 2014) with variations in estimates between each of the imputation 

instances used for significance/hypothesis testing and parameter estimation drawn from a final 

pooled sample (Enders, 2010). For these reasons it has been identified as a more accurate means 

for dealing with missing data compared to more common methods such as listwise/pairwise 

deletion or single imputation (Newman, 2014). It has also been identified as a legitimate method 

for replacing data Missing Not At Random (MNAR) (Sinharay et al., 2001).  
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In sum, the use of multiple imputation to replace data which is classified as MAR and 

MCAR is a statistically rigorous approach that produces unbiased parameter estimates. For this 

reason, it is used here to investigate whether it can be used in a safety specific context to replace 

missing data in situations where data is MCAR by design. The following section introduces the 

substantive application of the method, namely the concept of a safety climate. 

Safety Climate 
Within safety-critical organisations researchers and practitioners frequently assess 

employee shared perceptions regarding the safety qualities of their immediate work environment 

and the overall safety capability of their organisation. Particular areas of inquiry typically include 

whether employees believe management places enough emphasis on safety within the workplace, 

and the adequacy of safety training programs and safety communication. Combined together 

these perceptions are typically considered representative of an organisation’s overall safety 

climate (Griffin & Neal, 2000; Zohar, 1980, 2008) and quantitatively speaking, the safety 

climate metric is formed by the aggregation of the individual responses to these concepts at 

either a team level or an organisational level, thus forming a team or organisational safety 

climate score (Chan, 1998). Importantly, Clarke (2006) suggests that climate is able to provide 

guidance on what is suitable organisational behaviour, such that a positive climate encourages 

safe behaviours through managerial rewards whereas a negative climate reinforces unsafe 

behaviour by removing incentives towards safe behaviour. Indeed, social exchange theory 

(Gouldner, 1960) suggests that positive behaviours are largely promoted due to the norm of 

reciprocity which suggest that employees will feel obliged to return favours to a management 

which has demonstrated concern for their safety and wellbeing (Clarke, 2006).  
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The development of such a measure then which is able to provide a ‘real-time’ gauge of 

an organisation’s safety capability is therefore theorised to provide an ‘early warning’ system for 

averting safety incidents (Cooper & Phillips, 2004; Lutness, 1987), particularly with respect to 

its implications in guiding behaviour (Clarke, 2006). In this vein, safety researchers have 

investigated the validity of safety climate questionnaires in predicting safety incidents and 

outcomes, finding evidence of predictive validity (Bergman, Payne, Taylor, & Beus, 2014; 

Christian, Bradley, Wallace, & Burke, 2009; Payne, Bergman, Rodríguez, Beus, & Henning, 

2010; Zohar, 2000). Safety climate has specifically been associated with work environment 

safety levels and safety practices (Varonen & Mattila, 2000) and fewer injuries (Gillen, Baltz, 

Gassel, Kirsch, & Vaccaro, 2002; Mearns, Whitaker, & Flin, 2003). Indeed, research suggests 

that the underlying relationship between safety climate and safety outcomes is partially mediated 

by safety behaviours and safety performance (Clarke, 2006, 2010). Within this mediated 

relationship, safety behaviours are typically classified as being related to either safety 

compliance (adherence to safety rules and regulations) or safety participation (engaging in safety 

activities and promoting safety within the workplace) (Neal, Griffin, & Hart, 2000). These two 

variables, safety compliance and safety participation, are used as indicator dependent variables in 

the present research due to their relationship with safety climate in previous research (Neal et al., 

2000). In addition a third proxy dependent variable was included, work responses, which 

assesses  how an individual reflects on errors in the workplace (Rybowiak, Garst, Frese, & 

Batinic, 1999). Work responses to errors have been theorised to act as indicators of a company’s 

overall cultural attitude towards errors (Rybowiak et al., 1999) which is particularly relevant to 

the safety context of the present research. 
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Finally, safety climate measures also have a range of potential benefits over traditional 

and non-psychological measures of safety such as lost time accident rates or total recordable 

injury frequency rates. These benefits include a greater sensitivity and specificity of 

measurement (Seo, Torabi, Blair, & Ellis, 2004), the capacity to offer information about potential 

safety events before they occur (Lutness, 1987) and a low cost means for gauging the 

performance of safety processes (Seo et al., 2004). The safety climate research field has therefore 

become increasingly relevant to academics and practitioners operating within the fields of 

construction (Mohamed, 2002), mining (Flin, Mearns, O'Connor, & Bryden, 2000; Mearns et al., 

2003), oil and gas (Mearns et al., 2003) and occupational health (Katz-Navon, Naveh, & Stern, 

2005). The current study therefore aimed to investigate the plausibility of a shortened measure of 

safety climate created through a simulated planned missing data design in conjunction with a 

missing item replacement strategy. This was examined specifically with respect to model fit and 

predictive validity. 

Summary and Hypotheses 
In light of the ability for simulated multiple imputation techniques to produce statistically 

sound pooled estimates of given parameters, it was reasoned that model fit statistics for 

shortened measures would demonstrate adequate fit and that existing dependent variables 

included in the path model would demonstrate similar relationships to the original non-imputed 

model up until a certain ‘failure’ point (after which the proportion of missing data would be too 

great for the estimation methods to derive a statistically sound complete dataset).  

This approach was examined specifically within a safety research context with respect to 

the measurement of safety climate. At present, a large proportion of safety climate questionnaires 

used on a regular basis are large (containing many items) and often unwieldy in an organisational 
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context. As an example, the original safety climate questionnaire developed by Zohar (1980) 

used a 40 item questionnaire. A novel simulated planned missing data design will be used to 

assess the utility of a shortened safety climate questionnaire, retaining the existing safety climate 

factor structure across two different samples but utilising a statistical method to investigate 

whether the questionnaire can be reduced simply by reducing the total number of items asked of 

participants (reduced item models). The method will be assessed on its ability to demonstrate 

adequate model fit, and strong predictive validity of three safety behaviour dependent variables 

(safety compliance, safety participation and work responses). The potential contribution 

significantly shortened safety climate measures in general make to present concerns are thus 

two-fold: firstly allowing for frequent deployment to capture safety critical periods (Bergman et 

al., 2014; Zohar, 2000) whilst being able to secondly address industry concerns regarding 

employee engagement (Wanous et al., 1997).  

As such, the following hypotheses were tested in the present study: 

Hypothesis 1. Reduced-item models of safety climate will demonstrate adequate model 

fit. 

Hypothesis 2. Reduced-item models of safety climate will demonstrate predictive 

validity with respect to safety related dependent variables. 

Method 
Sample and Procedure 

Two samples were used in the present paper. The first sample was drawn from an 

Australian hospital which employs in excess of 7,450 multidisciplinary staff across specialties 

such as surgery, obstetrics and trauma services, and admits more than 90,000 patients every year. 

Out of 2,238 employees who had at least commenced the survey, 2,134 were used in the final 
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analyses of the present study. Of these, 75.8% were female and the mean age of the total sample 

was 38.93 years (SD = 10.84). On average, respondents had worked at the hospital for a period 

of 7.94 years (SD = 7.44). A representative and diverse range of specialties were captured in the 

dataset, including Surgery (6.7%), Pathology (5.5%), Allied Health (4.7%) and Obstetrics (4%). 

Only respondents who had answered all relevant safety climate questions were included in 

analyses. No explicit outlier removal procedure was used. 

The second sample was drawn from data collected as a part of a wider international 

safety survey which assessed different factors contributing to safety at individual, team and 

organisational levels. The survey was the joint initiative of the Accelerated Learning Laboratory 

(The University of Western Australia) and the International Mining for Development Centre 

(IM4DC) as a component of their work developing and evaluating an occupational safety and 

health training and development program. In sum, 873 respondents from eight different countries 

were included in the final dataset, including Mongolia (18.8%), Zambia (12.1%), Kenya (9.6%), 

Gambia (9.2%), Nigeria (12.1%), Ivory Coast (15.6%), Indonesia (11.5%) and Philippines 

(11.1%).  Samples 1 and 2, analysed separately, therefore compare the item reduction technique 

across developed country samples traditionally used in organisational research (sample 1) and 

developing country samples not traditionally used (sample 2). 47.1% of respondents were 

operational staff who worked onsite, and 52.9% were staff in non-operational roles (i.e. 

supervisory, managerial or administration). Between 80 and 164 respondents were included per 

country. Industries included in the survey were represented in the main by mining (69%), 

construction (19.1%) and oil and gas (7.1%). To retain as large a sample as possible, given the 

exploratory nature of the simulation, no explicit outlier removal procedure was used. 
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For both samples, organisational involvement was part of a broader initiative by the 

company to understand more about their own functioning, with feedback in the forms of reports 

and summaries provided for them to improve on focal areas. Having basic summaries of factors 

associated with higher safety climate were beneficial to them as they hadn’t engaged in 

organisation wide analysis on this level before. 

 Given the international nature of the survey, four countries required translated versions 

(Ivory Coast, Mongolia, Indonesia and the Philippines). To this end a process of independent 

translation, comparison and back-translation into English was used for comparison and 

finalisation. To collect data, collaborators in each country established contact with companies 

from resource associated industries. Due to cost restrictions, the number of companies in each 

country varied. Collaborators were encouraged to invite as many participants as possible to 

complete the survey  from each company they visited, providing a reminder for completion. 

Participants were provided with plain language statements documenting the aims of the project 

and emphasising the voluntary nature of their participation. All surveys were collected in 

paper/pencil format and data entered manually onto computers. Apart from information about 

country, company, location and job level, no identifying information was recorded. 

Measures (sample 1) 
Respondents were asked to complete a survey assessing their perceptions regarding the 

safety climate of their organisation and their own personal safety behaviours (safe working 

compliance and safe working promotion). Descriptions of the three scales can be found in 

Appendix A.  

  Safety climate was measured using seven items (α=.929) assessing the factors of 

management values, training and communication (Neal et al., 2000). All items included in the 
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present analyses are depicted in Appendix A. Respondents rated the items on a 5-point Likert 

scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). 

Safe working compliance was measured using three out of four items originally included 

in the safe working compliance sub dimension of the safe working subscale (Neal et al., 2000). 

The safe working compliance subscale assessed individual compliance with safety procedures. 

Items were rated on a 5-point likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) 

(α=.917). All items included in the present analyses are depicted in Appendix A. 

Safe working promotion was measured using three out of four items originally included 

in the safe working promotion sub dimension of the safe working subscale (Neal et al., 2000). 

Safe working promotion assesses individual participation in safety activities. Items were rated on 

a 5-point likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (α=.844). All items 

included in the present analyses are depicted in Appendix A. 

 Respondents were also asked to indicate their gender, age and length of employment. A 

number of other items unrelated to the present research were asked relating to whether 

employees were undergoing training, their division and expectations about future work. 

Measures (sample 2) 
Respondents were asked to complete a survey that assessed factors contributing to safety 

at the individual, team and organisational level. The survey included sections assessing risks, 

individual factors and organisational factors. For the purposes of the present study, a small 

subsection of the organisational factors section assessing safety climate was the primary focus. 

Two additional measures from the survey were included as proxy dependent variables and were 

drawn from the individual factors sections. These were safe working promotion and work 

responses. Appendix B contains the full list of items used in the present study. 
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Safety climate was measured using four subscales (Neal et al., 2000). The subscales 

included sixteen items assessing the safety climate factors of management values (α=.916), 

training (α=.917), communication (α=.892) and safety systems (α=.844). Example items are as 

follows: management values (“management is concerned for the safety of individuals”), 

communication (“there is sufficient opportunity to discuss and deal with safety issues in 

meetings”), training (“safety issues are given high priority in training programs”), and safety 

systems (“safety procedures and practices are sufficient to prevent incidents occurring”). 

Respondents rated the items on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to 

strongly agree (5).  

Safe working promotion is a sub dimension of the safe working subscale and assesses 

individual participation in safety activities (Neal et al., 2000). Four items were rated on a 5-point 

likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (α=.825). Example items 

included “I promote the safety program within the organisation” and “I put in extra effort to 

improve the safety of the workplace”. 

Work Responses was measured by creating a composite score of the work responses 

scale. The work responses section comprised 5 items each rated on a 5-point likert scale ranging 

from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) (α=.813). Items assessed how an individual 

reflects on errors in the workplace (Rybowiak et al., 1999). Example items included “After I 

have made a mistake, I think about how it came about” and “If something goes wrong at work, I 

think it over carefully”. 

 Finally, respondents were asked to indicate the country in which they work in, which 

industry they work in (e.g. mining, construction, oil/gas etc), the level of their position (e.g. 
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operational, supervisory, managerial, etc) and the approximate number of employees working in 

their organisation. 

Results 
Analytical Strategy  

The analyses conducted in the present study aimed to reduce the size of the safety climate 

questionnaire by retaining the existing factor structure and reducing the total number of items by 

randomly removing items. As such, the overall goal of the analyses was to produce a 

questionnaire that retained adequate model fit whilst demonstrating predictive validity on three 

behavioural outcome variables. The broader objective was to create shortened safety climate 

measures that could reduce respondent fatigue and reduce non-compliance. 

Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 assessed whether a traditional safety climate structure with items removed 

would be able to demonstrate adequate model fit, whilst Hypothesis 2 assessed whether such a 

model would be able to demonstrate predictive validity. To evaluate both, a multiple imputation 

process was used in to analyse data that was deliberately modified to represent a Missing 

Completely At Random (MCAR) design. This involved modifying the original dataset in both 

samples to replace existing responses with missing values for a series of iterative models which 

gradually increased the proportion of responses classified as missing through a systematic 

assessment of the range of possible different combinations of missing data. For both data 

samples, the primary concern when choosing items to be replaced by missing values was 

ensuring that the items selected were a unique combination, with no requirement that the order in 

which they were selected was unique (that is, there was no requirement for permutation). Each 

model was tested for statistical fit and redundancy before moving on to test the next model.  
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Model structure (sample 1) 
Ten items were originally included and assessed the factors of management values, 

communication, training and safety systems. Seven of the ten safety climate items were used in 

final analyses (see Appendix A). Model fit statistics for a model including only complete 

responses (n=2,105) for all 10 items assessing management values, communication, training and 

safety systems were poor (e.g. CFI=.781, SRMR=.074) and required 3 modification indices 

allowing for covariance between 3 pairs of residual terms to achieve an adequate fit (e.g. 

CFI=.920, SRMR=.067). Similarly, fit statistics were poor for models including only complete 

responses (n=2,132) for the 8 items assessing management values, communication and training 

(e.g. CFI=.777, SRMR=.081) and still required 2 modification indices allowing for covariance 

between 2 pairs of residual terms to achieve an adequate fit (e.g. CFI=.922, SRMR=.068).  

The final model used in the present research included complete responses (n=2,134) on 

all 6 items assessing management values and communication, and one item assessing training. 

This model achieved adequate levels of fit for two key model fit statistics, CFI & SRMR, but not 

a third, RMSEA (CFI=.923, SRMR=.062, RMSEA=.133) with only 1 modification index. The 

modification index allowed for covariance between the residual terms associated with two items 

assessing communication: “there is sufficient opportunity to discuss and deal with safety issues 

in meetings” and “there is open communication about safety issues within this workplace”. 

 Although the RMSEA value was, by comparison, substantially poorer than the CFI and 

SRMR values the decision was made to go ahead with testing this model for two key reasons. In 

comparison to the second sample, the hypothesized general factor model had substantially fewer 

degrees of freedom to that of the significantly more complex higher order factor model tested in 

sample 2 (i.e. 13 in the original model tested versus 130 for each of the final models included in 

the table for sample 2). RMSEA is significantly affected by degrees of freedom, to the extent that 
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authors have suggested not computing it at all for analyses with small degrees of freedom 

(Kenny, Kaniskan, & McCoach, 2015). Secondly, a general factor model, rather than a higher 

factor model, was required due to the planned missing data design tested with no other 

alternatives plausible within the design framework. As discussed, using the planned missing data 

design on a higher factor model with items loading onto separate grouped factors would have 

failed to converge in instances where more than one item was removed (for each of the 

management values and communication factors) and in instances where any item was removed 

(for training given only one item was included) due to the models not being identified. This 

would have significantly reduced the utility of the approach. 

Thus, an overall general factor model, with seven individual items loading onto a general 

safety climate factor, was thus tested (depicted in Figure 1).  

 

 

All models tested were assessed according to their scores on the traditional model fit test 

statistics, which included absolute close-fit indices (SRMR, RMSEA) and an incremental close-

fit index (CFI) (which has been recommended as the best approximation of the population value 

for a single model (Medsker, Williams, & Holahan, 1994)). As a general factor model including 

theoretically distinct items more suited to being grouped into sub-factors would exhibit poorer 

Figure 1 Sample 1 Model 
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model fit compared to a higher-order model alternative, a more lenient model fit acceptability 

criterion was implemented for sample 1 with the rationale for proceeding with the analyses 

highlighted in the previous section. All analyses involving the calculation of model fit test 

statistics for the imputed files across both hypotheses were conducted in MPlus using a general 

MLR estimator. The MLR estimator provides parameter estimates with standard errors robust to 

non-normality (the sample used here exhibited strong negative skew) and is particularly 

recommended when dealing with missing data (Muthén & Muthén, 2010). 

Model structure (sample 2) 
Sample 2 used a large range of safety climate items allowing for a higher-order factor 

model to be tested without modification indices, and items to be specifically removed from each 

lower order factor in a systematic way. The TLI statistic was included in assessing sample 2 due 

to its inherent penalty for lack of parsimony given the complexity of the model. As the number 

of items per factor ranged from 3-5, this occasionally meant that identification issues were 

encountered when removing one or more items from certain factors. The original model 

demonstrated strong model fit within this factor structure, with RMSEA=.051, SRMR=.032, 

CFI=.962 and TLI=.954.  
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Simulating missing data 
Within sample 1, sequentially, five models of missing data were possible which involved the 

random removal of between one and five items. Given that the removal of more than five items 

would also have resulted in an under-identified model, no more than five items were removed. 

The combination formula 𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

 was used in each model to calculate the total number of 

different combinations of items to replace with missing values. For example, when calculating 

the total number of ways in which two items could possibly be randomly removed we had 

𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

= 7!
2!(7−2)!

= 21 (where n represents the number of things to choose from, here items, and 

r the number of choices made, here the number of items selected), meaning that there were 21 

different ways to remove 2 possible items. 

Within sample 2 there were four different types of sub-factors with a general safety climate 

higher order factor. Patterns of missing data were thus modelled both purely within factors (for 

example, where two items were randomly replaced with missing data in the communication 

factor), as well as in the combination of patterns of missing data in two or more factors (for 

example, where two items were randomly replaced with missing data in the communication 

Figure 2 Sample 2 Model 
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factor and one item randomly replaced with missing data in the management values factor). 

These models required a greater degree of planning, discussed hence, when executing the 

missing value replacement procedure as there was invariably a greater number of possible 

combinations of missing items as the procedure progressed. 

Where missing data was modelled purely within a factor, again the combination formula 

𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

 was used to calculate the total number of different combinations of missing items (where 

again n represents the number of things to choose from, here items, and r the number of choices 

made, here the number of items selected). For example, randomly removing two items from the 

five item factor communication resulted in 𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

= 5!
2!(5−2)!

= 10 different combinations. The 

rule of product (also known as the multiplication principle) stipulates that if there are i ways of 

doing something, and j ways of doing a second thing, there are then i x j ways to do both of the 

actions simultaneously. Thus where missing data was modelled both within a factor and also 

between factors, there were 𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

× 𝑛𝑛!
𝑟𝑟!(𝑛𝑛−𝑟𝑟)!

 different combinations of missing items. For 

example, when calculating the number of possible combinations when randomly removing one 

item from the four item factor management values and two items from the five item factor 

communication there would be 4!
1!(4−1)!

× 5!
2!(5−2)!

= 40 different possible combinations. All 

models tested are detailed in Appendix C. 

Replacing existing data 
Once the maximum possible number of combinations of items to be replaced with 

missing values was identified, the procedure for replacing responses with missing values 

involved the following: 

1. Combinations for each model were listed out and numbered in ascending order. 
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2. Each case within the final dataset was randomly allocated a number depicting the 

particular missing item combination it would receive. 

3. A series of programming scripts were generated to produce the SPSS syntax 

developed to replace existing responses with missing values according to the 

combination number attributed to each case. 

This process was applied to create 79 different data files in sample 2, each with a different 

combination of missing items within the safety climate measure (versus sample 1 in which only 

5 files were required). For sample 2 as the total number of combinations became more complex, 

a random variable was calculated for each factor to streamline the randomisation process. The 

random variables within each model tested were correlated to ensure no inherent pattern in the 

randomisation process. Correlations produced were weak and insignificant for each combination 

of random variables tested at the .05 level, with the exception of approximately 5% of 

correlations tested (representing the expected proportion of Type 1 errors to be found).  

 

Table 1. Missing Data Simulation Steps 
Step 1 Calculate total number of combinations of items to be replaced with missing data within (sample 

1 & 2) and between factors (sample 2 only). 
Step 2 Copy the original dataset for each sample into as many different combinations as is calculated in 

step 1 (sample 1 & 2). 
Step 3 In each of the copied datasets, insert a new random variable which is linked with SPSS syntax 

removing the specific combination of items calculated in step 1 
Step 4 Run multiple imputation through MPlus to generate imputed files which replace the simulated 

missing values from step 3 with data. 
Step 5 Run factor analyses (Hypothesis 1) and path models (Hypothesis 2) in MPlus using the imputed 

files from step 4. 
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Multiple imputation 
The files were then submitted to a multiple imputation procedure using the MPlus 

statistical package to produce model fit statistics. As a part of the multiple imputation process, 

researchers must specify which variables are to be used as a part of the missing data routine: 

these are typically all variables to be included in the larger theoretical model in question 

(Newman, 2014). For sample 1 the following variables were included in the full path models: 

safety climate items, safe working compliance scores and safe working promotion scores. For 

sample 2, the following variables were included in the full path models: safety climate items, the 

work responses composite and safe working promotion. 

For the purposes of the present study the decision was made to create 100 imputation 

instances (Cunningham, 2012) from which the final pooled sample was created. For each 

imputed file created by MPlus users, by default, 50,000 iterations are used to converge on the 

final imputed file (StataCorp, 2013). Users can specify a larger number of iterations through a 

simple command to address convergence issues, however this can often dramatically increase the 

time taken to arrive at a final imputed file (StataCorp, 2013). The decision was therefore made to 

not increase the default maximum number of iterations computed for two reasons: (1) the 

imposition of unreasonable time constraints, particularly where the computer lacks processing 

power to compute the complete range of iterations (in which a thinning operation is required in 

MPlus to retain only every kth iteration as specified by the user) and (2) the fact that the process 

at best obtains only marginal improvement from earlier models and at worst seriously 

compromises model fit. 
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Testing dependent variables 
 During the testing process, the iterative path for each model was deemed defunct at the 

point at which adequate model fit was unable to be demonstrated. Subsequent iterations of 

models to be tested based on earlier model structures in sample 2 were ruled out where the 

earlier model structures failed to converge. This was due to the higher proportion of missing 

items in subsequent iterations and the implausibility of convergence in models with a greater 

amount of missing data. Those models that demonstrated adequate model fit with the greatest 

number of items removed were then regressed on three different dependent variables: the work 

responses composite score (sample 2 only), the safe working compliance score (sample 1 only) 

and the safe working promotion score (both samples). The full path model with dependent 

variables tested in sample 1 is depicted in Figure 3 below, and the model tested in sample 2 

depicted in Figure 4 below. Reported standardised values in the tables for the full path model are 

fully standardised, meaning that they are calculated using the variances of continuous latent 

variables in addition to the variances of outcome variables (Muthén & Muthén, 2010) and are 

thus comparable to completely standardised solutions produced by other structural equation 

modelling programs (Kelloway, 2014). 
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Figure 3. Full safety climate path model (sample 1). 

Figure 4. Full safety climate path model (sample 2). 
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Hypothesis Findings (Sample 1) 

Models which produced a CFI value greater than .90 and an SRMR value below .10 were 

deemed to have demonstrated adequate model fit (Kline, 2005). Poor RMSEA values depicted 

below are further discussed in the final section of the paper. Five different models were tested, 

assessing the impact on model fit of randomly removing, in turn, one, two, three, four and five 

items out of the seven items included in the analyses. Initial model fit statistics imputed and 

tested in the absence of dependent variables are presented in Table 1. All models reported 

achieving adequate model fit were subsequently recalculated with the addition of the two 

dependent variables, safe working compliance and safe working promotion, and it is these 

statistics represented in Table 2 (with the exception of model 5 which did not achieve adequate 

model fit across any model fit statistic, and was therefore not tested in an overall path model). 

Only respondents who had completed all three items for each subscale had their responses 

summated to form the composite score. There was a small proportion of cases which had missing 

data for the two composite variables (1.2% for safe working compliance and 1.5% for safe 

working promotion). These were subsequently imputed simultaneously with imputation of the 

broader simulated missing data, in line with recommendations that all variables to be used in 

subsequent analyses be imputed simultaneously (Enders, 2010). The two safety behaviour 

subscales used as dependent variables had only a moderate level of correlation (r =.537, p<.01) 

and thus the decision was made not to combine the two into a single dependent variable.  
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Across the models tested as path analyses including indicative dependent variables, CFI 

values ranged from 0.835-0.932 and SRMR values ranged from 0.058-0.066. Five out of six 

models tested demonstrated adequate model fit (including the original model) under these model 

fit statistics. RMSEA fit statistics across all models was poor, ranging from 0.105-0.136. Upon 

inspection safe working compliance standardised estimates demonstrated minimal variance 

between the models tested, ranging from 0.299 and 0.310 (all significant at p<.01). Similarly, 

safe working promotion standardised estimates demonstrated minimal variance between the 

models tested, ranging from 0.331 and 0.348 (all significant at p<.01). The greatest number of 

items able to be removed from the original model was 4, representing approximately 57% of the 

total items. Thus, there was some support for Hypotheses 1 and 2 across two out of three model 

fit statistics, however no support under the RMSEA model fit statistic. 

 

Table 2. Model fit statistics with no dependent variables included 

Model CFI SRMR RMSEA No. of items missing 

Original Model 0.923 0.062 0.133 0 

1 0.925 0.061 0.139 1 

2 0.932 0.058 0.141 2 

3 0.907 0.065 0.177 3 

4 0.911 0.059 0.176 4 

5 0.835 0.066 0.256 5 
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Hypothesis Findings (Sample 2) 

Across the models tested, RMSEA values ranged between .051-.153, SRMR values 

between .032-.162, CFI values between .780-.962 and TLI values between .736-.954. 31 models 

demonstrated adequate RMSEA values, 52 models demonstrated adequate SRMR values, 45 

models demonstrated adequate CFI values and 33 models demonstrated adequate TLI values. In 

total, 31 models demonstrated adequate fit across all four model fit statistics. Appendix D outlines 

the model fit statistics for all models tested.1 The greatest number of items that could be removed 

whilst retaining adequate model fit was 4, which was observed in 5 models. 

Due to the high number of models demonstrating adequate model fit, only these 5 models were 

subsequently regressed on the dependent variables work responses composite and safe working 

promotion score to ascertain whether models with the maximum amount of items removed would 

                                                            
1 The same model fit statistics for the original model fit (model 1) were retained from Hypothesis 1 for comparison, 
which was calculated whilst allowing for MPlus to deal with pre-existing missing data using default procedures. 

Table 3. Model fit statistics with dependent variables included 

Model CFI SRMR RMSEA No. of items 
missing 

Safe Working 
Compliance  

Safe Working 
Promotion  

Original 
Model 0.928 0.053 0.105 0 0.301** 0.333** 

1 0.929 0.054 0.109 1 0.299** 0.331** 

2 0.934 0.052 0.110 2 0.300** 0.333** 

3 0.913 0.055 0.133 3 0.300** 0.331** 

4 0.910 0.051 0.136 4 0.310** 0.348** 

N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
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demonstrate predictive validity. There was a small proportion of cases which had missing data for 

the dependent variables. These were subsequently imputed simultaneously with imputation of the 

broader simulated missing data when estimating dependent variable loadings, in line with 

recommendations that all variables to be used in an analysis be imputed simultaneously (Enders, 

2010). Work responses composite regression values ranged from .283-.297 and were all 

statistically significant at the p<.01 level for the 5 tested models. Safe working promotion score 

regression values ranged from .427-.439 and were also all statistically significant at the p<.01 

level. Table 4 depicts the model fit statistics for all models tested including dependent variables. 

Taken together, broad support for Hypothesis 1a was found with 5 models which had had 4 items 

removed demonstrating adequate model fit. Hypothesis 1b was also supported, with significant 

regression values between the 5 models and all three dependent variables.  

 

Table 4. Model fit statistics for full path model including significant dependent variable 
loadings. 

Model RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR 
No. of 
items 

missing 

Work 
Responses 
Composite 

Standardised 
Estimate 

Safe 
Working 

Promotion 
Standardised 

Estimate 

15 .067 .934 .923 .039 4 .283** .428** 

20 .074 .924 .910 .042 4 .291** .433** 

43 .074 .923 .910 .040 4 .290** .439** 

63 .071 .929 .916 .041 4 .297** .438** 

64 .073 .924 .911 .036 4 .287** .427** 

N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
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Discussion 
Key findings 

The primary aim of the present research was to investigate the plausibility of a novel 

strategy for missing data replacement (multiple imputation), simulated to represent a planned 

missing data design. The strategy enables substantial reduction in length of a construct 

questionnaire whilst retaining access to the full utility of the original questionnaire, and provides 

an alternative to existing approaches such as those using IRT methods (Huang et al., 2017). To 

this end, two hypotheses were proposed testing the utility of the method in producing adequate 

model fit statistics (Hypothesis 1) and dependent variable estimates (Hypothesis 2). Two 

different samples were used with two different factor structures.  Within the first sample, there 

was some degree of support for the technique being applied to a general factor model however 

whilst the majority of model fit statistics were acceptable, there were problematic results for the 

RMSEA fit statistic. In the second sample, there was broad support for the method within a 

hierarchical model, in reducing the length of a safety climate questionnaire whilst retaining 

adequate model fit (Hypothesis 1), and for the utility of the method in also predicting 

behavioural dependent variables (Hypothesis 2). In sum, the results suggest that latent construct 

variables (such as safety climate) can be captured in a statistically rigorous way using only a 

handful of cognitively salient prompts to predict behaviour when used in conjunction with a 

planned missing data design and missing data replacement procedure, however this method may 

have more applicability to some factor model structures than others. 

Research impact 
For researchers, multiple imputation has historically served as a highly useful means by 

which datasets severely compromised by missing data can be analysed whilst ensuring adequate 

statistical parameters are met (Fichman & Cummings, 2003; Schafer & Graham, 2002; Sinharay 
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et al., 2001). Many existing missing data approaches either reduce the statistical power of a given 

dataset by removing cases entirely (i.e. listwise deletion), or by using estimation methods which 

produce questionable statistical parameters (i.e. single imputation). The results of the present 

research suggest a strategic change in direction in the use of multiple imputation towards 

reducing the incidence of participant disengagement/non-response and therefore also potentially 

the prevalence of missing data itself. 

In particular, the approach appears to be useful for both safety researchers and 

practitioners who are interested in reducing the length and complexity of their questionnaires 

whilst retaining adequate model fit and predictive validity. Establishing the predictive validity of 

the questionnaire means that safety researchers and practitioners are able to better understand the 

causes of safety outcomes and develop efficient and accurate lead indicators. This is vital in 

pinpointing potential safety issues before they happen. Indeed, one approach both safety 

researchers and practitioners might consider is to use online questionnaire platforms to randomly 

assign questionnaire items for different people and then use a relevant statistical package to 

impute the missing responses. This would replicate a dataset which includes data MCAR by 

design (i.e. a planned missing data design), and in fact the overall simulation tested in the present 

research. Such an approach would, based on present findings, appear to strike an adequate 

balance between implementing both a practical research design and ensuring that academic 

statistical rigor is met.  

Results from the present analyses, in which approximately 25% of the total questionnaire 

could reasonably be removed in the more successful results produced in the second sample, or 

57% in sample 1, could thus reap significant rewards in contexts in which safety researchers or 

practitioners are dealing with much larger and more unwieldy questionnaires. In this context, a 
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clear advantage of the approach used in the present study is that, despite reducing the proportion 

of items asked of each individual, the range of items asked at the level of the sample remains the 

same. Researchers thus gain access to a wider range of information than they might otherwise 

have if they had simply reduced the length of the questionnaire by removing items. This is in 

contrast to other approaches which reduce the number of questions asked overall and thus the 

overall amount of information gained (Huang et al., 2017). Additionally, dependent variable path 

estimates displayed minimal change as the proportion of missing items was increased, even 

increasing in the final model tested (which included the highest proportion of missing responses). 

These results suggest that the reduction of questionnaire size using the planned missing data 

design produces models which are able to retain predictive validity, despite the increased 

proportion of missing responses. 

These results are also significant for both research and practice within the safety climate 

research context specifically. Demonstrating that the measurement of safety climate is plausibly 

limited to a reduced number of factors challenges the multifactorial solutions suggested by many 

authors (Brown & Holmes, 1986; Cooper & Phillips, 2004; Mohamed, 2002; Zohar, 1980), and 

suggests that only a limited number of questionnaire items may be required to ascertain the 

shared perceptions of a population of interest and understand safety related behaviour. A 

simplified and brief measure of safety climate which is able to demonstrate predictive validity is 

enticing for organisations interested in maintaining employee engagement in questionnaires 

designed to pre-empt possible safety related problems and act as leading indicators. This is 

pertinent given that many of the demographic qualities of samples used in safety research would 

possibly be prone to disengagement and non-participation.  
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Limitations and future research 
The results of the present research were successful under one particular model structure (a 

higher order factor structure), however encountered issues with one particular model fit statistic 

in the other model structure (general factor structure). To fully validate the approach, future 

research needs to first ascertain whether this suggests that the approach is only applicable for 

certain factor structures (and therefore investigate it with other factor structures), or whether 

there were other aspects of the first sample used to create the general factor model which 

contributed to its issues. These may have included the use of different items from sample 2, a 

different sample or other methodological questions which need to be answered. However, it is 

important to note that alternative factor structures for sample 1 were not possible (as discussed 

earlier in the paper) and that the RMSEA values may also have been significantly affected by the 

fewer degrees of freedom when compared to the higher order factor structure tested for sample 2. 

Finally, the RMSEA fit statistic for sample 1 did not change significantly across the various 

iterations of the simulated planned missing data files. 

A crucial component of assessing the relationship between safety climate and safety 

behaviour is understanding its measurement. Understanding how many questionnaire items are 

necessary to guide our understanding of likely behaviour is therefore important. With respect to 

the safety climate construct specifically then, the present research raises interesting questions 

regarding the impact of the imputation approach on other statistical properties of the dataset. 

Although one of the strengths of the multiple imputation approach is in producing estimates 

which are unbiased and able to be analysed under a range of statistical parameters, one statistical 

property often of interest to safety climate researchers specifically is in the degree of variance 

within the sample (Beus, Bergman, & Payne, 2010; Zohar & Luria, 2004). As safety climate is 

supposed to represent a shared perception, researchers typically only aggregate team or 
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organisation scores in situations where there is adequate agreement in responses (Chan, 1998) 

and investigate the impact of any variability on safety outcomes (Zohar & Luria, 2004).  

The use of multiple imputation may in fact then impact our understanding of such 

statistical differences. Indeed the multiple imputation approach to replacing missing data is not 

fundamentally concerned with attempting to predict likely responses but rather to handle missing 

data in such a way that the final dataset can be analysed with unbiased estimators and thus valid 

statistical inference (StataCorp, 2013). This could be problematic for researchers interested in 

individual differences and underlying statistical trends. Future research conducted in different 

contexts would benefit from a consideration of the impact of multiple imputation on the 

understanding of underlying statistical properties of a dataset. 

As highlighted in the introduction, this study feeds into the broader debate around 

balancing competing demands of achieving construct richness with longer measures and 

questionnaires, and reducing the burden on participants with a greater emphasis on brevity. A 

legitimate counter argument to the need for the approach highlighted here is that it is possible 

that many researchers include additional and longer measures to ensure that they are able to still 

conduct their analyses in the event that a hypothesized model is not supported. Thus a more 

theoretically defensible approach might be to more critically select items from the 

commencement of the collection process in spite of the possibility of null findings. This 

tendency is noted in the introduction, however it is worth highlighting here that we acknowledge 

that the most academically defensible and effective way of reducing measures is by engaging 

more critically in the selection process. However, this was not ultimately the aim of the present 

study which was primarily focused with balancing competing research and practice demands 

through a practical/methodological tool such as multiple imputation. This is particularly in light 
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of the need, particularly in safety critical areas, to provide employers with as much information 

as possible about what comprises safety climate (which shortened measures may constrain). This  

is where an approach such as multiple imputation would be relevant. 

An additional interesting limitation worth considering for future research in this area is 

the impact of additional missing data on the effectiveness of the multiple imputation missing data 

replacement strategy. Despite the results of the present study indicating the validity of a 

shortened questionnaire, it is not implausible to imagine a scenario in which respondents still fail 

to answer all questions. These scenarios need to be examined to ensure that the integrity of the 

method is not affected by significant amounts of additional missing data. Other additional 

methodological areas to investigate include an examination of the multiple imputation approach 

in a longitudinal research design, with a different range of dependent variables of interest, 

examined at a separate time to the independent variables of interest. This would more fully 

investigate the predictive validity of the multiple imputation approach. Researchers particularly 

interested in this approach within the safety context might consider investigating alternative self-

report behaviours not included in the present research, or an investigation of objective safety 

indicators.  

Finally, the present research used a simulation strategy, analysing a dataset which had in 

fact originally asked subjects to complete the full range of questions. Future research would 

benefit from an implementation of the research design suggested by the results of the present 

study itself, by asking subjects a random selection of questions from a questionnaire of interest 

and imputing the missing data. Researchers interested in alternative latent variables assessed by 

questionnaires different to that used here would best proceed by first simulating a missing data 
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replication strategy such as used by the present study to assess the approximate number of items 

that might be reliably imputed in their questionnaire of choice before examining such a design.  

  

Appendix A. Safety climate, safe working compliance and safe working promotion items. 
 Safety climate items 

9. Management places a strong emphasis on workplace health and safety 
(Management Values) 

10. Safety is given a high priority by management (Management Values) 
11. Management considers safety to be important (Management Values) 
12. There is sufficient opportunity to discuss and deal with safety issues in meetings 

(Communication) 
13. There is open communication about safety issues within this workplace 

(Communication) 
14. Employees are regularly consulted about workplace health and safety issues 

(Communication) 
15. Employees have sufficient access to workplace health and safety training 

programs (Training) 

 Safe working compliance items 

1. I use all the necessary safety equipment to do my job 
2. I use the correct safety procedures for carrying out my job 
3. I ensure the highest levels of safety when I carry out my job 

 Safe working promotion items 

1. I promote the safety program within the organisation 
2. I put in extra effort to improve the safety of the workplace 
3. I voluntarily carry out tasks or activities that help to improve workplace safety 
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Appendix B. Safety climate, safe working promotion and work responses items  
 Safety climate 

1. Management is concerned for the safety of employees (Management Values) 
2. Management places a strong emphasis on workplace health and safety 

(Management Values) 
3. Safety is given a high priority by management (Management Values) 
4. Management considers safety to be important (Management Values) 
5. There is frequent communication about safety issues in this workplace 

(Communication) 
6. Employees are able to discuss their concerns about safety issues with line 

management (Communication) 
7. There is sufficient opportunity to discuss and deal with safety issues in meetings 

(Communication) 
8. There is open communication about safety issues within this workplace 

(Communication) 
9. Employees are regularly consulted about workplace health and safety issues 

(Communication) 
10. Safety issues are given a high priority in training programs (Training) 
11. Workplace health and safety training covers the types of situations that 

employees encounter in their job (Training) 
12. Employees receive comprehensive training in workplace health and safety issues 

(Training) 
13. Employees have sufficient access to workplace health and safety training 

programs (Training) 
14. Safety procedures and practices are sufficient to prevent incidents occurring 

(Safety Systems) 
15. There are systematic procedures in place for preventing breakdowns in 

workplace safety (Safety Systems) 
16. The safety procedures and practices in this organisation are useful and effective 

(Safety Systems) 

 Safe working promotion 

4. I promote the safety program within the organisation 
5. I put in extra effort to improve the safety of the workplace 
6. I help my co-workers when they are working under risky or hazardous conditions 
7. I voluntarily carry out tasks or activities that help to improve workplace safety 

 Work responses 

1. After I have made a mistake, I think about how it came about 
2. I often think: How could I have prevented this? 
3. If something goes wrong at work, I think it over carefully 
4. After a mistake has happened, I think long and hard about how to correct it 
5. When a mistake occurs, I analyse it thoroughly 
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Chapter 5 General Discussion 
 The aim of this thesis was to contribute and further develop the literature base concerned 

with the lead indicator potential of safety climate constructs. An overall framework developed in 

Chapter 1 was the basis for exploring sequential components of a model linking safety climate 

with preceding organisational influences and subsequent safety behaviours. Chapter 2 examined 

the influence of support sources on safety climate and safety climate strength to improve 

understanding of how safety climate is influenced over time. This contributed to understanding 

the first major portion of the lead indicator model presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 3 continued 

this investigation by investigating the established link between safety climate perceptions and 

motivation which form part of the mediated relationship with safety behaviour. It helped to 

understand the second stage of the model by considering the influence of safety climate strength 

on the safety climate-safety motivation relationship. Finally, Chapter 4 used the established 

safety climate-safety behaviour relationship to test an alternative approach for researchers to take 

when engaging with organisations in data collection. This final paper contributed to the lead 

indicator model by replicating the final stage of the model (the safety climate-behaviour 

relationship) within a highly practical approach to data collection to make the process faster and 

easier for participants. In this final chapter I summarise the findings and place them within the 

context of the overarching model presented in the first chapter, before discussing the 

implications of these contributions for research and practice. 

Summary of Findings 
 Chapter 2 found that supervisor and coworker support sources predicted individual safety 

climate perceptions within a cross-sectional sample, and provided preliminary evidence that 

leader support behaviours positively predicted group safety climate perceptions across time. In 

addition it demonstrated initial evidence that negative forms of supervisor/leader behaviours 
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such as passive management by exception negatively predicted safety climate strength across 

time. Finally, it replicated the limited research base investigating safety climate over time by 

demonstrating the strong predictive power of initial safety climate perceptions on subsequent 

safety climate perceptions a year apart. 

 Chapter 3 investigated the link between safety climate and safety motivation within a 

cross-sectional, multi-level sample, and more specifically, the role of safety climate strength in 

moderating the relationship between the two variables. Although the paper did not support the 

hypothesis predicting a moderating relationship between the two, there was a main effect found 

between group safety climate strength and individual safety motivation such that higher safety 

climate strength was associated with lower safety motivation. The results provide guidance for 

researchers investigating future directions in the area by suggesting a key distinction between the 

impact of climate strength on behaviour (in which research has tended to suggest a positive 

relationship) and motivation (in which research is lacking). 

 Chapter 4 replicated the demonstrated relationship between safety climate and safety 

behaviours such as safety compliance, safety promotion and work responses within the context 

of a novel missing data by design approach to collecting data. This was designed to reduce the 

raw number of items needed to be asked of employees and was tested in two different and 

diverse samples. Results were consistently supported across a range of simulations in a sample of 

mining/oil and gas employees, in which a hierarchical factor model was tested for model fit and 

prediction of dependent variables with a progressively higher proportion of simulated missing 

data. A second sample of employees within a hospital setting were subjected to the same process 

and a general factor model tested for model fit and prediction of dependent variables in a similar 

design. Although the results from this sample were less strong, overall the approach 
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demonstrated validity across a range of different samples, factor models and prediction of 

dependent variables. 

Theoretical Contributions 
 In light of the aforementioned results, a number of key theoretical contributions to the 

safety climate research base were made and discussed hence. The primary theoretical 

contributions discussed in the following sections are: a) the impact of leader support behaviours 

on safety climate and safety climate strength, b) the role of safety climate strength as a moderator 

on individual level motivation and c) the development of safety climate questionnaires. 

 Sources of support within an organisation, such as that provided by leaders and co-

workers, has been shown to influence different types of safety behaviours and outcomes 

(Hofmann & Morgeson, 1999; Larsson, Pousette, & Törner, 2008; Mearns & Reader, 2008; 

Oliver, Cheyne, Tomas, & Cox, 2002; Tucker, Chmiel, Turner, Hershcovis, & Stride, 2008; 

Turner, Chmiel, Hershcovis, & Walls, 2010), and is an integral part of research examining work 

based climates (DeJoy, Schaffer, Wilson, Vandenberg, & Butts, 2004; Neal, Griffin, & Hart, 

2000). Specifically, traditional transformational and transactional leadership theories have an 

important role in influencing safety climate perceptions (Zohar, 2002). This is likely because of 

employees interpreting these supportive behaviours as evidence of their leader’s concern for their 

welfare, with social exchange theory (Blau, 1964) suggesting a reciprocal demonstration of 

safety behaviours on the part of the employees. 

Despite extant literature linking leader support behaviours with safety climate and 

behaviour, how they influence safety climate over time is not well understood. Similarly, it is 

unclear what effect leader support has whilst controlling for alternative support sources (i.e. co-

worker support) or negative forms of leadership, and on different quantitative aspects of safety 
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climate (i.e. safety climate strength, the dispersion or variability in safety climate perceptions 

within a group). This is important for understanding whether employees differentiate between 

different support sources, and whether different support sources impact on different aspects of 

safety climate perceptions (i.e. safety climate versus safety climate strength). Therefore in the 

final paper we compared different aspects of leader support behaviours and their relationship to 

safety climate means and dispersion. 

 We found that supervisor behaviours appear to have very different mechanisms of actions 

on different group constructs, challenging conventional perspectives that positive leadership 

behaviours impact on all aspects of a team in a uniformly positive fashion, and that negative 

leadership behaviours impact on all aspects of a team in a uniformly negative fashion. That is, 

leader support and passive management did not predict both safety climate and safety climate 

strength in expected directions. Instead, partially supporting the hypotheses, they either affected 

safety climate, or safety climate strength, but not both suggesting that they affect different 

aspects of group constructs such as safety climate. Linking this back to the overall lead indicator 

model presented in Chapter 1, organisational antecedents clearly influence safety climate over 

time and possibly in slightly different ways to that typically expected. 

 The significant findings from the first paper also provide strong evidence for the impact 

of safety climate perceptions across time on subsequent safety climate perceptions, whilst 

controlling for external influences such as support sources. This particular finding reinforces 

existing research demonstrating consistency over time (Bergman, Payne, Taylor, & Beus, 2014; 

Neal & Griffin, 2006; Zohar, 2000) and also suggests that safety climate is consistent over time. 

Indeed it may be the case that there are initial experiences, such as are associated with newcomer 

socialisation, which create lasting and largely unchangeable safety climate perceptions. Future 
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research should investigate this by ruling out other explanatory variables which may have 

influenced safety climate. If perspectives are largely unchangeable over time, researchers need to 

determine what qualities of a workplace socialisation are most important in determining whether 

employees believe there is value placed on safety initially, and whether these perceptions are 

wholly determined by the objective safety functioning of the workplace or by the way in which 

information is communicated to them by onboarding specialists. 

 Building on the investigation from Chapter 2, in Chapter 3 we further examined the role 

of dispersion measures such as safety climate strength based on existing general climate strength 

theoretical developments within the literature base (González-Romá, Peiró, & Tordera, 2002; 

González‐Romá, Fortes‐Ferreira, & Peiró, 2009). These build on the seminal contribution made 

by Chan (1998) to dispersion based research, which introduced alternative approaches to 

aggregating group based constructs. Specifically, Chan (1998) highlighted the role of dispersion 

based measures as an alternative form of composition for climate measures, in which the 

“meaning of [the] higher level construct is in the dispersion or variance among lower level 

units”. The premise being that simply aggregating the responses to a construct from a group 

provides an insufficient and incomplete picture of how those perceptions influence behaviour.  

Research investigating safety climate strength specifically and organisational climate 

strength more generally has provided reasonable evidence for the moderating role of climate 

strength in attenuating climate-outcome variable relationships (González-Romá et al., 2002; 

González‐Romá et al., 2009), though are somewhat more tempered with respect to their 

estimations of the main effect of climate strength (Bliese & Halverson, 1998; Lindell & Brandt, 

2000). This builds off situational strength theory (Meyer et al., 2010; Mischel, 1973), by 

suggesting that individual differences and idiosyncrasies are reduced in their ability to predict 
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behaviours in contexts where there are strong environment cues for expected behaviour (i.e. 

where climate perceptions are uniform and indicate an expected form of behaviour). 

 Using a strongly established relationship between safety climate and safety motivation 

(Griffin & Neal, 2000; Neal et al., 2000), Chapter 3 therefore investigated the moderating role of 

safety climate strength. This was to contribute to theoretical knowledge around the mechanism of 

climate strength by investigating an internal, non-behaviour based dependent variable, which 

was also located at the individual level of analysis. Results indicated that safety climate strength 

appears to have a different impact on individual level constructs than it does on group level 

constructs as is typically investigated within the literature. The nature of the research, in which 

both a purely motivation based (rather than behaviour based) and individual based dependent 

variable was used needs to be differentiated by future researchers as this twofold difference 

between typical climate strength research likely influenced results. However, the results suggest 

that individuals may be significantly more aware and conscious of the dominant perception of 

their work climate than originally thought, with their internalized motivation significantly 

affected. This provides a greater degree of information about the mechanism of safety climate 

strength than previous research, which typically provided a macro perspective on its influence on 

behaviour, but not how that firstly affected micro level constructs such as motivation. The 

context of the overall lead indicator model of this thesis which highlights the importance of 

climate strength in influencing behaviour is important at this point and suggests theoretically that 

there are other external variables outside motivation which counteract the potential social loafing 

effect that occurs when there is a highly visible consensus. 

 Safety climate has a demonstrated association with safety behaviours (Neal et al., 

2000), including safety compliance and safety promotion/participation. This capacity has 
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allowed many researchers and practitioners the ability to assess the likelihood of negative safety 

outcomes in groups with poor safety climate scores, however additional practical limitations of 

deployment of questionnaires have been addressed with limited success in safety (Huang et al., 

2017) and non-safety contexts (Fisher, Matthews, & Gibbons, 2016). These limitations plausibly 

involve difficulties with ensuring compliance and engagement, particularly in samples 

susceptible to non-response, particularly over long periods of time (Anseel, Lievens, Schollaert, 

& Choragwicka, 2010; Gardner, Cummings, Dunham, & Pierce, 1998; Nagy, 2002; Robins, 

Hendin, & Trzesniewski, 2001; Rogelberg & Luong, 1998) as are typically found in safety 

critical industries. This typically results in fewer items than is theoretically desirable being 

asked, and the collection of less information about a population. To address these potential 

issues, Chapter 4 proposed a novel approach to shortening safety climate questionnaires without 

having to reduce the number of questions asked of employees. This used a novel planned missing 

data by design (Graham, Taylor, Olchowski, & Cumsille, 2006) simulation to test the plausibility 

of randomly assigning questions to participants and imputing missing responses, an approach 

used successfully in alternative contexts (Baraldi & Enders, 2010; Graham et al., 2006; Johnson 

& Young, 2011). 

Within the context of the broader lead indicator model proposed in Chapter 1, the 

approach allows for questionnaires with theoretically complex factor structures to be retained 

and the full range of data collected across the breadth of the sample, whilst simultaneously 

reducing the depth of questions any individual is subjected to. Thus this has the potential to 

improve the quality of the information researchers are receiving about safety climate scores and 

therefore safety behaviours. Results indicated that the approach was successful in two separate 

simulations and importantly, within the context of the overall lead indicator model examined in 
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this thesis, replicating existing relationships between safety climate and safety behaviours such 

as promotion/participation and compliance. The primary contribution this makes to theoretical 

development within the literature is by contributing an alternative approach to shortening safety 

climate measures that should, in conjunction with other strategies (Huang et al., 2017), reverse 

the general trend within literature in which constructs are progressively shortened for practicality 

purposes. Within safety climate research for example, questionnaires have been significantly 

reduced in size from original measures (Zohar, 1980) to more recent measures (Neal & Griffin, 

2006). 

Practical Contributions 
 The findings from the present research have substantial utility for practitioners operating 

within safety critical environments who intend to take advantage of the lead indicator properties 

of the safety climate construct. Firstly, and most significantly, the final paper validates an 

alternative approach to collecting safety climate data which has the potential to drastically reduce 

the burden on participants completing safety climate questionnaires. By using a missing data 

replacement technique, practitioners can ask participants significantly fewer items and build and 

maintain engagement with clients by reducing the burden of data collection. 

 The two first papers presented here also provide several key recommendations for 

practitioners. From the second paper it appears that practitioners need to be significantly more 

mindful of how each individual employee is affected by the degree of agreement in safety 

climate perceptions amongst team members, particularly as it applies to their motivation to 

perform safe behaviours. This suggests developmental opportunities even for teams with a high 

degree of agreement in safety climate perceptions, who would otherwise typically be ignored. In 

particular, ensuring that social loafing effects are not taking hold in deferring responsibility for 
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completing safety behaviours to others in high performing groups should remain a priority for 

practitioners. 

 Finally, the first paper presented provided reasonable preliminary evidence for the impact 

of support sources on safety climate perceptions in groups across time. Practitioners seeking to 

improve safety climate perceptions across time should focus on training leaders and supervisors 

to engage in generally supportive behaviours reflecting both transformational and transactional 

themes. Those seeking to improve consistency in how employees perceive the safety climate of 

their work environment should focus on eliminating passive management by exception 

behaviours in the workplace, an approach to leadership particularly concerning in a safety critical 

organisation in which explicit management by exception behaviours need to be executed when 

infractions of policies and procedures threaten physical health and safety. 

Limitations and Future Research 
 Although the research presented here contributed to several aspects of the overall lead 

indicator model of safety climate, a number of limitations provides direction for future 

researchers seeking to further develop the model. Firstly, although there is general consensus 

within the literature about what constitutes safety climate with validity across a range of 

instruments, this thesis used a wide range of different safety climate instruments. Ideally, future 

researchers looking to create a unified and comprehensive model of safety climate acting as a 

lead indicator should use consistent tools across all studies. Secondly, and similarly, although the 

samples used in this thesis used a diverse range of samples, results need to be replicated in other 

samples to allow for more substantive conclusions to be drawn to ensure that findings are not 

idiosyncratic to the type of sample used. Core directions for future research to take based on 

limitations specific to each paper are mentioned below. 
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 The first paper provided strong evidence for the importance of support sources in 

influencing safety climate within a cross-sectional sample, but only preliminary evidence for the 

importance of the same sources in influencing safety climate across time. To further understand 

the lead indictor qualities of safety climate questionnaires researchers should further investigate 

this relationship to further tease apart the different effects of coworker versus leader support 

sources. The second paper provided valuable information regarding the interaction between 

safety climate strength and safety motivation, which is particularly relevant for academics and 

practitioners dealing with teams with varying degrees of agreement regarding their safety 

climate. Future research needs to firstly replicate the effect found, and furthermore examine a 

much wider range of possible types of motivation. Current research in the self-determination 

theory (SDT) space strongly suggests a range of different types of motivations at play within 

workplaces which could potentially have a different impact of employee motivation to work 

safely which is relatively under investigated within the literature (Scott, Fleming, & Kelloway, 

2014; Zohar, Huang, Lee, & Robertson, 2015).  

 The final paper provided strong evidence for the utility of a missing data replacement 

technique in reducing the burden of surveys on individuals within a safety climate context. 

Future research should replicate the approach crucially in non-simulated samples, and also with 

safety climate tools which have alternative factor structures. Finally, to provide an overarching 

tie between the various components of the lead indicator model, future researchers should (if 

possible) examine all relationships over time. This would provide substantial clarity to the 

research concerned with the lead indicator potential of safety climate over time by unifying the 

existing research. 
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Supplementary Table 1. Appendix C of Chapter 3 (Multiple imputation models (sample 2)) 
 

Model No. Regressed on 
Dependent 
Variables 

Management 
Values Subscale 
Items Missing 

Communication 
Subscale Items 

Missing 

Training 
Subscale 

Items 
Missing 

Safety 
Systems 

Items 
Missing 

Total Items 
Removed 

Adequate 
Model Fit 

1 No 1 0 0 0 1 Yes 

2 No 0 1 0 0 1 Yes 

3 No 0 0 1 0 1 Yes 

4 No 0 0 0 1 1 Yes 

5 No 1 1 0 0 2 Yes 

6 No 1 0 1 0 2 Yes 

7 No 1 0 0 1 2 Yes 

8 No 0 1 0 1 2 Yes 

9 No 0 1 1 0 2 Yes 

10 No 0 0 1 1 2 Yes 

11 No 1 1 1 0 3 Yes 

12 No 1 0 1 1 3 Yes 

13 No 1 1 0 1 3 Yes 

14 No 0 1 1 1 3 Yes 

15 Yes 1 1 1 1 4 Yes 

16 No 2 0 0 0 2 Yes 

17 No 0 2 0 0 2 Yes 

18 No 0 0 2 0 2 Yes 

19 No 0 0 0 2 2 No 

20 Yes 2 2 0 0 4 Yes 

21 No 2 1 0 0 3 Yes 
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Model No. Regressed on 
Dependent 
Variables 

Management 
Values Subscale 
Items Missing 

Communication 
Subscale Items 

Missing 

Training 
Subscale 

Items 
Missing 

Safety 
Systems 

Items 
Missing 

Total Items 
Removed 

Adequate 
Model Fit 

22 No 1 2 0 0 3 Yes 

23 No 2 0 2 0 4 No 

24 No 2 0 1 0 3 No 

25 No 1 0 2 0 3 Yes 

26 No 2 0 0 2 4 Convergence 

27 No 2 0 0 1 3 Yes 

28 No 1 0 0 2 3 Convergence 

29 No 0 2 0 2 4 Convergence 

30 No 0 2 0 1 3 Yes 

31 No 0 1 0 2 3 Convergence 

32 No 0 2 2 0 4 No 

33 No 0 2 1 0 3 Yes 

34 No 0 1 2 0 3 Yes 

35 No 0 0 2 2 4 Convergence 

36 No 0 0 2 1 3 Yes 

37 No 0 0 1 2 3 Convergence 

38 No 2 2 2 0 6 No 

39 No 2 2 1 0 5 No 

40 No 2 1 2 0 5 No 

41 No 1 2 2 0 5 No 

42 No 2 1 1 0 4 No 

43 Yes 1 2 1 0 4 Yes 

44 No 1 1 2 0 4 No 

45 No 2 0 2 2 6 No 
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Model No. Regressed on 
Dependent 
Variables 

Management 
Values Subscale 
Items Missing 

Communication 
Subscale Items 

Missing 

Training 
Subscale 

Items 
Missing 

Safety 
Systems 

Items 
Missing 

Total Items 
Removed 

Adequate 
Model Fit 

46 No 2 0 1 2 5 Convergence 

47 No 2 0 2 1 5 No 

48 No 2 0 1 1 4 No 

49 No 1 0 2 2 5 Convergence 

50 No 1 0 2 1 4 No 

51 No 1 0 1 2 4 Convergence 

52 No 2 2 0 2 6 Convergence 

53 No 2 1 0 2 5 No 

54 No 2 2 0 1 5 No 

55 No 1 2 0 2 5 No 

56 No 2 1 0 1 4 No 

57 No 1 2 0 1 4 No 

58 No 1 1 0 2 4 Convergence 

59 No 0 2 2 2 6 Convergence 

60 No 0 2 1 2 5 Convergence 

61 No 0 2 2 1 5 No 

62 No 0 1 2 2 5 Convergence 

63 Yes 0 2 1 1 4 Yes 

64 Yes 0 1 2 1 4 Yes 

65 No 0 1 1 2 4 Convergence 

66 No 2 2 2 2 8 Convergence 

67 No 2 2 2 1 7 Convergence 

68 No 2 2 1 2 7 Convergence 

69 No 2 1 2 2 7 Convergence 
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Model No. Regressed on 
Dependent 
Variables 

Management 
Values Subscale 
Items Missing 

Communication 
Subscale Items 

Missing 

Training 
Subscale 

Items 
Missing 

Safety 
Systems 

Items 
Missing 

Total Items 
Removed 

Adequate 
Model Fit 

70 No 1 2 2 2 7 Convergence 

71 No 2 2 1 1 6 Convergence 

72 No 2 1 2 1 6 Convergence 

73 No 2 1 1 2 6 Convergence 

74 No 1 2 1 2 6 Convergence 

75 No 1 1 2 2 6 Convergence 

76 No 2 1 1 1 5 No 

77 No 1 2 1 1 5 No 

78 No 1 1 2 1 5 No 

79 No 1 1 1 2 5 No 
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N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
Models labelled with ‘Convergence’ failed to converge within the maximum number of simulated imputations (some models were not tested due to earlier 

iterations failing to converge-these were also labelled ‘convergence’). 
Models labelled with ‘Not Tested’ were untested as they consisted of more items than an alternative model (in parentheses) which had demonstrated inadequate 

model fit with fewer items. 
 

Supplementary Table 2: Appendix D of Chapter 3 (Modified item composition model fit statistics for initial 
model fit test without dependent variables (sample 2)) 

Model RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR No. of items 
missing 

Original 0.051 0.962 0.954 0.032 0 
1 0.062 0.948 0.938 0.034 1 
2 0.056 0.956 0.948 0.033 1 
3 0.054 0.959 0.950 0.032 1 
4 0.057 0.954 0.944 0.034 1 
5 0.070 0.939 0.926 0.035 2 
6 0.064 0.946 0.935 0.034 2 
7 0.056 0.958 0.950 0.034 2 
8 0.067 0.941 0.929 0.036 2 
9 0.066 0.943 0.931 0.034 2 

10 0.061 0.950 0.940 0.034 2 
11 0.064 0.948 0.938 0.034 3 
12 0.064 0.950 0.940 0.037 3 
13 0.066 0.946 0.936 0.036 3 
14 0.069 0.940 0.928 0.038 3 
15 0.072 0.937 0.924 0.038 4 
16 0.075 0.927 0.912 0.036 2 
17 0.069 0.938 0.926 0.035 2 
18 0.066 0.941 0.929 0.034 2 
19 0.134 0.791 0.749 0.162 2 
20 0.075 0.933 0.920 0.040 4 
21 0.069 0.943 0.932 0.032 3 
22 0.073 0.936 0.924 0.037 3 
23 0.093 0.901 0.881 0.042 4 
24 0.088 0.906 0.887 0.037 3 
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N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
Models labelled with ‘Convergence’ failed to converge within the maximum number of simulated imputations (some models were not tested due to earlier 

iterations failing to converge-these were also labelled ‘convergence’). 
Models labelled with ‘Not Tested’ were untested as they consisted of more items than an alternative model (in parentheses) which had demonstrated inadequate 

model fit with fewer items. 
 

Model RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR No. of items 
missing 

25 0.072 0.933 0.919 0.038 3 
26 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
27 0.071 0.937 0.924 0.036 3 
28 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 3 
29 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
30 0.068 0.941 0.929 0.034 3 
31 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 3 
32 0.095 0.896 0.876 0.041 4 
33 0.071 0.936 0.923 0.039 3 
34 0.071 0.935 0.922 0.035 3 
35 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
36 0.080 0.919 0.903 0.036 3 
37 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 3 
38 0.097 0.904 0.885 0.041 6 
39 0.098 0.895 0.874 0.041 5 
40 0.094 0.902 0.882 0.041 5 
41 0.088 0.915 0.898 0.042 5 
42 0.089 0.908 0.890 0.037 4 
43 0.079 0.927 0.913 0.038 4 
44 0.089 0.908 0.890 0.039 4 
45 0.153 0.782 0.739 0.094 6 
46 Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 5 
47 0.101 0.888 0.866 0.043 5 
48 0.093 0.903 0.884 0.041 4 
49 Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 5 
50 0.090 0.906 0.887 0.040 4 
51 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
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N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
Models labelled with ‘Convergence’ failed to converge within the maximum number of simulated imputations (some models were not tested due to earlier 

iterations failing to converge-these were also labelled ‘convergence’). 
Models labelled with ‘Not Tested’ were untested as they consisted of more items than an alternative model (in parentheses) which had demonstrated inadequate 

model fit with fewer items. 
 

Model RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR No. of items 
missing 

52 Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 6 
53 0.151 0.780 0.736 0.096 5 
54 0.095 0.904 0.884 0.043 5 
55 0.143 0.791 0.749 0.125 5 
56 0.084 0.921 0.905 0.038 4 
57 0.087 0.913 0.896 0.040 4 
58 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
59 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 6 
60 Convergence Convergence Convergence  5 
61 0.098 0.892 0.870 0.047 5 
62 Convergence Convergence Convergence  5 
63 0.074 0.936 0.923 0.037 4 
64 0.077 0.929 0.915 0.034 4 
65 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 4 
66 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 8 
67 Not Tested (Model 38) Not Tested (Model 38) Not Tested (Model 38) Not Tested (Model 38) 7 
68 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 7 
69 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 7 
70 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 7 
71 Not Tested (Model 39) Not Tested (Model 39) Not Tested (Model 39) Not Tested (Model 39) 6 
72 Not Tested (Model 23) Not Tested (Model 23) Not Tested (Model 23) Not Tested (Model 23) 6 
73 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 6 
74 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 6 
75 Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) Not Tested (Model 19) 6 
76 0.104 0.885 0.862 0.045 5 
77 0.086 0.921 0.905 0.037 5 
78 0.092 0.904 0.885 0.041 5 
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N.B. For all * p<.05. For all ** p<.01. 
Models labelled with ‘Convergence’ failed to converge within the maximum number of simulated imputations (some models were not tested due to earlier 

iterations failing to converge-these were also labelled ‘convergence’). 
Models labelled with ‘Not Tested’ were untested as they consisted of more items than an alternative model (in parentheses) which had demonstrated inadequate 

model fit with fewer items. 
 

Model RMSEA CFI TLI SRMR No. of items 
missing 

79 0.133 0.820 0.785 0.141 5 
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